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consummate the reunion of our lately al-

the growing custom of Sunday evening tous services of the faculty were tendered
ienated North and South? That he might lectures has been adopted in many of the in agency work during the vacation, as a
A WEEKLY
promote civil service reform, rebuke and churches, while social unions and the supplement to the measures to be formed
ISSUED BY
THE
suppress
Mormonism and every unjust various methods of raising funds for by the
It was also stated that
Proewill Baptist Printing Establishment, | oppressor? That. he might live to elevate church work and missionary operations facully trustees.
notes were ready amounting to
Rev. I. BD. STEWART, Publisher,
the nation in moral
sentiment,
and are being inaugurated. The pastor and $4,050.
(Two of the pledges, $500 each,
Jetters on business, remittances of
people
of
the
Free
Baptist
chapel
on
Pine
especially
the
young
men
of
the
nation
to
of
the
H.
original
N.
$5,050 have not. been put
Dover,
at
d,
Sli ou be addresse
Toho
to a’purer lite ? That he might emphasize Street took no vacation last summer, and into notes.) The board adopted the form’
1 communications designed for publicati on
addressed to Editor The Mi orning Star,
mA
of its enthusiastic
prayer of note, accepted the notes of the. faculty
purity of tamily life? But what if his A
brief administration,
with what he had’ meetings and of the frequent requests for and the offer of services, but adjourned
per year, if paid strictly before said and done, all raised into prayers on the part of enquirers during without making
Terms 1—82.00$2.20
the requisite provisions
if
paid within the
ret hirty days, and $5.50
if not.
prominence, and enforced by his wound- the midsummer months, was an unusual for completing the work.
Not baffled by this failure on the part
ing, his long suffering, and his death, one for the column of church items in our
shall accomplish all these objects as city Jourual. That membership is evi- of the board to effectually push the mateffectually as he could have done by dently working ‘‘in season and out of ter, some of the professors worked as
added years? This is done we have no season.” The Rev. J. J. Hall of the they could during the summer, and duties
doubt. Union and Confederate soldier Auburn Free Baptist church took an early were So distributed that one of them was
mingle tearfully in his funeral obsequies, advantage of the services of an evangel- sent into the field a few weeks during the
and unite as never before, in eventful ist, and during the meetings the thrilling full. Then, without personal agencies,
My white roses pale with wonder,
anniversaries.
Northern and Southern sceneg-at Elberon cottage added much to appeals were made to all until the board
My red roses blush with surprise,
y of the revival season, many met last June—two years from the incities and statesmen vie with each other. the s
My violets nod at each other,
And open their wide bliie eyes.
it would seem, in giving expressions eof during these meetings of prayer for the ception of the plan—and declared the
‘What's come to my basket?
devotion to the President, his character President and special prayers for the sal- whole fund pledged, the first installment
Now, why need I ask it?
and outlined policy. The popular mind vation of souls expressed themselves as on the notes being made due on October
It is all, my jealous flowers,
has already adopted and will demand of anxious to find the Saviour upon whom 15, 1881. The fund then stood thus:
For this one little blossom
the incoming successor, and of repre- the President rested his faith.. These
That restson my bosom,
The Waldron bequest ~~ $15,000.00.
This pretty new posy of ours.
sentatives, that they adopt and oarry out special meetings are said to have done
Joseph Mauck’s donation
2,500.00.
the essential principles named by the much good throughout the city. Main:
My pansies are all out of order,
Faculty
4,050.00.
| dead President, and made sacred by his Street Free Baptist church has been the
They can not tell what to say
All other sources
4,100.84.
To a face in a wee cap border,
suffering and death.
:
scene of many earnest prayers in pulpit
That can look as wise as they.
Total
$25,650.84.
If we prayed for his life, looking to its and pew during the late mournful oecurMy rose and my lily,
bearing
upon
Christian
dectrines
and
It is important to note that the faculty,
rences
in
our
nation.
The
religious
’T were surely too silly,
~B
life, what could we loek for more, by memorial} services of the city were held from
the beginning, definitely stated
To fancy yourselves so fine;
added years, than already secured, and here and the pastor has throughout the that their pledges were made as a nucleus
Who ever supposes
:
| expressed in the people's utterances from trying
experiences brought all his. for a general move, so that all would be
That lilies or roses
Could equsl a flower like mine.
[every direction ‘and distance? Skeptics thoughts to bear upon the lessons of the approached; because thay believed that
A late vindication of the faith of such a popular effort, though it might be
There’s naught you can show for whiteness, may continue to ask for the philosophy of hour.
That's like'to his forehead fair;
the dootrine of reformation and salvation the church in prayer was helpfnl and long in accomplishment, would reach so
There's nothing for golden brightness,
{ by the suffering and death of the Son of timely. It would seem, as. has. been re- many that eventually, after the $24,000
To match with his shining sir.
|'God,
‘but, if they will, they may see that, marked, that the prayer rooms of all our should be raised, much wore would he
And there never yet
|
philosophy
exemplified, mot a little, in the churches might be oftener visited and brought to the college. Besides, they
Bloomed a violet
marked reforms and changes of sentiment made more of a power this winter. The thought that a liberal expression in money
Beneath the sunny skies,
and feeling throughout the land, wrought church has acquired new habits of prayer from themselves, with their very limited
That was half as blue,
Or as'bright with dew,
by the intelligence, life and suffering during the past menths, and prayers have | salaries, of their sense of the imperative

ha

The Morning Star,

WEDNESDAY,
NOV. 3, 1881.
THE SWEETEST FLOWER.

love of Lincoln and€arfield.

But closet
his small hand presses,
Where his fingers clasp round mine.
My blossom, my- treasure,
P’d-sell with all pleasure,

PP+ O4>
Ga

fied,” Panl’'s motto in his work of reforming and saving mea ; and ** Stramgulatus
profepublica,™ the dying President's last

PRESIDENT.

BY 0,E. BARDR.

II.
One phese of the President's life should
be viewedby itself,lnamely, his high social
qualities; his love of mother, wife, ehild
and friend. His was no narrow, selfish
love of home, but a domestic application
and expression of his broad, intense love
peopie.

Al

3

0

country, and all men

‘8

Dome

on «the

and

his

same prin-

ciple, but more than mest men he exalted
home loves
ures, in

and

refinements

importance

and

and
as a

pleas-

means

of

words on paper,-strike the same ‘chords
of human sympathy, and work kindred
results upon their ‘respective admirers.
A

BY. IDM

his life, he has done

have

organized

society.

Journalism

has

de-

nominated the Presidents
Kissing his
aged mother first, after te inauguration
ceremonies, ** theatrical and for effect.”

But that simple act made his as a son to

HAZELTON.

not «to the bright looms and laughing
skies of summer, with its long deys of
sundkine and enervating heats, but to the
shorter,

The State is but the family larger
grown, and within the home are builtup
and exhibited the elements essential to

pe

‘The flowers that bloomed along the
roadside in the earlier autumn are all
dead.
Now, we are looking forward,

usefulness tothe outside <world. .It amay
be doubted whether in any other mode of
greater good.

Ap

LEWISTON: (MAINE) WAIFS

swifter days of winter,

long fireside evenings.
had

our

and

its

Like children we

playtime

under

sunny

skiee and by babbling brooks; now, in
the harvest time and in thé Thanksgiving
daysof the coming month, we gather up
all'the blessings
that God has given us,

and

use them

for <our good and thebest

good.of those about-us.

So, as we

among the shadows.and

fallen

walk

leaves

of

grant_that the

world,

influence of

and

this pure

family life may tend to elevate home life
‘every where, and to correct the shameless
corruptions of only %0@ many of our
national legislators.
One ather charactistic

of the

President

deserves particular notiee, namely, his
confident zesignation to God, in the confidence that + God reigns,” while skeptics
‘were

saying,

¢* What

of the Christian

doctrine of providence

and

prayer if

ithe President diegp”
It betrays the weakness of unbelief that

i must seize upon events as unnatural as
they can claim them to have been unprovidential.

It is begging the question

to assume that prayer was not answered
because

the President died,

(1) Much

called prayer for the life of the President,
must be ruled out, lacking

the requisite

te:attract us and keep
times we build a mill

to do very soon, a big one. Sometimes we

present a popula: member of Congress to

the Senate as we did a year or so ago in
the person of our respected citizen, Senator Fry.. After our monster State Fair, of

the success of whieh you muat all have
been informed ere this, we wrested for a
moment,
last September, to enjoy our
new horse
railroad, the northernmost

Street railway in New
later we

voted

England.

to send

A little

another of our

good townsmen to Washington,

and we

expect the country will have reason to
thank us for the service of such a stanch
statesman as Mr. Nelson Dingley, our
ex-Gov. and popular editor. It meansa

of

s

N

>

>

to recownt another innovation on the part
of the fair sex which has still more meaning in these days of womam's progress
than that of literary culture. “There is
quite a Little excitement among the students at the Seminary,” remarked & Theologue the other evening after wramsacting his business with
the professor.
“Nothing serious, I hope,” said the professor.
*“.O.no; but we Tear that a

lady has Geen admitted fe Theological
school.”

¢¢'lhere is no

dppositionin

the

excitement, 1 hope?” queried the doctor.
‘ Not 2 bit, only a little natural ouriosity,
sible remark of this same lady aspirant
for theological honors, “if a womans called te help in building up morality, as no
one can. reasonably.doubt that she is in
these days, why she should not fit-kerself

Latin,

Hebe¥¥,

te Philosophy, Theology, and are beceming preachers.
Wy
HILLSDALE COLLEGE
THAT $24.000.
:
For several years Hillsdale College has
had mo regular agent in the field, and
for six or seven years a debt has rested

not vocally, “The Lord

willing,” ** As

Thou wilt.” (3) Prayer isa profitable
mental and moral exercise, even when

the thing asked for is denied.

Children

do well’ to ask, even though now and
then denied, and so in prayer to God. (4)
God often answers

prayer really,

abun-

dantly, though withholding the exact
thing, in letter, asked for. So doubtless

In this case. Bid. we pray for the Prési-

nls

and religion.
I need record nothing
more to show that our motto is, Progress.

We never expect to become a staid old
town of

conservative

ideas.

‘We fear that we shall not for many years
become esthetic or literary as a city, ex-

cept in the immediate vicinity of-our col-

lege, with its steadily growing intellectual
influences.

But considering the progres-

sive movements in our

city schools, the

generally favorable and established condition of our churches, und the native
intelligence and practical capabilities of

dent's life, that he might oarry out the our citizens,
to keep pace with
Policy he had outiined ? ‘that he. might the civilizationwe ofhope
2
the age.
:
ton

’

leisure and

J

oe

4

PU

that thinketh he standeth,

he fall.”

Satan

aims

* Let him

take

heed

high.

wanted a man to betray

When

Christ, he

practice the strictest economy in order

live at all.

lest

he

to

We have made several appeals

to the H. M. for help, but all to no purpose: the plea comes to me, you are stran-"
gers. If so, is it not. high time we become

took

Judas, the treasurer of the disciples; and.
when he wanted a man to deny Christ he
took Peter, the leader of the disciples,
and the highest ecclesiastical authority of
the day.
Let us take warning.— Moody.

acquainted?

Are not our interests ome2. .

Are we not all one family, laboring to ac-

Then let us.

complish the one great end?

become acquainted that we may be a help.

S----b

MISSION WORK. /

to each other; let us double our diligence:
and unite our efforts in the spread of the
gospel, for ‘in union there is strength.”
Some of us never saw our much-loved
President Garfield, and yet we have no

CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WAT

Letters from Mrs. J. Phillips, who, wit

her daughter Nellie, sailed for our India
Mission the 24th ult., have been received. reason to doubt that he did live and that
by a friend, from which ‘we are permitted ‘he was assasinated.by one Guiteau. Many

to make the following extracts:

of

us never saw our Foreign missionaries,

yet we believe that there are such men liv—
GLAsGow, Oct. 5, 1881.
* * * «The friends of the Mission will, I ing as Dr. J. L. Phillips, Dr. Bacheler anc:
am sure, be glad to learn that we arrived the many others we might mention, who.
have gone to carry the gospel across the
here safely and in good spirits yesterday,
between five and six o'clock, p.m. The | ocean to those who sit in heathen dark-

“Deyonia”
though

is«@

we had

splendid

and | ness; and that light which you and I are:
privileged to enjoy is beginning to light up.’

steamer,

a little rough

weather, w

the dark corners. India’s zenanas are being thrown open, and those who for ages:
have been bound by the strong fetters of
heathen idolatry are catching a glimpse of ’
the light of the blessed gospel of the Son:
of God. Itis the duty of every Christian to give for the support of our missionaries who have gone to carry light and knowl-edge to the millions who.sit in the dark—
ness of heathenism, and it is no less a duty.
to support the Home Mission, and it does

had no storm.
:
‘“ We had a very pleasant party of about
forty, the most of whom were Christians,
and all were very kind. Two of the number were young missionaries—one married, and the other to be married on reaching Burmah—alsoa young lady destined

for the same Mission, all Baptists.

An-

other was the president of a college near
Lake Winnipeg, his wife accompanying
him;
and still another, Mr. Duplessis,
with wife and son, were from South Afri-

Mission fan»

seem that a part of the Home

ought to be appropriated to the suppoft of:

ca, both descendantsof the Huguenots

and very lovable.
We had a sermon on
each Sabbath from the president, both of
which were excellent. This was all the
captain would allow, The organ and pi2no were very good, and the ship purser
played and sang very much like Mr. San-

those laboring on the frontier. It is thefeeble and the destitute that need. sympathy and help, and to whom shall we look?"
Must we leave these churches uncared for;

also had three Swedish gentlemen, one
with his family, who were all Free Baptists, though they are not comnected with
our denomination.
They. are very anxious
to do something for Foreign Missions, but
have no organization through which to
work, aud so they propose to send money
to me for the support of a native preacher.
One of them, Mr. Rylander, wishes to take
our Miss. Helper, and has paid me for it
and I am to order it. He wishes also to
see the Morning Star, and I must ask Bro.
Stewart to send him a copy.
Mr. Ryland-

labored hard for the salvation of precious
souls around us and for the advancement of

loss

a

means

and let them scatter, which

to our denomination ; or shall we look to guy.
Home Mission Society for help?. We have.

key, thotigh by no means a Christian. We

the Redeemer’s kingdom, have endured many

hardships and privations, gone hungry and’
cold,
and now to see these churches
crumble and fall stirs the deep fountain of”
our souls. We read thdt if any provide:
not for his own,

especially for those of his

those"

and

own house, he denies the faith,
that withhold their hand from
the support of our frontier
‘withhold the gospel from: the
who shall account for it in the

early next spring.
He says these prospective emigrants, though nearly all are able
The point we would make is not mainto read and write, are still very ignorant,
ly one of complaint—for who that has]
and he is very anxious that the Free Bapgiven'his note does net rejoice in the retists should send men to preach among
sults which will soca wipe out that them. They seem to have
broken away
chronic debt?—but we rather:ask whether | from the state church, and are in a sort of
ado
RC

it is not reasonable to expect ‘that, while
the few:are laboring to meet the paymentson their notes, the-thewsands for
whom'tike plan was at first designed will
readily and cheerfully come forward and

the naming of the east hall in the college’

the next steamer leaves, a fortnight hence!
This, for various reasons, is a very great
disappointment, and will add not a little

raised to replace the original
building.
)

to the expense of our trip, as well as delay
our arrival ir India far into the cold seaSon. But there is no doubt some need for

dress, introduced a resolution favoring

group ‘Garfield

Hall, "—@10/800 to be
cost of the’

The. ¥¢solution was seeondedby Major
Koon, of Hillsdale, and was adopted by a’

a fund of $24,000,

cover the debt, $12,-

sonally pledged $5,050, in amounts’ from
$250 to $1000. They then drew a form
of note by which the donor agreed to
pay a given amount in four annual in-

stallments, the . firstx due

three

months

from the date of public annoupicement: by

the college treasurer that the $24,000 had
been pledged, interest on / fie whole to
begin wheu the first installment should
fall due. By such notes and cash it was
designed to raise the ano. in small donations. ‘This form of note the faculty

lid before the trustees in June, .1879,
with a request that measures be adopted
to carry out the project, and the gratui-

the

disappointment,

it may

be to us.

however

I think

unwelcome

I have

learned

rising-vote of the audience. The measure more of real trust in my Father and*cheérwas originated by those who aremot offi- ful submission to his will, since my dear
cially connected with the college, and its’ ‘husband departed, than in many previous
prosecution is in the hands

fears.

of a eommit-

tee, of. which Senator Digkermanis chairman. 4 formal appeal will doubtless be
soon made to the ‘demomiaation, which
has a pride in its institution. Mey we
not hopesthat our people generally will
find a peeuliar satisfaction in giving evidences ofitheir love for the nation’s Ohristian President, and,

at

the

same

will be given ia the

Morning

the papers oi Hillsdale.

M.

Hillsdale, Mich., Oct. 25, 1881.
—

I

good many of us. We have more eelfconfidence than we are warranted in hav-

Peter said if all the others deserted

Christ he wouldn't.
are trying to reform

I learn so

ert
LENOGRA, KANSAS, Oct.
DEAR

BROTHER :—For

10, 1881,

nearly

twenty

years we have labored in the F. B. denomination, and before coming here were connected with the Tama Q. M. in Iowa, also

the South River Q. M.

We

labored there

Many men’
themselves.

to-day
They

depend on their own strength and faith,
The strongest men in the Bible failed in
their strong point, Abraham was the

«closed with them they were both in a prosperous condition.
I was a teacher in the
different Sunday-schools for sixteen years,
farewell, to seek a home in the wilds of
Kansas, where we hoped to build up an interest for our beloved denomination.
We
| located at Lenora in the
spring of 187g. |

Our fitet work was to

qrganize

a

And waste upon the plain?”
Mgrs. C. A. CLARK.

. WASHINGTON
|.

LETTER.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Oct. 25, 1881.
How soon passing events are forgotten® .
Scarcely had the pomp and pageantry of the ~
inauguration passed, than the solemn procession of the funeral followed, and that now is ait
at an end. The customary thirty days are over
and gone ; the black emblems are removed ; the

tide of political excitement rolls back in - its accustomed channels; and the national capital,
with the extra session of the Senate, and the
preparation for the regular Congress soon. to oceur, becomes gay and bustling once more
with the scenes of winter.
A partial illustration of these ideas occurred
‘to your correspondent here in Washington
only a few nights ago. Passing quietly by the
plain mansion occupied for several years bm
-our lamented brother Garfield, while ably fill_ing his seat in Congress, I paused a moment

before

the front.

I called

him

to mind.

thought of his unassuming manner

shiped

with the little

flock

as he

in

the

I

wor-

-

humble"

house of God, near by. I remembered the words
of Christian exhortation and prayer I had
heard him offer. I thought of his patriotic
statesmanship, his assassination, that has ren.
dered immortal the spot where he fell, his
heroic endurance, his sublime faith on the bed
of death. As I stood by the door he hadso often entered, I was reminded that strangers

had

come

into

possession

of

the

dwelling.

Just at that moment a ripple of laughter burst

from the open window, from two young men:
who occupied the room,
Doubtless it was: in-nocent merriment, we can not expect every-body to be always wrapt in the garments of
SOrrow.
But it sounded so strangely,
ut

Speaking of the organization of the next
House of Representatives, there is an event
connected with it tha, is of deep interest to the
friends of humanity.
Hon. Mr. Rainey, late
member of Congress from South Carolina, and’

now occupying an important government

po-

sition connected with the Ihternal Revenue

Department in New England, has been repeats -

edly

nominated

by the Republicans

_ | post of clerk of the House.

for the.

Mr. Riiney is in

organize a Sabbath
school
We then began to look out over
the fleld which was white already to har-

every way well qualified for this high and re- ¢
place.
He has given conclusive
proof of his ability by his successful and useful

the sheaves. The next June we organized
the Lenora church and since then we have
found no time to be idle, my husband hav-

requisite_qualifications. He is spegially worthy
for the stand he took in the session, when in.

vest; and began the work of gathering in

man of faith, yet in Egypt he denied his | ing the pastoral care of three churches bewife because he didn’t trust ‘God. . Moses sides laboring in the mission fleld, which
was noted for his. humility; yet he lost keeps him gongtantly.from home, and with
Canaan by losing his temper. Elijah was the many disadvantages and drawbacks
a brave man, yet failed through cowardice. The beloved disciple proposed to this country is subject 10, and a two years’

call down fire to destroy certain

And shall he call in vain?
Shall sheaves lie there ungathered;, -

two pears, when my husband, Rev. O.T.
Clark, was again called to the Tama Q. M.,
to take the pastoral care of the Oneida and
the Otter Creek churches, and during our such a time and in such a place. I journeyed ~*~
on my way, with this solemn thought: ¢ Kor:
labors there, the church, which had almost
lost its wisibility, was gréatly’ strength- | What is your life? It
is even as a vapor, that
ened. Some eighteen or twenty were added | 8Ppeareth for alittle while and then van-to it at Qtter Creek. When our labors isheth away.”

and it was with sad hearts we bade them

LI,
CM +4

Tue TROUBLE With Peter was his self
confidence. That is the trouble with a
ing.

I often wonder that

slowly in this school of faith and trust.”

time,

Star and!

‘“ The ‘Master calls for reapers,

transition state religiously, and are also in
a very receptive state.
The right kind of a

Christain worker could do them great good.
O how many faithful workers are needed
the world over!
Why are so few willing
add ancther $25,000, or more; ‘or at least to give up all for Christ and perishing hu=
manity?
These good friends are with us
fill up the $10,000 Garfield Fund before
in the same hotel, but may leave to-morthe trustees meet, eight months hence.
.
At the large Garfield memorial meeting | row for Sweden.
“I regret to say that the Anchor Line
held in the college church, September
26, amd already referred to ‘in the Star, Steamer for Bombay left Glasgow the day
Senator Dickerman, in concluding his ad-- we arrived, which obliges us to remain till

aiding the college? As a rule, perhaps,
the contributions will be small, and those
upon the buildings, the interest. on which | of any and .every amount are solicited.
is paid out of the general current funds, | All money for Garfield Hall should be
thus keeping down salaries and crippling sent to Hon. John: H. Armstrong, Hillsthe work in general. After proposing dale, Mich., 4reasurer of the Memorial
various methods,
the faculty, in the Committee. What will our people do?
spring of 1879, devised a plan for raising The names of all donors, with amounts,

—to
qualities.
Many prayed from more
000, and to add $12,000 mere to the pergreat
deal
in
this
perverse
world,
believe
personal attachment. Many, looking to
me, when a strong man, mentally well manent endowment. In the face of small
party interests and
schemes, “4 Many,
#alaries, some not covering expéenses,even
because the multitude prayed, and they equipped,is right on the great questions of
with a rigid economy, the professors pertemperance, liberty, equal rights, finance

must float with the current. Wholesale
reduction must be made.
(2) Every
good man prayed, saying in his heart, if

| les, cursed and denied Christ.

Bates college has opened, another year, | been the case. First, the $2,500, named
giving forencouraginglyes usual. (No lack here! above, was included, although the donor,
preachers,
but money, let me pause to remind its ‘desiring that the original popular phase
poor, and
carious friends.) The new class is an should be maintained, wished that it
Judgment?
unusually goetl one, it is said, of ‘the should not be applied to the $24,000. er is a one-third owner of a Swedish relig- There are hundreds, yea, thousands of
average mumber.
¢ The ladies are gain- Then the magnificent Waldron donation ious paper published in Chicago, and is al- precious souls in the West famishing for:
ing upon us, * cheerfully remarked a cel- of $15,000 was likewise applied. Further 80 on the editorial staff, and proposes, the bread of life, and will you not lend a
legiate the other evening. * How many about $2,000 of the $4,100.8% were through his paper, to make an appeal for hand in the great work of spreading the .
are there in all now at the college?” 1 pledged by twelve or fifteen persons in Missions, to his people. He is also agent gospel? The field is a promising one, but.
inqui
¢* Fourteen,”
red
quoth he. * It is amounts from $100 to $500, -everything for the Pacific Railroad Company, and is it is impossible for us to earn our living
and give our time to the churches and
not quite so lonesome for coliege women
being applied to this fund for two years to open an office in Gottenburg, Sweden, Mission work and get nothing.
They
now as when Miss Mitchell, the first and Jrom whatever source obtained. Hence,
Mr. Bergstrom, another of the Swedes, is
and only lady. eellegiate, atteaded Bates; about $2,200 of the $25,650.84 were rais- connected with Mr. Rylander and is to can not help us, and we leave the matter
with you to decide whether you will assist
and was compelled to endure no Ittle ed in small amounts, instead of $20,000 found a large colony of his people in Neto carry the work forward, or shall these
persecution, as have heard, on aecount as desigred by the originaters of the braska, a large number to reach New York
precious sheaves be lost? We have done

as thoroughly as may be for her work.”
The new elass in the divinity scheol is
a strong ome. Several experienged instructors who had fitted themselves for
often choose to re-| «educational werk are
found among its
something on hand | aumber, By the naturel
upward grade
us awake. Some- | of Christian seholarship, our
teachess are
as we now expect adding to the Greek and

pompous sister cities
mind us, always has

demands of the situation, would stimulate

Kingdom of Christ to speedily come upon | such a general plan being prosecuted and
the whole world.
5
i such an effect produced, the opposite has

that is all,’ quoth the smiling student.
to the | “I can see no reason, to quote.a
sen-

the dying year, we look forward
winter, not thinking how we shall best
what a power here. That act inspired
amuse ourselves and while away its long,
every worthy young man and boy in the. cold months, but with a hearty welcome
land with a higher estimate and warmer to its shout days of buey toil and .its fizelove for mother and parentage. That act side hours of mental improvement and
will live 10 awaken admiravien and tears, i enjoyment.
;
2
a gem of history, when the memory of
‘Our bustking inland eity, although eonthe heartless critie, the stole, the mi-| wected with the rest of the great world by
sogamist,shall have vanished ferever. God «uly a ‘“back route,” as some of our
every mother inthe civilized

sincere, and |

more devout in faith. Already upon its: the thousands who call the institution
knees,the church may turn these petitions; “our college,” and the numerous others
into the old chanmel of its desire for the. who have an interest in it. Instead of

died, on account,andin defense of, praise-

They could not come nigh thee,
Whole worlds could not buy thee,
My one little flower ofiflowers.
— Chenistian "Weekly.

OI

certainly been mere earnest,

worthy character and principle. These
facts-euggest the stetement of the apostle,
“For it became Him, in bringing many
sons unto glory, to make the captain of
their salvation perfect through suffering.”
‘ Clraston estauromsenon,” ** Christ oruci-

The bleom of a thousand bowers;

OUR BHECEASED

They are

forever immortalized in the history and
hearts
ef their peaple, and because they
were wise, and goofl, and suffered and

Clinging with close caresses,
My ivies twist and twinex

-

Te
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As his tender baby eyes.

NO 44.

persons. | drouth, has kept us from getting ahead fi-

And Peter, the most ardent of the discip- ' nancially.

We

have

to lve
N

ns
a

close and

sponsible

service as & member, and has every one of ‘the.

a time of great national peril, he was *‘ faithful

among the faithless found.”

I

could -be paid!

to the cause of liberty and civil rights than the

election of Mr.

Rainey.

now that the Republicans

He deserves
have

having repeatedly nominated

the

him

it, ands,
majority,

when

were in the minority, they owe it to him,

BY

,

weit Lae ab.

ra

No nobler tribute of the kind

J
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For Questions see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

OF

TABERNACLES.

ia

ts

DAILY

The feast of tabernacles.

TT.
W.

Other feasts. Lev. 23: 1—32.
Feasts and rejoicing. Deut. 16: 13—22.

rude

or

branches of trees.

Lev. 23: 33—44.

huts

with

covered

It was a time of gen-

commemoration of their camp-life in the
T.
Ezra’s feast. Ezra 3:17.
from
wilderness during the journey
¥. Neblect punished. Zech. 14:16-21.
8, Jesnos at the feast. John 7:17, 37—44.
Egypt.
8. Psalms of praise. Ps. 65, 66.
The appointment was accepted : by the
people in the spirit in which it was made,
O my
national
{GOLDEN TEXT: —* Bless the Lord,
and this became the great
soul, id forget mot all his benefits.”— «¢ Thanksgiving day.”
In many respects
Psa. 103:
we may learn important lessons from
Leviticus 23: 83—44.
|
- them in respectto the right and profit——
able manper of keeping such a day.
Torics— The
religious
meeting;
thanksgiving; The joyful worshipers.

The

Notes and Hints.

through the wilderness, when they dwelt
in booths, from which it took its
Tame; it

was also called the feast of ingathering,
and was a festival of thanksgiving for the
blessings of the year. It took place in
the menth Tisri, which. corresponded to
parts of our September
and October,
when the fruits of the ground were gathand the

labor of the

farmers

was

less than during the previous months. It
lasted from the fifteenth to the twentysecond of the month. Daring this time
the people, witha few exceptions, lived

in booths
boughs,

or huts;

covered with green

in memory of

their

life in

the

‘wilderness. The sacrifices peculiar to these
days are enumerated in Num. 29: 12—
40. In the Sabbatical years portions of
the law were read daily in public, in addition to the usual services. ¢‘It was the
third of the
great annual festivals (the
Passover and

Pentecost

a

not

duty,

Thanksgiving is a religious

duty, simply, but a religious duty. Let
us s6 recognize it and learn to keep the
day as a day of religious enjoyment.

The Feast of Tabernacles ‘was the last
in order of the annual festivals kept by
the Jews, and served a two-fold purpose ;
it was to commemorate the journey

ered,

were the others)

at which every male in Israel was to appear before the Lord in the place which
ha skould choose. It followed closely an

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

I. National blessings call for national
thanksgiving.
II. We may receive great benefit from
large gatherings of Christian people met
together for worship.
III. Gratitude to God makes us benevolent to the poor.
TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.
+ I. The value of religious festivals.
II. The religious life of a nation.
III. How to keep Thanksgiving Day.
>+&+o

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
(From 8. S. Times.)

In Dakota, a missionary

of the Ameri-

can Sunday School Union recently received from a lady whom he had met ten
months before in a distant place, an invitation
to organize a Sunday-school in a
school-house just completed in district
53, township 142, range 51, section
Cass County. This was done, and
missionary, in a sense,
dedicated

school-house
it,the

first

by preaching
ever

heard

in

.a sermon
the

12,
the
the

in

district.

In the afternoon he organized another
Sunday-school in a farm-house, again
preaching
the first sermon heard in
sin of Israel had been removed, and its
that
neighborhood.
Three mew. schoolcovenant in relation to God restored.
Thus a sanctified nation could keep a” houses are in course of erection, or about
holy feast of harvest joy unto the Lord.” to be built in that region, in all of which

the

‘Day

of Atonement,’in

which the

the missionary

—Edersheim.
I.

The Religious Meeting.

In the

ar-

‘expects to organize

Sun-

day-schools and preach.
He writes also
of a tour which he was about to make, in
company with another missionary along
the Northern Pacific Railroad, through
Dakota and ato Montana, preaching and
planting Sunday-schools.

rangement of the Jewish church year
there was a festival for each season except winter. The spring had its Passover, the summer ‘its Pentecost and the
-autumn its Feast of Tabernacles. They
were all occasions of rejoicing but the
Considerable success is now said to
last, coming at the close of the harvest, follow the work of the Salvation Army
was especially a time of great joy. But in Paris. Numbers of young working
great as was the rejoicing at these festi- ‘men aud their wives have already been
wals, that was not the only, and probably brought under the influence of the gospel.
mot the chief characteristic of them. They This success is doubtless due to a wise
were pre-eminently religious gatherings. | modification of the methods of the Army,
: Loey were, | first of sll singe; a part of | which awakened so much opposition at
or

ooServanees

tne

nation Ei

a part of the Yori of Fedora the
Most High God. This was never forgotten. Nor did this fact lessen their joy,
or interefere with their rejoicing. They
‘rejoiced before the Lord ”; they ¢ made
melody to God in their

hearts.”

They greatly misrepresent true religion who represent it as gloomy, austere
and melancholy. The heart filled with
the spirit of true religion is impelled
thereby to great rejoicing and to much
thanksgiving. Ii may find occasion for
sorrow, and see many things to mourn
over, but it will not forget to be thankful
to God, nor fail to give hearty expression
of its thankfulness in his presence, and as
a part of its religion. It is to be feared,
-and to be regretted as well, that our appointed days of Thanksgiving and of
Fasting have both, to a great extent,

lost

auch of the religious character they once
had and ought to have kept. Let uslearn
to keep these days, not simply, nor mainly, as holidays, to be given up to frolicsome sports, or even to simply social recreation and merry-making.
Let us,
rather, seek to attemper all our enjoyament and observance of these occasions
awith a devout recognition of our relations

‘to the parent of all good, the giver of all
good things, who is ever worthy of
adoration and praise.
Il.. The Thanksgiving.
As has al-

" ready been said, this festival, coming at
the closeof the year’s labors, of the husband
ter the grains, the fruits and
.all\ihe
ucts of the season had been
.gatheted, was a fit occasion for the ex-

(pression

of gratitude to God, and was

sure to find the hearts of men in accord
with its purposes. It was, in fact, for

this that it was established.

It was de-

frst—————

Al the nineteenth annual Christian Conference recently held at Perth, Scotland,
much emphasis was laid upon the necessity for more active evangelistic work on
the part of the chucches. It was felt that
one of the most pressing needs of the age,
especially in great cities, is aggressive
and fearless preaching of the doctrine of
repentance and faith for the remission of
sins.
I
Here is an effective testimony to the
valué of open-air and other evangelistic
services, from the correspondent of an
English religious journal. He writes:

« The

forces that are keeping back the

tide of misery, ruffianism, and even barbarism, in England, are kept in operation

by these informal services.
Although
they seldom receive official recognition,
they are doing a work beyond all estimation in a merely social point of view.
The most serious thing that can
happen to Christian churches is that real
Christian and effective evangelism among

the masses should be carried on without
their interest and co-operation.”
In all our large cities there is, side by
side with the church-going classes, a
large class of persons who are rarely or
never found within the walls of a church.
A commendable enterprise designed to
reach persons of this class has just been
commenced in Brooklyn. Some
time
ago the offer of the - Music Hall for free
gospel services on Sunday alternoons was
“formally made to the Rev. George F.

Pentecost.

This offer was gladly accept-

ed, and the first services were held in the

hall on Sunday, October 2. It is announced that similar services will be kept

up from Sunday to Sunday by Mr. Pente-

cost, whose object will be to make them
:and the latter rain, for the sunshine and as popular, unsectarian, and unconvenBe’ dew, for the many fayoring influences, tionalas possible. While itis expected
.and, especially, for the divine blessing that mach good will result from these
services to the class for which they are
_aopondhe labors of the year. Whatever
+ of hardship might have been experienced, more particularly designed, it is “also
hoped that they will awaken and stimuwhatever calamities might have befallen’
late a greater interest in evangelistic

any one, there wus still enough of mercy,
blessing

discoverable

to

| work among the churches at large.
He
awaken, |

lively gratitade, and -call forth sincere
thanksgiving,

It illustrated the .joyful : One

never knows a man, till. be has
ness of true piety, and exhibited the joy-| refused him something, and. studied the

«ous phases of religion.
this festival that a gay
~ forined to bring water
around the great altar,

It was during
procession was
and pour it out
with mu¥ic and

‘singing, the ceremony being, perbaps,
witypical of the work of Him who gives the

effects of the

refusal;

one

never

knows

himself till he has denied himself. The
altar of sacrifice is the touchstone of
character.
The cross compels a choice

for or against

the Chbrist.—O.

P,

Gif:

Jord,
il EM gn
ater of life freely.
Hope ‘is like the wing of an angel,
tion of joy. | soaring up ‘to heaven und bearing our
Bo great was the
t into prayers to the throne of God. —Jeremy
it passed
art of the feat tha
in
common saying that, ** Whosoever Taylor.
-

-

=
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Communications.
EDUCATION

1881, by Rev. G. 8. Ricker of Lowell, Mass.]

After speaking of Garfield's educational

career which has been already repeated
in the Star, the author proceeds:

While it is true that James A. Garfield
inherited royal’ possibilities, it is more
than probable that, without the generous
his

charac-

ter was so divinely molded, he would
have lived and died unknown to fame,—

exerting,

without

NOVEMBER

2,

1881.

No one can thoroughly read the

the great and difficult work Sought to be

[From an address delivered at the Anuniversary of the F, B. Education Society, Oct. 6,

certainly,

:

gospels, or the epistles of Paul, without
having it impressed upon his mind, that

THE DEMANDS UPON IT.

processes of culture by which

;

acter.

SOCIETY.

as

he

wrought out under the operations

of di-

sults of education,

have

risen

from

the

lowliest ranks in society to the highest
positions in professional and political life.
Ceteris paribus—other things being equal.
An educated man is vastly more efficient |
than one who is uneducated ; it therefore
may have some bearing upon the topic of
ministerial educatien, which question
chiefly concerns us to-day.
Ishall not hesitate in making the affirmation that the ministry is the highest
and noblest calling, and that also affording the finest and largest possibilities of
work and achievement;

this is true, since

the ministry is concerned with the eternal
interests and destinies of men. Therefore,
it may wellbe considered a work of superersgation to argue that the ministry
should be thoroughly educated; and I
will only suggest a few lines of argument
that may be followed out to the profit of
suchas are inclined to think that education holds no important relation to the

work of a successtul ministry.

The pur-

pose of this paper is not so much to elaborate arguments as ‘to offer suggestions
that may fertilize other minds.
I

will

suggest,

in

the

first

place,

that the almost infinite diversity of char-

acter, exhibited by

those for whom

the

gospel is to be proclaimed, affords a strong
presumption in support of the proposition
that its heralds should be men of richly

furnished minds and hearts. As itis important

to

know

before

attacking

an

enemy’s

him,

position

otherwise

the

deadly missiles of the artillery might be
hurled among the harmless trees and the
infan{ry might waste their ammunition
on empty trenches; so the predther must
know the man,—how
hopefully. to lay
siege to his heart! This is doubtless in

accord with the spirit manifested by
Paul,—¢‘I am become all things to all
men, that I may by all means save some.”
To suppose that one who did not possess
a capacious and well-furnished mind, a
thoroughly disciplined and symmetrical
character, would be adequately prepared
for such work, would argue a short-sight-

be

ascribed to

the foolish. Looking out upon the work
of reaching, and winning to Christ, the
hearts of

men, ong is

conclusion that

the

compelled

successful

to

the

minister

must needs be an educated man.
Second. I would urge that the comprehensive scope of the gospel makes it impossible that any other than a capacious
and comprehensive mind should formright, adequate conceptions of it; and
how shall he who does not himself grasp
the gospel preach it? The design of the
gospel is undoubtedly to promote human
good ; and it embraces all of those topics
which in any way relate to the welfare of

ous minds turn away from such presentations with disgust; and if their feelings
shouldfigd voice, we

should

hear

them

saying,” This, then, is the gospel; we
wish to hear nothing further concerning
it I” Oh, the shame of it, that any such
result should be attained. I do not wish
to be understood as conveying the impression that piety may not produce
lovely effects in the most ignorant sould;
nor would I say that unlearned ministers

may not attain high success in the work

Third. The great

end

sought

of men “‘ the spirit of the gods, * * and

light and understanding,

and excellent

wisdom,” to help them grow up into
beautiful, symmetrical, sweet and lovable characters,—this calls forth the
divinest
energy,
the
most
fervent
prayer, and awakens all the deep and
nobler powers of the soul. It goes with-

age a cause in the courts,

or

to carry

on

an important business, or to engage in
any great affairs that relate only to temporal things, without a careful previous
preparation therefor? What shall we say,
then, relative to this business—this profession—which has for its end the shaping
of character for the eternities,—this work,

which in its results shall prove ¢ a savor
of life unto life, or of death unto death,”
to immortal souls ? Shall it be entered
upon, recklessly, as if it were a light thing
to preach the ‘gospel ? Oh, what fearful
responsibility does he incur who steadies
with his hand the ark of God, or hastens
unanointed of God to minister to an
immortal soul! A worthy conception of
the magnitude of the work of the gospel
ministry might well deter all cowardly and undisciplined souls from entering
thereupon!
That our ministry must be educated

was really settled in the fall of 1839, when

four men met together in’ Farmington,
Me., “and after prayerful deliberation”
decided that a call should be issued look~

ing to the formation of a society which
should have for its great business the
fostering of ministerial education.
This
call has the true ring:
:
“The undersigned, considering the
extensive field spread out before us, in
our beloved connection, the great destitution of the means of grace that exists
among us,

and

the

worth

of

undying

souls; feeling the importance of a correct
understanding of the Scriptures, and of

New

Testament

my mind, that

makes it certain to

the great work of the

on-

The min-

istry also suffers for want of proper appreciation and support. Bat crying er
whining will not remedy the evil. It
must possess such attainments and put

forth such efforts as will both be worthy
of and will command respect and consideration. Let its piety and zeal shine

ests of Zion; and being desirous of furnishing the means of improvement in a
knowledge of divine things to all within
our reac,

Therefore,we extend a cordial

Those

strong, true

and

incisive utter-

ances were published in July, 1854,—
more than twenty-seven years ago. I
submit that, in view of such’ringing declarations, it is hardly necessary for us today to say one additional word relative to
the necessity of ministerial education.
What, then, are the functions of this'Society,—what is the duty of the

hour

re-

garding this most important question of
an educated ministry? Says the histori-

an of the Eduacation Society in the Centennial Record :—
‘‘ The Society has expended its energies chiefly in two directions: the raising
of funds to furnish instruction in theological schools, and the giving of pecuniary
assistance to young men preparing for
the ministry.” The former end is now
subserved otherwise; but I apprehend
that this Society has another and most
important function to parform, viz.: to
seek out young men of piety and ability,
and in the name of the Lord call them to
the work of the. ministry!
[Elijah calling Elisha!] I have not space elaborate-

1840,

resolutions which were carefully considered before their adoption, and which

form the basis on which the Education
Society was established, occurs this:
(3)
It is indispensably necessary for
one whois about to teach others, first to understand the subject clearly himself.” Is
there not a spice of irony in that resolution? But our fathers were compelled to
feel their way cautiously,

and

this

care-

those who to-day aspire to leadership,
relative to this momentous question.
Page after page, number after number,
volume

after

volume,

is crowded

with

facts and arguments in support of the
proposition that the ministry must be educated.

A long,

elaborate and

cussion of this question
volume

of

in

able dis-

the second

the Quarterly contains,

near

most sacred convictions, and we

the
our

can not

review the conflict without strong emotion,

ministry is the training of wen tor The spectacle, 100, is before us, not only
right iving here on ‘earth and “for ‘the of numerous congregations vainly seeking
nighest er jy ment of a glorious hereafter. tor ministers, but of quite as many minThe grand end and achievment of the isters
as vainly seeking
for fields
gospei. is the editication of Christian char- of successful labor; and the secret

fathers
Societies

are passing over to the other shore, he is
vigor-

ous, to take their places in carrying
forward the glorious work they find
ready for their hands. May - they be
found equal to the work before them,
There were many good and strong

words spoken which

reported

was much

have already been

for the Star.

But

while there

to enjoy, there was to me an

occasion of sadness. I remembered the
first Anniversary of our Benevolent So-

cieties that it wasmy privilege to attend.
It was

convened

at W. Buxton, Me:, I

think in 1843. That was a meeting of
great interest and effort to advance our
work in the cause of education,
We had,
previous to the meeting, commenced an

effort to raise $10,000 for the

benefit

of

those who might be called of God to enter the ministry. Then and there, ministers who were working on small salaries,
partly supporting their families by manual

labor, or occasionally teaching, feeling the
value of education and culture by the want

of it, gave pledges of $100 each out of the

pittance they received for their labors, that
those who should succeed them in their
calling might be better prepared for the
a

to them

It was

work before them.

the ministry, and so for the cause of God.

Lowell,

one

year ago,

said,—‘ We

are

fast nearing what is the real crisis of this
meeting. The burning question of this
convention is the question of men.”
And Dr. Alden in his special paper said,
—* From some source the number of our
ordained laborers must be considerably
increased, or our work in several of our
fields will be seriously crippled. * * * It
is idle for us to enlarge our fields and to
broaden our educational and evangelistic

and superintend this increased native
agency. And these educators and leaders must be our choicest and ablest young
men.” The burning question was the
question of men, but, Fathers and Brethrén, is not that the question with us that

do need

of our benevolent funds, so faithfully
and

successfully (much of the time without
fee or reward), was at his post; but he

retires from

his pablic positionat the

close of the present year, and I felt some
as Elijah did when he exclaimed, ** And
Iam left alone.” Feeble as my services

for the Master iow séem, it is a sweetly

pleasant thought, that comes to me often,
“I am nearer home to-day than I have
been before.” I ask how did those with
whom I have been a humble worker,
with their limited means accomplish the
work they did for God? They believed it
was a necessity, it ‘must be done; they

a man or two so much.
Will you pray
daily for the right man to be sent us?
Please ask others to pray likewise.”
Here and now do I comply with that earnest request and ask you to pray fervently that God may speedily send a strong
man down into the minein India!
But this Pbilippian ery is echoed and
re-echoed from all parts of our country.
The great West: utters it with thrilling
emphasis. We do need men so much,

for the inspection and criticism of all,
they gave largely themselves, and when
they appealed to the churches to help,
they could assure them that the managers of the funds labored for litle or
nothing beyond what they actually paid

not only

out; ministers laid the matter before their

to occupy

the

places

made va-

cant by death, but also to pass on to new
fields!
Is it to be the policy of this people merely to hold what it has gained?
then, let us look the facts squarely in the
face;

we

may

make up

our -good

and

efficient

done!

our

work

some

one

that

seen

excellent

periodical,

those things

say,

*‘the

faithfully,

but,

and

have

pondered

them

repeat

*‘the

and

still,

I

it,

burning. question of* the hour is the ques-

tion of men!” I remember of reading,
not long since, that it had never been the
policy of the American Board to refuse or
accept candidates for its Missions be-

cause of the lsek of fands.
were

accepted

and

working by faith.

The men

the churches

if we

had

India, and

for

were

That

is

I believe that, to-day,

twenty men

should

them!
amply

say to

endowed

the churches,

‘“ Here are the men ready to go down into the mines, but there is not money
enough to purchase even the ropes
wherewith they may be let down to their
work,”

the funds

forthcoming!

would

people, and, setting

the

plans

were open

example

be immediately

¢ Oh, thou of little faith!

wherefore didst thou doubt?”
The agonizing cry that cometh to our
ears from India, from the South, from the
great, teeming West, from scores of our
churches, is for men! and it is the great
business of this Society to. respond to that

cry by sending out speedily reinforcements. I speak too impersonally; for
you, O Fathers and Brethten, are every
ane ordained of this Society and of
God to “this end. Lay your hands on

successful.

The

same

God now, the same

consecration

faithful

spondence that would still require the labor of some one to perform.
The fatare is full of hope, if our people
can be united in their purposes and efforts, and give ‘a strong pull, a long

pull, and a pull altogether.”

If we ean

avoid the mistakes of the past, and profit
by the accumulated wisdom of age and
experience, then may we reasonably expect divine aid to rest upon us, and suc-

cess is certain.
and sharp

But, if petty jealousies

and

needless

ecritici-ms, and

mutual fault-finding,
and secret combina-

tions are formed to make sudden and
radical changes in men and measures,
and little or no care taken ‘to promote
Christian union, not only in personal

cause of Christ; if some are too conservative,and so cling to old

plans, and

from us.

But if all can, in mutual confi

dence and open

work, harmenize

-.

\

in the

measures adopted, then by God's help we
may go up

and

possess

the

land.

Oh,

Lord, help us to have an eye single to the
glory of God and
build up.

the cause

we

would

God heeds not so much what we say as
what we are and what we do. Because
if we are true and good, and.do well, we
shall doubtless speak right.
The world either breaks or hardens the
heart.

3
>

ve

¢ There {s a Spirit above,
There is a Spirit below ;

There is a Spirit of woe,
:
The Spirit above isa Spirit of love,

them forth to|

keep

in the old ruts,—then the glory will depart

of ‘the churches, and send

the work! Huve done with this cry for
‘Money, money”; find the men and

fel-

lowship, but in our efforts to advance the

There i= a Spirit of love,

~

to

presentation

young men, chosen of God, and beloved

show your faith in God!

them-

selves, asked them to give, and they were

same evidencé of sacrifice for God and
the perishing poor, would soon replenish
{the worse than empty treasuries, and
give such impetus to raising of funds, as
to render the office of Financial Secretary
no longer necessary for that purpese.
But he has other work by way of corre-

question is not one of men, but of meney.
Have you not read the ringing appeals in
the Star for more funds for India, for the
South and West, and for the young men
in school? Did you not see that some of
these young men were obliged to teach
in order to keep along with their studies?” Iam a somewhat attentive reader
of

unity, their

of truth on the part of pastors, with the

¢‘ this poor dying rate?”
1 hear

in

that

Why should we care to live at

‘“ But,”

worked

is about

minds

and nobly furnished in mind and heart
for the work of the Master at homs or in

ed-

while

And ultimately they succeeded in making
a good beginning, and planting seed
that, if well cared for in the future, shall
yield abundant fruit to the glory of God.
But the workers of '43!—where are
they? .At the Anniversary of '81, I saw
but one besides myself that I could recognize as being among the workers of
"43. Many of them have gone to their
reward, others still linger ou this side the
river, too feeble to attend or too poor to
meet the pecuniary burden of going to
such gatherings. The veteran, Silas Curtis, who for so many years bas taken care

It goes forth into the world fettéred and

For

*

and a matter of devoutijhanksgiying tq

our Father above, that,

call unto prayer regarding this whole
question. One of the speakers at the
great meeting of the American Board at

asked’to provide

The depths

culture, which are now afforded in our
own schools, gathered together on such
occasion. It is peculiarly gratifying,

now, and that, at least, it may serve as a

the end, these striking words :
*¢ Piety without education is shorn of
very much of its legitimate strength. * * *

of our heart have been stirred in our own

enjoyed the privileges of education and

ly to discuss this topic, but I trust it will great sacrifice, most cheerfully made for
call forth earnest discussion here and the benefit of those who should follow in

letter, Dr. Phillips says,—*¢ We

15,

ion,

It was my privilege to attend the Anni_versaries of our Benevolent Societies, recently held in Lawrence. It was pleasing to see so many young men, who had

calling others, strong, young and

tion met in Acton,

Jan.

D, WATERMAN,

ough culture, and the ministry will be
supported; .and, what is far more, will
win a higher efficiency.”

above all others comes home to the hearts
of our people to-day? In a recent private

Me.,

REV.

through the medium of a high and thor-

invitation, * * to adopt measures for
providing the means of Biblical instruction for pious young men who promise
usefulness. tothe church.” This convenand during its session this Society was
duly organized. In a series of seventeen

BY

who organized our Benevolent

work, ‘unless we are to multiply the eduinter-, cators and the leaders who are to train

the

gospel ‘makes it clear that its heralds personal experience in this matter.
should be educated. It is not the sole ourself the problem (of ministerial
aim ol4preaching to make converts! This ucation) has been worked out through
is a comparatively slight and ensy work. intense and protracied struggling of
The

The main difficulty is to be remedied

ability rightly to divide
‘the word of truth,
in those who are set to watch

ANNIVERSARIES8 AT LAWRENCE.

attain-

ments on the part of the ministry. * * *
er views of ministerial study.

It is a great and difficult work as every
pastor can attest. To put into the hearts

calmly, but have felt deeply.

by the

absence of sufficient educational

ter until it shall have become Christlike.

of. the ministry. Regarding the former maimed—in such sad guise as often to go
fact, it may be said that piety is not comparatively unappreciated. and unpreaching and every pious man is not a’ felt. * * * The idea that education is unpreacher; and regarding the other, we favorable to piety is utterly unfounded. It
may thankfully believe thut God often will cause piety to assume a somewhat
blesses our efforts in spite of our misera- different, and Detter, outward garb; but
bly wretched failure rightly to conceive, it will none the less be piety, all the better, more lovely, and more attractive for
or worthily to express, his boundless,
its
outward renovation.” And then the
matchless tinth! In the comprehensive
character of the truth to ~be ' proclaimed, Writer concludes : —
*¢ We have curbed our pen and written
we see, then, an unanswerable argument

in support of our proposition.”

evidently lies, not so much in the lack of
either piety or native ability, as in the

ly by the prevalence and practice of just-

fully framed utterance does them honor
and is highly creditable to their progressive conservatism. I have neither time
nor desire to follow out the growth and
progress of this Society.
It may suffice
to say that it was instrumental in workJing a great change among our people
man.
It includes physical, domestic, so- relative to ministerial education.
From
cial, political, moral and religious ques- the date of its organization this question
tions ; indeed all questions that are relat- has been settled.
A dozen years later
ed, directly or indirectly, to the human the publication of the Quarterly was unrace. A man of narrow mind can not dertaken. The first volumes of that ingrasp and measure the gospel in all its teresting periodical hold many surprises
infinite sweep and fulness.
Therefore,
for those of us who are yet in our youngone-sided, rather than many-sided, truth er manhood.
We are agreeably suris proclaimed.
One result is the devel- prised and gratified to find that more than
opment of almost anything bus symmetri- a quarter of a century ago our leaders
cal character in those who accept such were almost, if not quite, on a level with
teachings;
but another, and almost infinitely worse, result is that men of gener-

or

vine truth is the molding of human charac-

did exert, any positive and powerful influ- ‘out saying that educated men are deence upon the whole human race. And, manded for this work! Compared with
although this may be the most illustrious the cure of the diseased soul how imsigexample of the wonderful development of nificant is the cure of the sick: body; yet
which man is susceptible, still singular the physician Who should dare prescribe
changes have been wrought in the minds for us without a special and thorough
and characters of many whom we have training would pay dearly for his temerknown, and who, because of the fine re- ity! Or, will a man be permitted to man-

edness that might well

.signed.to be a thanksgiving for the early

and

_

"THE

eral “camping out,” which, in that cli| mate, would not be disagreeable during.
the first week in October.y This was in

READINGS.

M.

:

-

of this water, hath never seen any rejoic| ing at all.”
IIL. The Joyful Worshipers. We catch
a glimpse of the social life of the people
during this great festival, in the directions
that were given as to their living in
« booths,”

a

THE FEAST

:

:

hath not seen the rejoicing at the drawing

8. 8. Brepurtment.
Sunday-School

:

The Spirit, below is the Spirit of woe,

The Spirit above is the Spirit Divine,
+ The Spirit below is the Spirit of W ine”
oy

a

*
AA

0 Foe

-

:
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By

Christ,

REV. LEVI P. SLATER.

Rev. Levi P, Slater died at his home in
Hancock County, Ill., of consumption, in

the 49th year of

his age.

For many

months before his death he was unable to

his

unhesitatiogly

strength

for

life's

avowed

it, found

duties

in it, and

rested in it for solace and comfort under
the solemn shadow of impending death.
Is not this example a priceless legacy?
~ 0, brother men—strong men, earnest
men, men who are helping to mold the

speak above a whisper.- He was entirely
above reproach in all the relations of life, destinies of this nation, men who are determining your own etérnal destinies—
honored by all. His life was one of con- will you not accept this legacy? Will you

stant, careful Christian endeavor, his
death a vindication of the faith in which
‘he lived—peaceful and victorious. He
was ordained to the work of the Christian ministry in 1867 in the St. Albans F.
B. church, in the

where

community

had lived for many years.

he

He was an ac-

not profit by this example? So the life
and the death of James A. Garfield will

not be in vain.—Christian

TWO

Weekly.

son and four daughters, who bid fair to
make useful members of the church and
society. Funeral services at the Presbyterian church at Chili.

REV. J. M. ALLEN,

The subject of this notice died at hi

SCENES:

REE

A bitter quarrel took place not a great
while ago in a religious society concerning a church building of value. The congregation had divided in consequence of
dissension about some trivial formula in

:

blows were actually struck, there

was

a

goed deal of shoving, and enough wrathul looks und words to qualify the whole
assemblage for a police-station, rather
‘than fora house devoted to the worship
.of the meek and lowly Jesus.

In the afternoon the conference broke

op. and the railroad express train was
filled with the angry
combatants. Not a

home in Otselic County, N. Y., Aug. 12, word was exchanged between them.
1881, aged 51 years, after an illness of Some sense of shame kept them from
nearly one year, During the most of loud-mouthed quarrels in public, yet so

this time he was bereft of his reason.

Bro. Allen’s early home was in Willet,

deep was the feeling of injustice that it
was impossible for the disputants to offer

friend]
Cortland Co., N. Y., where at the age of
Suddenly
20 he was converted under the labors of ble bre

“Rey. Mr. Bixby of the M. E. church aad

He was soon

yappointed class leader, which office he

held for seven years, during which time
he received exhorter's license. He became local preacher in the M. E, church
in 1867. About this time he was dissatisfied with his church home, and in 1868
he withdrew frem the M. E. church, and,
moving to Otselic Center, united with the

Otselic Free Baptist church, became
pastor, and for eight years served to
acceptance. The remainder of his
he labored with the MeDonough and

coln ghusches.

their
good
time
Lin-

;

Brother A. married in 1852, and was the

father of five children—
one daughter and
four sons—three of whem passed on before him. On Monday morning, Aug.
"15, a funeral sermon was preached at his

church at Otselic by Rev. Mr. Clark of the
Seventh Day Baptist church, after which
his remains were brought to Willet, and
as the most of his relatives live at or near
this place the funeral services proper were
held here in the Free Baptist church, conducted by the writer, assisted by the pastor of the M. E. church, of which Brother

Allen was first a member.
In the death of Bro. Allen
has lost a warm, sympathetic
a good counsellor; the world
as all will testify; his family

the church
pastor and
a good man,
a kjnd hus-

band and indulgent father.
He leaves a
wife, one son and one daughter and a

large circle of relatives and friends to
nfourn their loss. A church is destitate of a pastor, and we ask, who will
now come and take up the work which
, our brother was compelled to lay down?
May God send the right man, is our earnest prayer.
A. B. Loomis.

Selections,

ks,

y
ps
there was a crash.

cries

had occurred.

A terri-

Two of the passengers in

one car were killed, and three or four
children seriously hurt.
In a moment those who were unhurt
were at work, frantically striving to help
the others. They were risking
their own
lives to save their enemies of the moment

before. Their arms were about them;
they tenderly dressed their wounds.

Sobbing

same God for forgiveness and relief.”
"This is alike truthful and forcibly expressed. Men may sneer at prayer as an
absurdity. They may séientifically ‘say
that it can do no possible good to pray, |
since prayer is not armed with power to
suspend the laws of Nature .or change
their course, and is not even a coxdition
upon which any other power will do so.
And yet all the religions of tbe world
have had in them the doctrine,

wonien

flang

open

their

trunks, and tore--their finery
into strips
for bandages. One man, who had been
the most virulent of them all, held in his
arms the child of the leader of the other
pany, on whom that very morning
he
ad heaped terms of opprobrium, all, as
he declared, * ia the cause of justice.”
He straightened
the little mangled
limbs with a touch as gentle as its mother’s would have

been, and

when

it died

carried it to its father with the tears running down his cheeks.
** Brother, forgive me!”

he said, as he

laid it in his arms.
Before the face of death, how paltry
seemed the little f6rmula, and the miserable money for which they had quarreled
and forgotten their Master,
A Christian may be mistaken as to what
is * justice” to himself, but

he

never éan

mistake what is the mercy and love to his
brother which Jesus taught.—Youzh's
Companion.
0-0

OHILDREN AT CHURCH.

duty,

L@nod.and the bad alike, the believer

and

danger we have cause to fear.

seen realm

for

relief.

No

amount

Skepiical speculation can answer

or

of

aside this fact. Prayer is a necessity
: of
our mentai nature.— Independent.

who are almost utterly indifferent to religious things.
They are ‘good fel
lows,” as the world styles them; honest
when not over-much tempted;
kindhearted; public-spirited;
good neighbors. Bat they have no eye or ear for
spiritual things. Their souls are of the

odds
him,

and yet at the same time ready to go if
that was the divine will concerning him.
_ He saw this man, who had attained the
proudest ‘position in the gift of the American pevble, feady Without a murmur to
pass from these. scenes of earthly tri-

umph ; ready to give up what was sweet-

ference.. He could see that it was not
weak yielding of a man of little mentathe
vigor to that which is inevitable, Hel

zeal is a frozen rill. His hope
is buried
in impenetrable mist. His faith is a recollection. His love, if not absolutely
dead, is dying, and his afflicted Master
is saying to him, ¢* Awake, thou that
sleepest, and arise from the dead!”—
Zion's Herald.

that the sore-wounded

whom the shadows of death

man, over

:

PRAYER.

;

LANCASTER, PA., April 6, 1880.

dially embraced
b

the religion of Jesus

It cures
tions, and
druggists,
The

backache, kidney and bladder affec“ bed-wetting” in children.
$2, by
or sent by mail on receipt of price. .
bird that soars on highest wing

ANDREW

G.

its knees, for

Ps

SL

taint, or

sing,
things rest;

cure me.

X

poison

living.
Whisky is the sum of all villainies, and the sooner your child is taught to
believe it the better.—Jerseyville Exams

PHYSICIAN WRITES
a cough, and leave the cause
with most preparations, but
lungs and allays irritation,

thus removing the cause of complaint,”

ton, Mass,

‘sumption by Woman’s Friend.
STowE, VT,, Feb. 11, 1881.

S. HARDY’S $6Ns:—I sold some Woman's
Friend to a lady from New

‘Waterbury,

The

consumption.

persuaded

her

Lois Pine.
:
I have sold Dr. Hardy’s Woman’s Friend for
say

I

know it is the best medicine for what it is reeommended in the world. It saved my daughter’s life atter the doctors said she was liable todies at any Hime,
2
rs. Russell, of Waterbury Centre, Vt., says

one bottle saved her the price

of a h red int

one summer.

of

8. C. BuzzrLL..

Woman’s

Friend

Sound

Restores

Health

Best
to

where

to

the

Physicians Failed
Give Relief.

testimony

in

favor of our valuable remedy, the Woman's:
Friend.
My daughter Rosalia had very delicate
health especially after the ageof 12 or 13 years,
not being able to go a full term at school,
i
sometimes would commeuce a school and have
to give u Jeaching on account of poor health.
-We had the best physicians in the community,
but found no relief until we were induced totry Dr. Hardy’s Woman's Friend, which gave
her sound health. She is now teaching by the
year in North Carolina. Others have tried it

finest in the World.”

in our community with similar results.
Respectfully yours,
«J. KNIGHT.

Dr. S. Hardy’s

‘ Woman’s Friend”

is the

‘best remedy known for diseases peeuliar to
women.
It is put up by S. Hardy’s Sons, pro
prietors, Cornish Flat, N. H.,and
for sale by
druggists generally. Price $1.00 a bottle.

N. 6. WHITE'S

Four

Cases of Cures by Woman's
Friend.

PULMONARY

NorTH RUSSELL, N. Y., Feb. 7,'1881.
S. HARDY’S SONS :—There isa lady in Wisconsin that used your Woman’s Friend after

Blood

using many ether remedies, and

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
And other Lung Affections,

in

——

New

Edge Cards.
100

Lowest prices

Sample Fancy

to dealers and print-

Advertising

Cards,

50c.

STEVENS BROS., Box 22, Northford,Ct.
1y49eow

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
GENERAL AGENTS.
Dr. 8. HARDYS SONS, Cornish Flat, N.H.
PROPRIETORS.
;

HENRY & JOHNSON'S
ARNICAS OIL

Dr. GROSVENORS’

ER AID
IS NOT A PAD, .
;
an Internal Remedy for
Liver Complaints,

DOW’ ELK

LINIMENT

Such as
BILL.IOUSNESS, POOR
APPETITE,
INDIGESTION,
DYSPEPSIA, DIZZINESS,’ PILES, BOILS, JAUNDICE,
HEARTBURN,
SOUR STOMACH,
RHEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS,
SCROF-

For Man and Beast.
4

ULOUS SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IMPURITIES AND SALT RHEUM.
The Liver is the Largest Organ of the Human
Body. It is the largest because it has the most to
do, Itis intimately connected with the digestive

sure

cure

for

Wounds,
Bruises,

and nervous systems, consequently any derangement in the Liver produces Constipation, and
a
hundred evils in its train, and also occasions

nervous diseases without number; resulting, if
uncheeked, in paralysis, insanity, or death.
Dr,
Grosvenor's Liver-Aid is a wonderful medicine
for immediate action upon the Liver, and thous-

Strain,

to the

benefit it has given.
Liver-Aid has been a blessing to my poor, afflicted mother. She tried many, many things for
her sick headache, bué never found any relief un-

and all Skin Diseases.

to

Dr. 8. Hardy's “ Woman’s Friend” is the
best remedy known for diseases peculiar to
women.
Itis put up by Dr. S. Hardy’s Sons.
proprietors, Cornish Flat, N. H., and for sale
by druggists generally. Price $1.00 a bott:e.

Type

Gold Chromos, Landscapes, Water Scenes,
etc.—no two alike.
Agent’s Complete Sample.
Book, 25¢.
Great variety Advertising and Bevel

it proved

be the best of all. Also one in Macomb, N.Y.,
after suffering a long time she was relieved by
your Woman’s Friend.
Another, who was
discouraged because she had used many things
which did no good. I persuaded her to give
the Woman’s Friend a trial; she did se, and:
was perfectly cured. In my case it proved a
perfect remedy and effected a cure.
I gladly
send these, hoping they may benefit those who
are suffering.
MARY A. D. LEAVITT.

m0 YOUR
NAME
on “0° caxse (0c.
New Styles, by best artists : Bouquets, Birds,

as

and

the last fifteen years, and can positively

Lung and Throat Affections.

received

her

to church.
When she commenced taking it
she could not speak loud, . nor sit up half the
time; six bottles cured her, and now
she
works in the telegraph office.
Her name is

608 Washington Street, Boston.

Address

of testimonials have been

Isaw

to try Woman's Friend, and when she had take
en one bottle could walk one-fourth of a mile

HUNT BROS, *"Wanagers.

ers.

ands

York, who eame to

The doctors said she must die of

Js a sure

remedy

for

# Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in season.
Fifty years ago, Elder

Downs was given up by his

Rud

é¢ in well with the hand.
Sold by all druggists,

til she took the Liver-Aid.
It has, indeed, been
invaluable to her. She is now using her fourth

Price 25 and 50c per bottle

bottle. Itold our druggist how excellent it was,
and assured him that he might safely recommend
it as the

best

known

remed v

for sick

headache.

He says it is not advertised half enough. I hope
you will Jet it become better known.
Mrs. M. A. SHIVLER.
447, W. 22d St., New
For sale by

bottles for 3.

all Druggists at 81

York.

per bottle, or

six

8

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
AND

AND

MANUFACTURERS

LEAD

AND

GRINDERS

NARROW

SHEET

ason’s

Chart fits
Organ,
how

the

OF

>

OF

PIPE

FRARK A. BROWN, Treas.

method.

and

PURE WHITE LEAD,
CORRODERS

from every coun
ord
try on the lobe. Itisa new
theo
anda decided departure from the old

f

LEAD,

SALEM,

MASS,

A

(

Ga.

a

Musical Paper
in the world,
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phen Music
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fon in every case,
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ison dollar fora complete sei (4 ALL
age by us
7 per doz. to Agents, or the trade
Special offer o ove
who will state in what paper they saw the advertisement,
wil agree to show the charts
Present our Music Album with 16 piecesof choice music, instrumental and vocal. Those
EMSELVES

l'NHESITATINGLY ENDORSE IT.

prepaid will enclose 10 cents extra,

f all
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Thep

otherwise send

by express,

= XN 0 one will No

Address ©, Il, Spaulding & 0o0., 69
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CONSUMPTION.

DECBIVED by articles bear.
= Be sure you get
BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
of “I. BUTTS” on the wrapper.
and $1.00 a Bottle.
W. FOWLE

A Woman Curedof Con-

y

more than pleased to give in my

io

and

including

Prepared by SETH

-18 a Positive Cure

EAST RUMFORD, ME,, Peb. 12,1881.
Dr. S. HARDY’S SONS: —Dear Sirs: —I any

I

DO NOT BE
ing similar names.
' DR. WISTAR'S
with the signature
50 Cents

the Doctors Had Given Her Up.

COMPOUND.

|

i i

But

(No 2 alike.)
Clintonville,
26teow38

A YEAR and expenses to agents.
Outfit free. Address P. O, Vick~
ery, Augusta, Me.
1y35

:

A

shall understand the Bible better if we
think of it not as the uncdvering,
bat as
the history of God’s uncovering himself
to man.—Joseph Dawson. «

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O:

All Gold, Chromo & Lit’g. Cards,
Name on, 10c.
Clinton Bros.,

$777

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
the ‘unparalleled sale; are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the
kind, for

Revelation means uncovering ; and we

U.8. A,

Catalogue sent Free. :

VANDUZEN

on n.

Cp

ner.

A WELL-KNOWN
““ It does not dry up
behind, as is the case
loosens it, cleanses the

5

AF" Sold by all Druggists. <8

whisky :

|

Co., Sencca Falls, N. X.,

mn

McPHERSON.
Indian

&

75 00
130 00

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Chai
‘Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete. FULL

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, bili
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents
per box.
ps

Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no
agent. Particulars given on application.

— Montgomery.

Tell your boy never to drink

WILLIAM

Agents wanted for the sale of the

In lark and nightingale we see
What honor hath humility.

50 00

No.8, 81in.
736 1bs.
No.9, 38mn.9251bs.

WARRANTED.

Manchester, N. H.
This is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
*Johunson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
for the past two years, and consider it the best
family medicine
known. When the children
get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever,
a few doses will set them right. In m
own case I use it, and think it the best medicine I ever took for bronchial difficulty. and
constipation, which has become chronic and
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally

und ker lowly nest;

$25 00
36 000

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

JOSEPH WAINE.

FREY, Druggists.

And she that doth most sweetly
Sings
in the shade when all

Rumsey

. cerous humorsthereis
checked veryspeedily by its use,
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indigestion.
:
That feeling of bearing
down, cansing pain, weight
and backache, is
permanently cured by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances
act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound
is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COM.
POUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price$1, Six bottlesfor$5, Sent
by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs, Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper,

manner of s|
internal humors.
iy
ii
There are no spirits employed in its mann.
facture, and it can be taken by the most deli- _|
cate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonl
being required
in terion to directions.
4
DRUGGISTS
SELL IT.

#
[i

¥

& SONS, Bos-

Sold by druggists and dealers generally,

$
o

®

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,

make light of prayer, to attempt to ridi-

cule the whole ‘world on

Tat

Day KipNeEY Pap Co., Bu alo, N. Y.:
Gentlemen—1I never sold an article that gave
better satisfaction than your pad.
:

Every affection of the

Bishop Clark, at the fuberal of the Fate
his life, And 'the natural confession followed—* There is something in this re- ‘Mr. Bartlett, quoted the latter ag having
written as follows:
ligion of which I know nothing!”
But what seems to us a very powerWe make our appeal to the men of ful ‘“ argument
in favor of prayer, and, inAmerica. Here was one, your chosen
deed,
unanswerable,
is the universal inPresident, a manly man, a man of more stinct to fall down before
a higher power
than common mental clearness and poiw- and petition for help and relief under afer, a man who had measured himself flictions for which there is no remedy.
against the reais, in the land, and not
to his own dishonor, a man of “affuirs, a By the death-bed"of one beloved who
would not pray? Then it will not do to
man devoid of cant; and this muh’

It

‘the Old Blood it Fvigorestes,
pores of the skin and
ind

It neutralizes the hereditary

FAQTS.

* Croup,

j

and

curries

Bell&

Hang's..

No.7, 80in, 490 lbs.

-

It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
an early stageof development. The tendency
to cAn-

He prayeth best who loveth best.— |
Coleridge.
:
Laboratory, 27 West 3d St.,
The New Version has 384 changes in
YEW YORK CITY.
the Epistle to the Ephesians, which con- |
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
tains only 155 verses.
In 1877 I had an abscess on oy Breast, and
| I would rather feel compunctien than being 70 years old, I was Fhuirely prostrated,
with no appetite.
I concluded
to_try Dr.
know how to defineit.— Thomas a Kemps.
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrnp, although
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
Justice delayed is justice denied.—
soon made a great chan
in my appetite and
Gladstone.
Sire th, and I have had no sickness since. I
chee
lly
recommend
the
medicine to old and
In preaching, study not to draw apyoung, for purifying the Blood.
plause but groans from the hearers.
EPHRIAM P. PICKERING.
Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H,
The firmest friendships
have
been
1 have used Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian
formed in mutual adversity; as iron is Blood
Syrup for Rheumatism, Neufalgia and
most strongly united by the fiercest flame.
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
— Colton.
troubled since. I never knew a well- day before I took your medicine.
A Scotch minister went up to Edin-.
Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON,
burgh once to prepare a Harmony of the
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N., H.
I had a very Weak Stomach-and was unable
Four Gospels.
* Sandy,” said some one
to my work, as I could net eat to
to a humble parishioner of his, ** where is tokeepattend
up my strength.
I purchased some of
your pastor?” ‘‘Ab,” replied Sandy,
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
‘he’s gone up to Edinburgh to make four was greatly benefited by its use. I recommen agree who never fell out.”
: mend it to be a reliable remedy.

im-

appallin

hung, was sustained by an ins
ogy
—the religion which all along controlled

1

Jrame

No.6, 25in. 23 lbs.
No. 6%,27 in. 340 1bs.

5

for all those Painful
nts and Weaknesses
so common to our
female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female
Come
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera ,
tion, Falling and Displ
ts, and the
tb
Spinal Weakness.
and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
:

It Stimulates” the Ptyaline in the
Saliva, which converts the Starch and °
Sugar of the food into glucose.
A deficiency in Ptyaline causes Wind and
Souring
of the foodin the stomach, If
the medicine istaken immediately
after
eating
the fermentation of food is preba.
:
It acts
It ads

His

Cost of

yoke &

0

"(LEGER

Bottles

SOLD SINCE 1870.

habits of Bible reading, prayer, and attendance at church~that
man can tell, if

Wg't with

Bell,

Saved Her Daughter's Life After

This Syrup possesses Varied Properties.

for healthful, spiritual rest, gave up his

Oh, sweet and healing is secret prayer,
when the heart, oppressed with a burden

give, and drink in, from the quick

Nervous debility, etc.

11,000,000

employed intellect, or the spiritudl affections unfed, unemployed, grow dull, cold, .
rusty. That man who, during his summer vacation, mistook drowsy slumber

saw

struggling bravely against the
which the deadly bullet threw at

Asada

The Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man!

ers rust, and if left too long unmoved,
will |
break before it will turn. Even so is it}
with the mind and the heart. The un-

partings of divine grace, stores of heayenly thought which long years of study
could never supply.”—~8elected.

He saw him desirous.to aii

A penser

-tism, Dropsy, Hoar Disease, Bil-

‘The hinge that is left unused soon gath-

1, er yet—the companionship of the wife of
his youth, and the society of his child
ren.
He knew that this was not stojea) indif-

But this man to whom we refer saw the
conduct of the sufferer at the White

OP

iousness,

which none but God must know, and
none but God can remove, retires with
him apart and lays down the loud.at. his
feet, and pours all anxieties into his pitying bosom, where no eye but his can see,
and no ear but his can hear! There we
may use postures, expressions, pleadings, that might not be suitable in the
pregence of others, There we may lay
open those hidden wants and solicitudes,
which we may not reveal to our dearest
friend. Cyprian has very beautifully described the benefit and delight which he “).ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
found in retired prayer and meditation: |
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
‘* That no profane listener may hinder
;
THE CURE OF
my musings, and no domestic clamor
Coughs,
Colds,
Hoarseness,
drown them, I withdraw to a recess in
Sore
Throat,
Bronchitis,
the neighboring
solitude, where
the
creeping tendrils of the young vines form
Influenza, Asthma,
a shady arbor. Behold! there I obtain a
“ Whooping Cough,
feeling of truth which learning could not

earth, earthy,

-

REST AND RUST are very closely related.

he will, that such rest brings rust.

Diam. of

Dyspepsia, Liver

set

A PRECIOUS LEGAOY.
the average child in one day.
If so,
What a priceless legacy for the Ameri- keep him from that which as an adult he
can people has James A. Garfield left in can best spare. But what are the facts?
We shall not die until our work be done;
We shal! not cease until our course be run;
his exumple of how a Christian man, On five duys of each week these very
We shall not fade or fail
with everything to hive for, can yet calm- children spend five or six hours in secuWhile heart and faith prevail,
Or aught is to be won
!
ly, and with entire resignation to God's “lar school, and three hours at a stretch is
Beneath
the constant sun.
will, face death! It has béen a great quite usual, - True there are changes, inthing for the hation that a confessed termissions, ‘etc. ; but every wisely manThe Dayton Journal takes the present
Christian was elevated to the Chief Mag- aged church and Sanday-school service occasion to remark that Mrs. Garfield and
Mrs. Hayes have done more to dignify
istracy. The life of the White House, will furnish the same in substance.
upon which all eyes have been turned,
The fact is, that the sin of this failure womanhood, than all the woman's rights
has exhibited, in clear illustration, what in church goingdies at the door of those women in the country.
That is just what
a Christian family may be. The purity parents whose children fail. They are we were going to say as soon as we had
of his life, and the calmness of his trust, not conscientious about this matter; they thought of it.— Exchange.
combined to protract the President's ex- are not as prompt in arranging for the
istence. The spectacle presented in that Lord’s business and the Lord’s school as
Complicated Diseases.
chamber of suffering, and in all that for their own business and the secular
A prominent gentleman in Cerro Gordo
stricken household, though sad beyond schools, Time is squandered in sleep on County, Iowa, writes us that he finds Kidneywords, has still been rich in instruction, the Lord's day, and in untimely and elab- Wort to be the best remedy he ever knew for
if men will but heed the lesson.
orate meals, which if wisely employed a complication of diseases, It is the speeific
That it will not be without effect we under a worthy conscientiousness would action which it has on the liver, kidneys and
which gives it such curative power,
have
an incident in point. There was a remedy the entire difficalty.—Baptist bowels,
and it is the thousands of cures which it is
man, a friend told us recently, who, as
erforming which gives it its great cefebrity.
Teacher.
the saying
goes, ‘did not take much
iquid Cvery concentrated), or dry, both act
efficiently ~N. H. Journal and Courier.
stock in religion.” He was one of those
SEORET PRAYER,

men, of whom, alas, there are so many,

BLOOD,

their heart-shrieks into the spirit and un-

though some parts be beyond the child's mever touch it; sooner pour red-hot lead
comprehension, yet he should be there, "down his ‘throat than do it. Tell him
for he can realize that the solemnity never to go'into a saloon; sooner rush inspeaks of God's presence, that the hymuos to the jaws of a lion than do it. Tell him
utter his praises, that prayer is addressed never to vote to license a “dram shop;
to iim, and that the sermon is instruction sooner strike off the hand that holds the
in the truth of his Word. The habit of ballot, than to license a man to do what
church-going can be formed in no other he himself would not do, viz., destroy
way. In the neglect of early church go- men’s happiness, homes and lives for a

ing the later non-attendance is established.
We may rear a generation of Sundayschool pupils who become nothing more
in their youth, and. who abandon even
this when they are grown.
This is the

ALL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKIN,
&

the unbeliever, the philosopher and the
humblest peasant, when pressed ‘by circumstances of extreme severity, send

Builds on the

Children should attend preaching services with their parents because that serviceis one of God’s most approved agencies for spiritual improvement.
Kven

the

, SIZES
AND PRICES.

privilege of prayer, and they always
have, and all men of all creeds, the

silence followed, and then
and groans. A collision

Some persons plead that Sunday-school
'| and preaching services are too much for

House.

ml

MAS. LYDIA E. PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

alike saint and sinner,the reverend pastor

and the pirate in a storm, supplicate the

and
will

ceptable preacher, a thorough student of
the Word, and a clear and incisive writer. He excelled in Sabbath-school work, the service, and there was as much bitter
superintending successfully schools at St. | jealousy as usually animates family or
church
quarrels. The cry of both sides
Albans, West Point and Chili. But for was
for justice, and it was loud and vinfeeble health and pressure of home duties dictive.
Sh
his influence would have been much
At a general conference the question of
more widely felt. .He leaves an intelli- this property was brought forward. One
gent and interesting family—a wife, one party took possession of the church, and
the other tried to put them out. If no

united with that church.
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‘wreck of their; faith. This leads us to
enquire if there are not crises in the

NOVEMBER 2, 1881.

CHRISTIAN LIFE?

on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

addressed to the Publisher. Dover, N. H.

LIBERAL OFFER.
Will mot pastors
and friends of the
<¢ Morning Star’ at once bestir themselves
“in getting subscribers
and thus secure

date

the paper from

the

close of the year 1882.

~THE

the voice of Christ saying, ¢ Will ye also
go away?” Here comes the'** tug of war.”
It may be Providence has seemed unpropitious. Our. worldly prospects
have
been blighted, or death has come into our

:

ORISIS.

"There are crises in all our lives,turning
. points, critical times when we are in
-equipoise and it is- uncertain which way
we shall tip. Happy is it for him ‘who
tips on the right side, and thereafter pursues the right course. Especially-is this
:seen in the formation of character.

LTTE

ranks and loved ones are stricken down,
and we can not see why God has suffered

our property to ** make wings to itself and
fly away,” or our dear ones

side when we

There is a period when itis very uncer-

It can |

not be told from natural smartness or dull-

ness.

Many times friends have been dis-

appointed. "A boy is very smart, and we
expect him to make a very able man.
“Often the elements of greatness are seen
in boyhood and we think we can judge
‘with accuracy; but sometimes, alas! we
are doomed to disappointment. When the
-critical moment arrives he tips the wrong
way, and all his tact, talent or shrewdness
“is used in a course of degradation, instead

. of elevation and usefulness. ~-On the other hand a dunce of a boy has
as signally disappointed the expectation
of his friends. A teacher once said to a
visitor who made sonie enquiries about a
' ‘boy standing in the floor to keep him out

. of mischief, * He doesn’t know anything;

you can’t make anything out of him; it
isn’t in him.” He did not learn his letters
until he was eight years of age; and yet
_ he became no less of a man than Dr.
Adam

Clarke,

the

commentator

of

the

- whole Bible. This is by no means « sol_dtary case; it is only an example. In almost every example of greatness and usefulness the man can go back to a signal
' ~crisis in his
EDUCATION.

No doubt Adam

Clarke

could.

A very

+ useful and able minister of the gospel
said to us at.one time, “I never should
have pursued a course of study, gone
through College and the Theological
Seminary, had it not been for a remark
which my teacher made to me, at which
time I formed a resolution to get an edu«cation if I could, and I never

forgot

it.”

This was a crisis in his experience.
Perbaps we have as good an illustration in the case of our late President as

we can find anywhere. Ilis mind seemed
bent on becoming a sailor and if nothing
‘had changed ithe might now have been a
<captain of a steam-boat or some other

_ boat on the lake, as far as we can judge.
The question of an education was pressed
upon him by Mr. Bates and he commenced
to study at Geauga Seminary, still intending to return to the lake. But the turning point finally came and he fortunately
pitched on the side of education, and gave

to the nation and the world a character of
incomparable excellency, raised up to the

‘highest office in the gift of the American
people, and winning for himself the love
and admiration of the whole nation. Nay,
Providence has wonderfully raised him to

a far higher position in the

estimation

of

the nation and of all nations,rarely attain-

ed in our history :
‘‘ The pillar of the people’s hope,
The center of a world’s desire.”
-

And
“While the races of mankind endure,
His great example still shall stand
Colossal—seen in every land,
To keep the soldier firm, the’statesman pure.”

—* Ode to Wellington.”

Perhaps there is scarcely an educated
sman among us who can not look back to
a erisis in his educational -experience—a
time when he felt compelled to take a
“new

departure”.

He

vibrated

on

the.

poise in uncertainty for some time and a
«word or a very slight circumstance de‘termined his future course, and when he
looks back he can but be astonished at the

wonderfal providence that
However this may be there
tian among us who can not
more wonderful experience
sion of
Ht
RELIGION,

has led him.
is not a Chrislook back to a
in his profes-

Here, perhaps, the crisis is more mark«d than anywhere

- more

radical,

else.

The

change

the’ hesitation,

is

anxiety,

emotion,
and the final decision and result

are deeper and more impressive. It takes
hold of the inner man. Itis'a thorough,
complete turning about, involving a

change of principles, of motives, ot affec-.

tions, of purposes, and of conduct.

It is

to all intents a new life ** hid with Christ 1
in God,” “into which he~is—initiated by.

¢ repentance toward
God and faith in the
Lord Jesus Christ.” It implies a surren-

der of self to God and a pledge of devo|

“tion tothe Master whom he is bound

‘serve
to the end of life.

Can

to

“new departuare,”—** the wormwood and
~ gall,"—the vows which he made, and the
sweet consolations of a new-born hope?

_ Sooner let him forget the mother that bore
him, the wife of his bosom,or the child of

to leave

to need

our

them

when

sorrow
friend?

Then is when we need divine grace the
most—when we should draw the nearer
to Him who can overrule it all for our
good. Let us hear what the Greek said
long ago in the following translation, and

let it shame us into submission

and

have the never-failing promises of inspiration to cheer us which he had not:
‘‘ Thou canst not change one little drop
That Heaven hath mixed for thee ;

4

church discipline a member for stocks
gambling and other dishonest means of
money-making, when it resorts to such
methods as above indicated for the purpose of raising the necessary funds to
carry on Christian work? No; all such
practices weaken the influence of the
church upon the world and lower the]

There are

other

crises

in this

otily so, but let every form of it, as well

pn"

.

2, 1881.

o

of Zion.

times which task the utmost energy and
talents of the man to avoid the dangers
that threaten him, and secure the soulengrossing object before him. We see
them in the struggles for honor, tame,
wealth. The man lays. everything upon

R. A.

ject, Inspiration of the Scriptures, which
Coats, Asst. Clerk. The following com- tion and irreligion in our midst.”
The discussion that followed was. of was quite interesting and pointed.
mittee was appointed to draft a constitution: Revs. F. P. Augir, M. B. Felt, A. deepest interest, each one feeling that “Quite a number of the ministers were

Rey. Henry Ward

Beecher

has relin-

quished the editorial management of the
Christian Union, which passes into the
hands of his associate, the Rev. Dr. Ly-

man

Abbott.

that

our

We

are pleased

contemporary

will

any

way by this: change, which

but

a

change

pro: forma.

to

not

know

suffer

in

is really

Mr.

Beecher

contribu-

THE
executive
committee
(Gen. W.
T. Sherman, ‘¢hairman) of the projected
National Garfleld Memorial Hospital, has
issued

an appeal

to

the public, which

has

been endorsed by all of the clergy of Washington and which we heartily commend to
the prompt and generous consideration of
the Star-readers.
The appeal reads as follows:
2

this is a question of great importance to

A. Smith, C. L. Calkins and R. A. Coats.
By vote of Association, greetings were

sent by telegram

to

held at Lawrence,

Mass.

all Christians.
Rev. J. D.

the Anniversaries

In the evening a most
profitable sermon was

interesting and
preached upon

¢ The necessity of the Free Baptist De

In the discussion of the subject pre-

er
Gh
sented in the sermon by Rev. A. A. Smith,
Now is a good time to get subscribers. much interest was taken. Brethren Moxfor the Siar, and it is a good time to sub- om, Locke, Augir and Felt participated,
scribe ; for the subscriber will get a year and as these spoke of the special work
and two months for one year, and that on that had been accomplished
and was still
the most favorable terms. Besides, it is to be accomplished for Christ by us as a
the paper that every Free Baptist family denomination,none could but feel a strong
needs more than any other, and now is a determination to work earnestly for the
favorable time to supply that want. See maintenance of the people of our choice.
Rev. J. Moxom read an essay on the subliberal offers in another column.
ject,
The importance of the Northwest

0-0-6

life,—

Chairman ; D. D. Mitchell, Clerk;

est.

=

Rev. E. J. Keville treated the subject, Wednesday evening previous to the X.. M,
¢ Our duty concefning Sabbath desecra- ‘With a sermon by Rev. Mr. Vaughn—sub-

chosen Chairman; A. A, Smith, Assistant

as every other evil which is striving by nomination,” by A. A. Smith.
the cunning of the world to-day to form
WEDNESDAY.
an alliance or friendship with the church, |be firmly denounced by those who are * 8 A, M. The morning prayer meeting,
called to stand as watchmen on the walls led by Bro. Bixby, was one of good inter-

will contirue to be an editorial
tor.

However bitter be the cup,
It may thy healing be ;
And in its dregs thy sweetest hope,
Thy soul at last may see.”

as a mission field for Free Baptists.”
As Rev. H. J. Brown could not be
present, the essay which he had prepared
and forwarded was read by R. A. Coats;

subject: ‘¢ How shall we best sustain the
Home Mission enterprise in the Northwest?” The following is a brief synopsis: Church progress and church growth

mean prosperity to Foreign Missions, Education, etc. The receipts for Education
and F. M. have decreased simply because
there has been a decline on the subject of
church extension. 1. There must be a

toning of F. B. public sentiment on this

absent, but those who

read an essay ‘upon

the subject, ‘How can denominational unity and strength be best promoted?” He

made the following conclusions: 1. That
our denomination is. a child of God,
called of God

to do a

certain

This work is not yet done.

work.

2.

Like

all

3.

the work God gives his followers to do it
is important work-~worthy of our most
earnest effort. 4.
We
must instruct
those coming into our churches, not that
these
are
non-essentials, ~ but that

they

are God’s

truths

and

should

be

stood up for at all times.
The time occupied at the close

of this

essay in discussion, was not all that might
have been used profitably.
came necessary for several
a

long

distance to

start

Here it bewho had come
home,

among

them, the worthy chairman. All felt
thankful for his earnest, well-chosen remarks before he left the chair.

Dear H. A.

noon

Corey

session with

opened the afteran

earnest

prayer

full of faith and consecration. ‘: Bro. A. J.

Davis being absent; his subject, * How
can young men be most effectually led
into the ministry, and what qualifications

should be required for ordination?”

was

wade a subject for open discussion. The

need of more young men to preach the
Gospel is very deeply felt here in the
Northwest, and every heart could but respond by earnest and continued remarks ;

so much so that theAfext exercise on the

were present

were

prepared and entered into the work with a

zeal and interest which made the session

one of profit as

well

as interest Rev.

Mr. Simonton came in time to

attend

the

conference and aided materially
in- the
exercises. The members of the conference will hold him-in grateful remem-

brance.

The conference closed with a

consecration service which was
with deep spiritual interest.

:

Joux W. RENDALL, Clerk.

John
Tis

fraught

Wheeler Yearly Meeting.

body

convened

at Pleasant

“church, Crab Orchard, Carter
Thursday, Aug. 25, 1881.

Valley

Co.,

Tenn.,
Rina
ey

Introductory sermon by J. L. McCallock,
from 1 Timothy 8:15. The standing Clerk
called the delegation to order and enrolled 18
laymen and 14 ministers.
Elected D, W. Ad-

kins, Moderator

and D. M;

Invited correspondents

and

Simerly,

visitors,

Clerk.
and

re-

ceived N. Hunnicut and Wm. Buchannan from

Tow River Association,N. C.;

also

a letter

from Clinch Valley Y. M., asking correspondance, per J. W. Panmell. Appointed appropriate committees, and adjourned to 9, A. M.,
the following day.
3
Friday 9, A. M.,

clerk and treasurer.

received

report

of former

The committee on digest

of letters reported 5 Q. Ms., and three. charches not connected with any Q. M,; 81 ordained

ministers, 3 licentiates, 1085 communicants.
Net increase 55. The committee on resolutions
presented the following, which was adopted :

Resolved, That instead of having Minutes
printed, we expend our jneans in the purchase
of the Morning Star and Register.

The committee on Education presented the

circular of J. W, Lucas, A. M.,

principal and

subject. We need a stronger missionary programme—*‘ Reports of different fields manager of our college in Greene Co., Tenn.
which wus re-opened on Aug. Sth.
spirit among our ministry.
This inMany are | of labor » —was omitted.
stitution provides various grades of instrucThe
Com.
on
Resolutions
brought
in
the
more willing to give than their pastors
tion, from a common school to a collegiate
-are‘to ask. 2. A properly organized following, in connection with the propo- course, and the tuition fees
aré graded to corsition
to
establish
a
literary
and
theologithe altar, and makes a desperate effort to
Reflecting his own wishes so far as they effort will help to sustain H. M. enterrespond. The committee
-or
Missions
succeed. His risks are great, his hopes may be inferred from his career and bis prise. 3. We must train our churches cal institution in the Northwest, to be mended 8. D. Cox and R. P. Moore recomto the
character,
the
memorial
designed,
that
of
a
presented
to
the churches, by the commit- evangelistic work, and they were appointed
are strong, and his friends expect him to National Hospital, to be located in the to systematic benevolence. One or more
for the ensuing year, to report at our next
succeed. The critical time comes ; there District of Columbia, to be known forever men in the field whose work shall com- tee appointed :
There is a most painful lack of Free session. Saturday, 9, A. M., Conference met as
isa period of doubt, of equipoise, of uan- by his name, is most suitable and appro- prise a general supervision of the
field, Baptist ministers to Subp. the
usual. After the reception of reports from the
i
rapidly
certainty. He will not long remain there ; priate.
increasing demands of the Northwest for remaining committees; appointed correspond.
It will be a provision for the relief of and who shall act as a medium between
he fails and all is over, or he triumphs
church extension.
human suffering, from the cup of which he ministers, and churches without pastors,
Those who would ents to Union, Clinch Valley and Tow River
and prosperity crowns his efforts. Like drank the bitterest dregs, and in the will help to sustain H. M. enterprise.
Ms. On motion, adjourned to meet at HolsA qualify themselves to enter this work Y.
breadth
of
its
human
charity
it
will
fitly
must of necessity enter schools under the ton Valley church, Sullivan Co., Tean., 10
an army engaged in battle, the ranks
genuine
revival
of
religion
is
another
very
miles
south of Bristol, on Thursday before the
the noble nature and exalted aims of
auspices of other denominations than our
sway too and fro, the beholder is in sus- typify
Sabbath in Aug., 1882, at 10, 4. M.
the hero and martyr.
The hospital is de- impertant need in order to the continued
Introown, and almost certainly be lost to our 4th
Suetery by D. W. Adkins; alternate, 8. D.,
pense; the crisis. comes, and—defeat or signed to be as wide in its scope of benef- support of our H. M. interest in
the ranks as well as the ministry of our peoOX.
victory is the result. So it is with the icence as was the kindly heart of the dead Northwest.
The Ministers’ Conference was quite interBros. Moxom, Locke, Smith, ple. Therefore, Resolved, That we rebattles of this life. A great majority President in its outstretch of human sym- Felt, Coats,
esting.
session was pleasant and
Augir and Reeves, by ex- gard the establishment of such an institu- edifying. TheTheentire
pathies.
It will be open to those needing
hospitality of the citizens extion in the Northwest as of the higbest ceeded,
of those who fight for riches and honor its aid and ministrations, without regard pressing their
by far, our fondest hopes; may God
varied views, added very importance, and
respectfully recommend bless them. Large, intelligent and quiet confail of their expectations, meet with dis- | to class, caste, creed or color. To be ar much interest
to this subject. A commit- this matter to your consideration and gregations attended
three sermons each day,
comfiture; and it is right that it should sufferer in need of help will be the only tee of five
were appointed to take charge judgment, and would request that you re- including Sabbath, and at various places at
required to enter its doors and
be so; for they disregard the injunctions, passport
night.
D.
W. Apkins, Moderator.
of, and to recommend, plans for future port your action concerning it at the next
secure its aid.
Such an instituton, found¢¢ Labor not to be rich”—¢ Labor not for ed in the cause of charity and bearing the Mission work,
D. M. BiMERLY,
Clerk.
meeting of this Association.
viz. : Brothers Augir, Felt,
This report was adopted. - By vote the
the meat that perishes”—¢ The fashion of name of * Garfleld,” appeals to the gener- Smith, Calkins, Coats and Moxom.
osity of every one, and lo every one the
this world passeth away”; and they can appeal
At 2 p. M., an essay was read by Rev. Com. were instructed to print in Zhe Free
is mace.
Hlinisters and Churches.
not expect anything else but failure soonContributions, small and great, are soF. P. Augir; subject: * Educational in- Baptist first sheet the sermon preached
before the Association, Oct. 4th} by Rev.
er or later. Some of these we may never licited, and may be safely remitted to the terests in the Northwest.”
.
Maine.
:
Hon. James Gilfillan, Treasurer of the
The following appeal is made by the commitA.
A, Smith; also requesting its publicaexperience and in others of them failure United States, who has consented to act as
The following committee was chosen to
tee to the Pastors and churches in York Co.:
may be our safety. But there is one Treasurer of the fand.
present the interest of a literary institu- tion in the Morning Star.
Dear Brethren,—At the annusl meeting
of
[The
sermon
has not been received.—
crisis which we must all meet,and failure
the York County Y. M. C. A., holden at South
tion: Iowa, F.P. Augir; Minn. South, Ep.]
.
there is an intolerable and irretrievable
Waterboro’, Oct. 18-~In view of the spiritual
C. L. Calkins; North Ill., M. B. Felt;
The evening prayer-meeting, conduct- coldness and lack of revival
misfortune, and that is the crisis of
Minn., A. A. Smith; Wis., A. G. Brande;
interest, especially
ed by Rev. Joseph Reeves, was une of no among our weaker churches, many with
DEATH.
out
Nebraska and Kansas, S. F. Smith.
less interest than previous ores had been. pastors, and sofne failing to keep up the means
Death of Mrs. Lawrence, Missionary.
Rev. Mr. McVay, Presbyterian, was inTo fail at last is to perish—to succeed
After which Rev. M. B. Felt preached a of grace, it wa
is a triumph of indescribable fruition
It becomes my very sad duty to an- troduced to the conference.
hat an earnest invitation be ex:
véry
able and interesting sermon.
T
|
At the | Resolred,
the
at
Ws
14
nt,
and joy. To fail there, is to fail
T8 and brethren to unite togethnounce the death of our beloved mission- |
close
of
the
sermon
a
vote
of
thanks
was
|
er
in
protracted
meetin, 28, the special object of
Bro.
M.
B. Felt spoke at some_length on
the Judgment—to fail of heaven. Some ary, Mrs. R. M. Lawrence.
given for the time spent and labor per- which shall be to pray for the outpouring of
the
subject
assigned
of the crises of life may be avoided,and in
to
Bro. Hayden—
the Holy Spirit upon the different churches in ..
Mrs. Lawrence died at the house of
some failure proves a blessing. It is Dr. Phillips, in Midnapore, India, on the “ Are our denominational doctrines Bibli- formed by th&"€bm. to make this Associa- the county, to labor together in love for a more
entire
consecration to God, and a greater saction a success. The following closing
sometimes so in this case. A man comes
rifice for the salvation of souls.
tenth day of September, after an illness cal ?"
resolutio
were
adopted
:
ns
to the trial of death ill prepared to meet of nearly four weeks.
The report of Com. to draft a constituDear brethren, the field is white, the calls
Resolved, That this convention hereby are urgent,
it, and for a long time life hangs in sustion
was
received,
and
the
constitution
Bro. Lawrence,
in writing to
me,
express their appreciation of the Chris- therefore the laborers are few. ‘ Pray ye
|
the Lord of the harvest that he would
pense,anxious friends watch by his bedside makes grateful mention of the services adopted. A letter was read from E. D. tian welcome and most hospitabl
e enter- send forth laborers into
his harvest.”
We
awaiting the result with intense excite- renderéd-him and his wife, during this Lewis of Wis.,expressing his interest in the tainment extended us by the church and
would suggest that pastors unite with neighment, vibrating between hope and fear:4 ime of great trial, by the missionaries Association and deep regret that he was friends at Wykoff. That we fully recognize the favor shown this convention by boring churches in union efforts, and the
At "length the wonderful recuperative who, he says, seemed to vie with one not able to be present.
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R. E. brethren of the churches without pastors comF. P. Augir answered, in a very interpower of nature, the skill of the physician another in their labors of love. He alCo. in granting its members » reduction mence meetings in vestries or school-houses.
and the mercy of God prevail, and faint 80 writes of the remarkable triumph of esting and intelligible manner, the ques- of fare, and most heartily thank them for Please unite your prayers with ours for all the
churches that shall heed this call.
such favor.
In behalf
indications of convalescence appear and Christian faith which was manifested in tions placed in the question box.
At7P. M., the prayer-meeting led by
After which Rev. A. A. Smith, who was of the convention,
grow stronger from day to day until the case of his wife, during her sickness
J. L. SANBORN,
]
in the chai, made a few appropriate and
health returns and tile man has a new lease and at the time of her death.
S. Summerlin was one ful] of interest.
H. M. SAWTELLE,
L Committee.
An intelligent audience listened to a touching remarks and the Association adJOHN LiBBY,
of life and of probation. If he wisely * In view of his great affliction,as well as
F.
W.
MCKENNE
Y,
D. D. MrrcueLr, Clerk.
takes advantage of it happy is it for him, on account of his own seriously impaired sermon by Rev. J. F. Locke, from the journed.”
_ A good religious interest is enjoyed in Rev.
Bd fo do oe o
The crisis in this case will return and if health, Bro. Lawrence has, under the text: Zech. 4: 6.
Mr. Lemick’s church at’ Sabatfus. Several
Northern Indiana Y. M.
he is fully prepared to meet it, he will advice of the Mission Committee in Indin,
THURSDAY.
have recently tarned their hearts heavenward.
obtain a trinmphant victory over it. Death already sailed for America. It is expectBro. R. has the co-operation of a united people.
Held its last session
with the Haw
The prayer-meeting Thursday morning
++sses Rev. James Libby of West Poland was
then will be a release from trial, a deliv- ed that he will arrive in New York about
Patch
church,
Sept. 23—25.
The delega- 85 years old on the
was led by Rev. J. B. Palmer.
Many
25th of Oct. A large number
erance from sin, a *‘ gain,”—an entrance
Dec. 1st.
tion
was
small.
The
reports
did
not
indi- of his neighbors and friends gathered
earnest, warm-hearted
prayers
were
at his’
into eternal felicity. An uncertainty will
cate much growth during the the past year, house on the eve
Up to that time he may be addressed offered in the short
of his birthday to congratutime
given
to
the
become a certainty, trial will become in New York, care of E. W. Page, Esq.,
One Q. M. failed to report either by letter late bim on his continued good
health and to
meeting.
trinmph, and sorrow will be transformed 69 West St. ; after that date his address
or delegates. The basiness interests were cheerfully offer a tribute of deserved respect to
The
following
officers
were
chosen
for
into substantial joy.
harmoniously, and we trust, profitably, dis- a noble and faithful life of more than 50 years
will be Hillsdale, Mich., care of Rev. C. the coming year:
A. A. Smith, Pres; posed of.
in their midst. Mr, Libby has attended more
We can be prepared to meet this B. Mills.
:
C. L. Calkins and F. P. Augir, Vicefinal turning-point of our existence better
The
followi
ng
resoluti
on on the death of funerals than any other living clergyman in
It is to be hoped that many will meet
the State. God bless the veteran.
than any other. We may come to it with our afflicted brother, with ‘messages of Pres. ; D. D. Mitchell, See. ; R. A. Coats., President Garfleld was passed :
The interést in the Auburn church is exWhereas, Our President, James A. Gar- ceedingly
more assurance of victory, because the sympathy, on his arrival. Let the pray- Treas.; Executive Com.—R. A. Coats,
good. On Oct. 23, Rev. J. J. Hall,
D.
D.
Mitchell,
fleld,
has been called from the labors of
M. B. Felt, E. D. Lewis,
rich provisions of the gospel and the ers of all be offered for his safety on the
this life to the rest and reward of all the the pastor, baptized eight persons, and several
F.
P.
Augir.
eo
: faithful
abundant succors of divine grace afford lonely home passage, and for the enjoyof Christ, therefore, more are yet to go forward. On Sunday even' The Com. to whom was referred the Resolved, followers
ings the pastor is delivering a course of illus
ample preparation for it—a ‘preparation ment by him of the sufficient and aboundThat we the Northern Ind. Y.
following resolution :
trated lectures, and an after-meeting is held at
M. in Conference assembled
bow
with
that admits of no failure in the end. An- ing grace of God.
C. S. PERKINS,
“That the establishing of a weekly de- Christian submission to this our national which the results are gathered in,
terior to this the provision is such that, if
calamity
Corresponding Sec. F. M. Society. nominational
that we will cherish his
New Hampshire,
paper in the Northwest is memory, and
possessed, it will’so overrule every other
emulate his many virtues and
Boston, Mass., Qct. 25.
necessary
to
the
In
the
Pittsfield
church the pastor and peofull
success
join
of
Free
our
Bapprayers
with
failure that ‘All things work together
those
-0
0-0
of all

Denomanational,

for good to them that love God,” and pre-

pare them to meet the final test.
Here then is a crisis for which all
others were made, and for. which they

will contribute something "if rendered
subservient through divine grace. This
is for each

one

to

say.

Our

life-work

then is before us, and it becomes

us to

act well our part, fulfill our mission here,

and reap the reward by and by.
a

must

++

Association of Free Baptists of the North-

be reviv-

tist interests and

cordially

institutions,”—reporte

endorsing

the

idea

and

re]

west,

‘commending its adoption by the Associa-

The Free Baptists of the North-west
held their first annual Association at Wy-

tion ; also, that the initial copy of the
paper be issued as quickly as necessary

koff, Minn., Oct. 4--6.

The meeting

was

called to order by Rev. R. A. Coats at
8: 45'p. m., and Rev. N. .W. Bixby was
chosen chairman pro fem, and Rev. D. D.
Mitchell, clerk pro tem.

"A season of prayer was held for the di-

no

Tue lottery business

arrangements can be made, the first issue

praying hearts, for the divine
rest upon, comfort and guide
afflicted wife and mother and
less children,

This session of our
deep Interest, made
ence of Professor

-

blessing to
the deeply
her father-

Y. M. was

one of

more so by the presDunn who preached

to-be at least 1,000 copies; suggesting
for a name to the paper, The Free Bap-

four excellent sermons, which wereglisten-

geographical reasons, that should a paper
be published, it be located for the present

quite a large one, was crowded, many not
being able to find seats. = In the afternoon

list;

recommending,

for financial and

rection of the Holy Spirit in all the meet- ‘at Minneapolis, Minn. ; advising that the

suggestions of Bro. A. A. Smith be car-

ed to by large and

appreciative audiences.

On Sabbath morning the church, which

is

the Professor preached a memorial sermon

on the death of President Garfield. * This
service was held in the tabernacle at Rome

ing. Several proposals for advertising
it and for the establishing of agencies

ings.

especially, let the church have nothingto

Youngs, could but make each one preswag entirely too small for the vast con.
ent feel that he or she was most warmly
course of people who in our common sorwho
shall
have
fall
power
to act for it in
welcomed to the homes and hearts of the
row and bereavement were glad to gather
friends at Wykoff. In response Rev. D. perfecting mecessary arrangements.
to hear words of love and encouragement.
This report was adopted and the fol low- dy It was estimated that nearly three
D. Mitchell spoke of the plan and work
thoiisand

have recently been sent to this office.
Our advice to all is, leave it alone! and

warp and woof of guise or under what name they are prethen and sented— whether as guess-cakes, grabbags, voting for the

‘his highest
ox

re-

newed energy in the Christian -life, who.

Never! The very texture of do with such practices, no matter in what

redeemed soul—the
his spirjtual life

so

overtakes us, and desert our best

hh

any one forget such a crisis, such a

his love.

seem

much.
Shall we be discouraged

won YOUR.

"tain what a boy or girl willmake.

=

Some forsooth turn back to their’ ¢ wallowing in thé mire” of sin. Others hear

of subscription to

?
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There are trying times in every one's’
religious experience, severe and critical,
when dark, foreboding clouds settle down
over the mind and shut out the warm,
Standard of foliness which Jesus its head
genial, invigorating rays of the sun of
has set up.
We repeat, let the church
righteousness,shading his future prospect.
{leave all such business 'alone! And not

4a All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters

Ry

ed

acknowledge the fact; men do make ship-

The Woriing Star.
WEDNESDAY,

i 2 ile

most popular

man

The address of welcome

by

the

pastor of the Wykoff church, Rev. J. M.

that had been arranged
for the

Associa-

ried into effect, provided satisfactory
urrangements can be made with him by
a Com. ‘appointed by this Association,

City, three miles from the church, which

ing committee appointed: J. H. Moxom

were present; the exercises were intensely

ple are working quietly and

gether, and God

harmoniously

fs ‘daily adding

to.

to their

number such as shall be saved,” Oct. 15,
Bro. Osgood baptized six who bave come to
their duty one after another during the summer months.
Sabbath, Oct, 26, wasa day of encouragement
to the Franconia church, Eleven were received into membership, nine by profession
and two by letter, By invitation of the church,
Rev. 8. 8. Nickerson of Sugar Hill preached
in the evening, and at the close of the sermon

gave the candidates the right hand’ of fellow-

ship. These exercises were followed by a communion season, in which all three of the

churches united. Though a very rainy eveping the house was well filled....The pastor of
the Sugar Hill church received from the summer guests a purse of $70; also two nicé cane
chairs from Jews who were guests of the,
Sunset Hill House.
This place is attract
ting the attention of the public asa summer resort. 1t 1s one of the .finest places In

all the mountains to spend a vacation in.

tion, and said that it was the earnest hope (Chairma) J. D. Batson (Sec.,) C. Lj: Cul- | interesting. Rev. Mr. Simonton, Correg- . Rev. C. D. Dudley of Three Livers, Mass.,
to his trust and false to’ and the prettiest lady, or by the more | of the commilfee,thatss lasting benefit to kins, A. G. Brande, J. T. Locke.
has accepted a call to the church in Great
The ponding Messenger from ‘fhe Ind. Y.M.,
. Can a genuine offensive term of lottery. The same our beloyed denomination and the cause Secretary of this Com. reported that they also added much to the interest of th i Knlls and will begin his labors there the second
SR
be surrendered or principle is involved in them ull; und it of Christ would be the final result.
would not authorize the publication of meeting. The next session will beeheid, Subbath i n November.
© it
not seem possible, is wrong, immoral in its effects, und tends
SAR
vr
Massachusetts.
the
paper
:
M.
Q.
Salem
the
with
uatil
The committee to nominale permanent
1,000 subsoriptjons be oband gambling. Can a officers réported, and N. W. Bixby was tained.
The Ministers’ Conference also held a
8 we feel constrained to to dishonesty
A service In memory of the hk
Rev, Al‘ a
$0
pm

E

bliss

2 ee

in tieoud

&

very profitable

‘session,

Ng

commencing

Sine
»

i

on

H

phonso L. Houghton was held \in the F.

B.

ER

THE MORNING STAR, NOVEMBER
church in Lawrence on Oct. 23, ‘and was at.
ténded by a large congregation. The church
was appropriately decorated. The prayer was
offered by the Rev, Joshua Coit, and the
memorial address was delivered by the Rev.

G. 8. Ricker of Lowell, The services were
deeply solemn. . The folldwing resolutions

were read and adbptedy the church:
Whereas, * It has pleased

God, in his m-

scrutable wisdom, to permit

the

removal

by

«death
of Rev. A. Li. Houghton,
for eight
years
(1872-1880) the
well-beloved pastor of this
church, the only one over which he ever setled; therefore
Resolved, That while we humbly submit to the

svill of our Heavenly Father in the faith that he
doeth all things well, and doubting not that in
our brother's final release from. mortal pain,

what is our loss js his glorious and eternal
gain, yet we must long and deeply mourn the

«departure, in the very prime of his maturing
amanhood and large usefulness, of one in whom
we always found united. to a rare degree, the
varied qualities of

Drilliant

a

scholar,

Christian

gentleman,

a faithful

and

a

eloquent

sreacher of the gospel, illustrating in his own
fife the virtues and graces he sought to devel:
op in others, a sympathetic and devoted pas-

Bulwer church partof the time....The Q. M.
raised some $12 for Sister D, F. Smith, mis-

Rev. T. H. Drake, Cleveland, O.
: 442)
Rev. D. Waterman, Harper’s Ferry, W. Va.

sionary

Rev. M. B, Felt, Blackberry, Kane Co., Ill.

in India......Stanstead

church

has

ford, missionary in India; the active Woman's
Mission Society connected
with
this little
church has raised and forwarded over: $68 for
missions within the past year. “ We hope the
more able churches will be stimulated to do
more, and we think they would jf they took
more copies of the Star.”
;

That since he: can

never return

to us, we will strive to meet him in hefve
en, and to this end we will remember ever

Fox RIvER Q. M. (Ill.)-—Held it last session
with the Blackberry church Sept. 17,18. Rev.
A. C. Brush, pastor of the church, was chosen
Moderator.
The attendance was good; all the
churches were represented, and reported quite:
favorably of their condition and religious interest. A cloud of sorrow and sadness
seemed to
have'rested upon
the meeting, in consequence of
the announcement by Elder
Brush of his retiring
from the pastorate of Blackberry church at the

end of his present engagement with it; and
remove beyond the bounds of this Q. M.

to
It

heed the faithful testimony

of

his

words

and

example pointing us to the Lamb of God which

taketh away the sin of the world, so that,
though dead he may yet be said to speak to us,
and unto finer issues than were possible while
. yet he lived; and furthermore
Resolved,
That we most sincerely and
deeply sympathize with the stricken members

‘of

that home from which a noble

#d son and brother has been

and

cherish-

taken, and

pray

that the Comforter may be with them.
:
New York.

Rev. G. P. Linderman reports that Le was
present at the F. B. parsonage at Gilberts

Mills, Oct. 27; in a large

gathering of friends,

to do honor to their esteemed pastor,
F. Griftin, and his excellent wife.
called a donation visit, and

yet

Bro. Z.

It was
nearly

not
every

-one brought a package of something useful
weighing a pound or more. All seemed joyful
in lightening the burdens of those who are

la.

‘boring to do them good. .
gi
The friends of the Rev. J. 8. Harrington and
wife made them a pleasant surprise visit on
the evenipg of Oct. 25, and gave them a $24
“pounding.”....The ministers of the Chemung
Q. M. expect to hold two-days nfeetings with
all the churches of the Q. M., from which it is
hoped there will grow a general spirit of revival......Rev. A. P. Houghtaling - is suf-

fering from a fever.
Ohio.

Weliston church received one by letter Oct.
22.<¢+««The Harrison church has purchased a
meeting-house, formerly owned by the United

His health was poor, 80 much so that

he could not

attend ‘all

the meetings.

With

the exception of one sermon, the preaching fell
upon Rev. H. S. Ball, corresponding messenger from the Walnut Creek Q. M., who, was
heartily welcomed and listened to with
profound interest, and we hope his words of instruction and
piety may sink deep into the

hearts of his

hearers,

Elder

J.

P.

Prickett

preached a good sound aad instructive sermon,

one that many of his listeners will long remember. On the whole it was pronounced a
good and profitable session.
Peace and harmony prevailed throughout the entire session.

Next session with the North ‘Plato church,
Dec. 16-18.
M. W. COLE, Clerk.
PRAIRIE

CITY Q. M.—Held its last session
with the N. Fanden church, Aug. 26—28.
All the churches except three were represented by letter and delegate, and one of the three
by delegate. The business was done in harmony; the social meetings were fedsts to ‘the
soul; in all the session the Lord was. with us,

and a pleasant season was enjoyed.

Minister-

jal brethren, S. T. Dodge, J. S. Dinsmore and
W. Breeden were present, and added much to

the interest of the occasion by their earnest
efforts,
Next session with the Colfax church, Nov.

25

ANNIE RECORD,

the churches were not represented
; owing tothe
extremely wet and hurried season but few
were present; enough to raise $14 Mission
fund and $4 for use of the large, commodious
tent; a good spiritual sess)n was
enjoyed.
One who has been wandering away from
Father's house, resolved to return.
Next session with Elmore chureh Nov. 25—

J. N. LONGSTREET, Clerk.

prayer by Rev. J. Sherritt, father of the candi«date ; hand of fellowship by Rev. R. M. Cloud;

charge

by

Rev.

Mr.

Brethren church;

Rev.

R.M.

Jarvis

of the United

singing by the congregation.

Cloud

and O. H. Denney

{ending school at Rio Grande

are at-

Coliege.

Michigan.

The meetings in the Capac church are
~ -gressing well under the wise management

faithful preaching of ‘Reév. H. Perry

proand

of New

Haven, assisted by the pastor and Rev. G. B.
~Cutler, for the past few days.
Several backsliders reclaimed, some conversions
and
a
jarge congregation of anxious listeners. The
church is well aroused and at work, and expect great things; pray for it. The pastor of
Capac church supplies the pulpit each Sabbath morning at New Haven, in the absence of
Bro. Perry, driving 25 miles every Sabbath.
Nebraska.

Rev, S. F. Smith writes: * The Lord is manifesting
a degree of favor to the Rose Creek
church.
Two have lately put on the Lord
Jesus by going
forward in baptism.
One
brother has felt it his daty for a year thus
{2 obey the Lord.
After he united with the
church he was elected deacon.
He was the
superintendent
of the Sabbath-school.
We
cherish the hope that he will be a great help
to the church and the cause in general......

The Dry Branch church
in the Master's service.

is still encouraged
Two have lately

united with them by letter and two by huptism,
The general outlook is more favorable for the
chureh than at any other time since it was ororganized, over two years ago.
May God add
‘to their numbers of such as shall be saved. We
are looking for, and laboring to see brighter

and better days.”

] il

vo

Texas.

The Corresponding Secretary, W. M. Breck-

enridge, writes that Mount

Pleasant

Associa-

tion.
of Freewill Baptists was held with Postouk Valley church, Brown Co., Texas,
mencing Aug. 11. The opening
delivered by Rev. John Barfoot.

ing officers were
Moderator; Rev.

com-

sermon was
The follow.

elected: Rev. Wm. Stone,
John Barfoot, Clerk. The

‘usual routine of business was brought before
the Conference and acted upon harmoniously.
Although we are few in number the meeting
‘was spiritual and fullof interest. Steps were

taken to raise funds and secure

a Home

Mis.

sion agent, and the Secretary was requested

make

a call throngh

the Star fora

to fill that position, as we have only

to

responding Messenger from Athens Q. M.
Rev. O. H. Denney and J. Sherritt of Athens
and H. F. Bolton of Meigs were with us and
took an active part in the meetings. Rev. L. F.
Sherritt, who came to us from the M. EK.
church, was ordained to the work of the min-

1strv.

Next session
Ross Co.

Thinking Men
should take: Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.

three

+. Province of Quebec. ;

Revi A. Moulton writes that the September
which

was

Syrup

has

cured

was

held

favored

with

the presence and help of Bro. Hollis Jordan,
un evangelist from New Hampshire who had

‘been on a visit to bis relatives .and friends in
Eaton, P. Q., where he wus brought up. He
belonged to a large family, to whom it is said
Jesus was a stranger until Hollis, after his
conversion, visited them, some time since,

and was made instrumental in their conversion

«as well as the conversion of scores of the inhabitants of that township. Subsequently our
church at Moe’s River
(Compton) shared
largely in the blessed results of “his labory
there...... From this Inst session of the Q. M.,

Bro. Jordun wentto Massawippi, whers the

Lord is doing a good work. * We know the
work is of the Lord,” our correspondent says,
“for the converts continue steadfast * *
»
and our ministiy are encouraged to a more

spiritual life and faith...... The new

pastor

of our church at Massawippi, Rev. R. W, .Col-

ete.

Pamphlets

Female

free to any

address.

Seth

Fowle & Sons, Boston.

W.

38

Dr. Kennedy’s ‘° Favorite Remedy,”
moves all impurities of the blood, regulates

Liver and Kidneys.
diseases

and

Cures

weaknesses

1t is for sale by all our
LAR a bottle.

Constipation,
peculiar

druggists

rethe

and

to

all

Females.

at ONE

DOL-

Write to Mrs. [Lydia E. Pinkham, No. 233 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets relative
to the curative properties of her Vegetable Compound in all female complants.
2t42
Dr. Baxter's Mandrake
Bitters are a superior combination of Barks, Roots and Herbs not

attained by any other manufacturers of Bitters,
Keep in the stable and always

at hand

Henry

&
Johnson’s
Arnica and 0il
ELiniment,
as it is the best remedy for Hurts, Bruises, Strains
ete.
For

Coughs,

Lung

Colds,

stood
the test of
found wanting.
Take

The
di
rents
ceugh

Croup,

Affections, use Downs’
fifty

and

has

not

all

been

child takes in the seeds of
than the adult, therefore pagreat care, and not allow a
until the seeds of Catarrh,
are

sown in

the system. Dr. N. G. White’s Pulmonar®
Elixir
is a remedy well adapted to these diseases in ¢hildren, and should be used freely on the first appearance of a Cough or Cold.
QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY"
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular

consumption, scrofula

and general debility.

The

most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the-liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not Jelect
For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,
Platt St., New York.
:
:
1y6,

Hotices and Appointments.

of

needed

the churches

with

have

ing to labor the coming Winter
ist

in

Vermont

and

New

as an evangelHampshire......

Rev. W. H. Lyster, pastor of Compton church

«(the greenest spot in the Q. M.), is supplying

work

:
Ch

Kansas
Portland Me for
Rev O T' Clark’s
work
Lenora
Kansas
A friend Lewiston Me
Mrs C Woodworth W
Williamsfleld O
Ch Biddeford Me
+ Houltor Me
maT
I F Winn

A

friend

A

friend

The receipts

Missionary

of the F'.

B.

Society. .

Woman’s

. _

Missionary

Society for October will appear in Star of November 9, 1881.
L. A.

DEMERITTE,

Treas.

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
JEFFERSON Co, (Neb.)
Q. M., with the Rose
Creek church, commencing
Friday evening, Dec.
2,
S. F. SMITH, Clerk.
LANSING Q. M., with the Orange church, Nov,
11-13. Opening sermon by Rev. W. R. Norton.
Teams will meet friends at. Portland on Fiiday,
P.M.
I. P. BATES. Clerk.
Rock RIVER (IIL) Q. M., wit the Four Mile:
Grove church, Nov. 26-27.

- As D. SANDBORN, Com. on location.
PARSONSFIELD Q. M., at South Cornish, Nov.
9, 10.
A. 8. HILTON, Clerk.
SANILAC (Mich.) Q. M., with the Newbury
church Nov. 11-13, commencing Friday, 2.30, p.
M. We expect a full delegation, and cordially
invite visiting brethren

and

ministers.

JOHN H. SWAILES, Clerk.
08WEGO (N. Y.) Q. M., with the North Seriba
church, beginming ¥riduy evening, Dec. 2 (instead
of one month later as~heretofore),

by Rev, Z. F. Griffin, of Gilbert's

with a

sermon

Mills. The change

in the time is due to the inability of several min.
isters and others to attend Jan. 1st. Let us make
a special effort to secure forious results of the Q.
M.
(2t)
G&
P.LINDERMAN, Clerk.
Post-Office Addresses.
REV. B. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent), Lewiston, Me.
521

Sion

e.

money contributed for the Maine State Mis.
hould be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,

Rey.

(2523)

8. D. Bates,

Treasurer

Ohlo

Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfeld, Minn.,

Free Com-

ry

Treasurer

of the Minn, Y. M. Mission Sociely, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should be sent. 10128)
a
li
Rev. J. H. Durkee, Pike, N. Y., Ter
Central Association; to whom all its funds should
be sent,
(62639)
x

:

2.00

;

© 40.00

Anthony

Hall

male

i

Workers

i
1.00

10.00.

3.53
:

5.00
126

Wis

friend

New

1.97
3.10
.

1.26

EM

4.00

Mrs

Alonzo

2.00

35.24

16.556

Cammet,

90

2.00

Price $40 per 100.
mail for examination

5.00

1.00
1.00

450

Ambler for Anthony Hall
The following contributions
forwarded by the Treasurer

1.50

Big

Big Is-

1.00
Jq7
20.00
1.00

Ch Venice O
“ Bloom & Scipio O

14.37
16.14

“ Springfield O

Baker

Springfield O
Hattield Spring-

field U
RJ Poston
i
Ch Maineville O
S School
¢¢

Ch Ridgeville Ind
Asa Pierce ¢* ¢
Marion Q MO
Seneca & HuronQ M O
Miss Soc of Seneca & Huron Q
MO

By

10,05

2.00

871
5.00

52
1.00

2.36
10
2.50
7.75

C.

C.

CASE

and

be
~

Bloomville

“ Berwick 0

“
3
R
M

O

O
i
id

P
R
Whittier
Rome O .

Ch Dutch Cross O
Ch Centerburg O

:

C.

“1laBue

D

3

to’the

“

A

‘ Broadway

A

H

La

*

Whitaker and
wife Broadway O
Ch Fast Liberty O
George Henry
East
Liberty

Ch Newton O
¢¢ Pleasant Grove O*
A Kitchen Pleasant
Grove O
J 8 Kitchen Pleasant
rove O
Isaac Kitchen PleasGrove O
E J Kiichen Pleasant
Grove O
Hannah Kitchen
B Garlaugh

M

Pleasant

Grove O
Nave Pleasant
Grove O

LG
E

Nave

Pleasant

Grove

Eben Skillings Pleas-

ant Grove O
'Ch Burg Hill O
J Phillips Burg Hill O
Ch South Bloom O
+ Lykins O
“ New Haven O
‘* Rochester *
“ Kipton

O

i

“ Spencer O

THE

1.50

“2d

PRINCE

JOHN

Y
4

A

public,

OF

SONG.

CHURCH

per dozen

& CO.,

50

ba

A

ONEY,

AN

has caused opposition to

Extra terms

Tt Wil alse knit a great varietyof Tatcys

work for which there is awa

for circular and terms to the

a ready market.

Send

Twombly Knitting

Machine Co.. 409 Washington St.,
, Mass.
:
1
.
12t13 ous 21t

anufacturing
in the United

Company wants an Agent in every Goun
States, to take the Agency for the Kine?

rons: 2 son Jets Jrons dn one: Smoothing, Crim hyng
jd
Flutin,
and an
'erms
ibe.
pL
Profits large and sells ay
as avery House
keeper wants one.
Fxelusive Sersitory
No opposition.
For prices. terms and

please

ven to agents,
full information,

dddress THE HEWITT MANUFACTURING

COMPANY, Box 868, Pittsburg, Pa.

;

NEW RICH BLOOD!

arsons’ Purgative Pills make New Rich
Blood, and will completely change the blood in
the entire system in three months. Any person
who will take 1 pill each night from 1 to 12 weeks
maybe restored to sound health, if sucha thing
Le possible. Sent by mail for 8 Jetter stamps.

« 8. JOHNSON
& CO., Boston,
formerly Bangor, Me.

Mass.,
i

20 Beautiful Stops, 5 Octaves
Carved Walnut Case. Send for

to

our

fl

‘Address NaTioNAL PusLisaiNG Co., Thiladelphia Pa.

EITHER

LIQUID

OR

DRY

Illustrated Catalogue.

deceitimpossible. Murchal&

Smith,

8 W, 11th St, N. X.

ARE

WE

B

MuEs our,
& 00.03 Dey Sle.¥s
il,

30.

NOT |

3

Arcuial

G\

Agents wanted.

$5 an Day mads

yy

DomesticScaLeCo., Cincinnau, O.

our NEW HOUSEHOLD
1)G8 3 | selling
ARTICLES
and FAMILY
SCALE.
ORI
Weighs up to 25 Ibs,
Sells at $1.50.

on

tHE Complete

oF

Life

JAMES A. GARFIELD.

AWD THE EIDNEYS.
WHY

SICK?

Able Authors, Fine Illustrations. New,

7

Because we allow these great organs to
become clogged or torpid, and poisonous

His early life, rise into promin~
ce, Compete.
Nad
ence as & Soldier and Legislator; election to the Presidency;
the
the formation of his Cabinet; the contest in Congress;
Removal to
Assassins Attack ; the Sargical Treatment,

humors are

Konkily,

therefore forced

into

the blood

Parti

: his death
and burial, Will Sell now in
For fu
"AGENTS WANTED Everywhere.
q

i

sly,

aa

Particulars Ad UCCURDY& 0O., Philadelphia, Pa.

that shouldbe expelled naturally.

|

Quickly and

(ASTHMA) Permanently

WILL SURELY CURE
KIDNEY DISEASES,
“LIVER COMPLAINTS,

:

Dr.Stinson’s AsthmaRemedy

is unequaled as a posi:ive

for

]

Asthma and Dyspepsia,

and all their attendant evils.
afford

temporary

relief;

It does not merely

but is a permanent

cure.

by causing free action of these organs and
restoring their power to throw off disease.

Mrs. B. F.
Lee, of Belmore, O., says of it: “TI am
surprised al the speedy effects of your remedy. It is

Why suffer Bilious pains and aches?
Why tormented with Piles, Constipation?

cough and made expectoration e«sy. I now sleep ald
night without coughing.” If your druggist does not
keep it, send for treatise and testimonials to

the first medicine

in siz. years

that has loosened my

853 Broad way, New York.

PE NSIONS. .

Itis put upin Dry Vegetable Form, in tin
cans one package of which makes six quarts of
medicine.
Also in Liquid Form, very Concentrated, for those that cannot readily prepare it.

oldier disabled by accident
ARE PAID ever ou A Dof any kind, loss of
finger, toe or eye, RUPTURE, if but slight;

garIt acts with equal efficiency in either form.
PRICE, $1.00 rs
GET IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST.

titled to an increase of

(Will send the dry post-paid.)

diseases of Lungs or Varicose
ns give
pension.
Under new law thousands are énension.

idows, or-

BURLINGTON,
VT.

made the

AMOUNT OF

its

sale.

er bottle, and money

allure.
where.

Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, and many ofthe best medicines nown are here combined into a medicine ofsuch vawers, as to make it the greatest Blood Purifier and
The est Health and Strength Restorer Ever Used. |

Sent

returned

in

every

case

of

Most Economical Hair oy
Dressing, Never falls §

Send for new Pamphlets free. Sold every-

H. D. FOWLE,

Chemist, Boston,

Mass.
1y26eow

Itcures Complaints of Women, an:

10.00

different from Bitters, Ginger Essences, and other Tonics,

to gray hair.

as it never intoXicates.

7.00

1

his own ex
Physician
kn

me

8.00

Troy, O.

Something New!

8.50

SEWING

ES,

TEA

MACHINES,

1.00
8.00
1.00
14.00
8.00
6.00
10.00

SETS,

Nerve

and

Brain

.18
“ed
5.00

ment.

Select

That

Diseases.

DR. BE. C. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT; a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, ConvulMental Depression,
gions, Nervous Headache,
Logs of Memory, Premature Old Age, caused by
leads to
over-exertion or over-indulgence, whi
Il cure
re:
c
One hox
misery, decay and death.
treat
month’s
one
cent cases. Each box contains

3.00

Every

.. ENTERPRISE TEA CO., Boston, Mass.

J 4142

8.36
36,12

for Portraits of President J. A. Garfield.

Agents wanted.

Hou given away Yo, Cuslomers,
ress
or circular.
Sen

post-paid on

each order received by us for six boxes,
nied with r dollars, we will send the

guarantee to return the money if the bon
or written
treatment does not effect a cure. Guarfulees Is:
sued only when the ‘treatment is ordered direct

from us . Add SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH,

Gen. N. E. Agts., 24 & 26 Tremont St., Boston, Ms.
I

v

1y36

guarantees good

Years of service.

Case: With
accompapurchuser

should

Organ

|

receipt

We" guarantee six hpxus to cure any

buyer
an

Every aay work and

dol.
One dollar a box, or six boxes forfive
of price.

lars ; sent by mail,

ge saving buying $1-size.

WATCH.

GOLD AND SILVER WALTHAM

1.00

and $x sizes,
XY.

CARFIELD.

.) Vala~

TP.f Test
oll

Ho

ante

5

Engraved in pure line by the celebrated artist,
arshall,
Worksof Artand new, copyri h
mi,
thig month. Thoroughly endorsed as to excellence ot likeness,&c. N sarly life size, and phinted on fine, heavy plate paper about 18x24 inches. To have samatonce,
we wi send by mail, on receipt of the money, 2 copies for 60 Cents, or TEN
plo Sopice circul
ES. for. TWO ' DOLL ARS. Canvassers are making big mone . The Jraraiis selling
irs; one being full-face view, and the other profile. Excellent workg both. Special Rates with the
in
pies. * Send
for Circulars.
10
OSCAR
MARSHALL,
Publisher,
245 Broadway, New York.

10.00

12.00
2.00

Chem|

AGENTS

s

of the Stom-

ach, Bowels, Lungs, Liver and Kidneys, and is entirely

to restore youthful color
b0c. and $1 sizes,

with CATARRH
or BRONCHITIS

It

gives information which proects the purchaser and makes

. |

FORM

Acts at the same time

‘by express to all parts of the U, S. on receipt of $1

4 90
11.00

50

sel

WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,e

1.00

3.26
10.25

es

Use KIDNEY -WORTand rejoice in health. Y

PERFECT

The wonderful cures it has

ast 20 years, FOR 80 SMALL

5.00
13.75

2.00

“

e

ternal use.

4.7

14.86

800

«Pleasant ValleyO
“9d Rutland
3

BOTTLE

to

SIA, CATARRH, and all diseases of the SKIN and | |
BLOOD. Entirely Vegetable. : Internal and ex-‘|

15.056

7.00

O

ONE

10.00

“ Yérk

« Willsburg Pa

# Cheshire

I WARRANT

CURE for all the worst forms of PILES, 2 to 4 do.
in the: worst cases of LEPROSY,
SCROFULA,
PSORIASIS,
CANCER,
“ECZEMA, SALT
RHEUM; RHEUMATISM, KIDNEYS, DYSPEP-

Ch Grand Prairie **

EVERYWHERE

Why endure nervons or sick headaches?

}

8.19

50.00
5.00

wih

Alterative and Cure

4.73

11.14
1.00
2.00
1.0p

6.24
3.43

“ Rio Grande
**
« Murion O
Sarah W! Cratty Marion O
8 D Bates Marion.O

and Fastest
Prices reNational Pub. €o., Phila. Pa.

Bibles,

DISEASES, FEMALE WEAKNESSES,
AND NERVOUS DISORDERS,

0 Tew
Sore | CINCINNATI, 0.
New York.

2.50

4.00
3.15

Alexander O

Send

it as fully

Price, 75 cents each, by mail, $7.50
by Express.

2.00

10.00

“ Huntington O
‘ Harrisburg **

¥

GARRETSON & Co.

RARE: CHANCE

best,

for the Best

red President. Finesteel portraits.
ents. Circulars free.

That

meeting the requirements of a book of this scope
and design, and that its practical use will demonstrate that it is indeed

4.60

.. 9.00

“ Sugar Run O
‘ Columbia **

i BRADLEY,

‘the best ¥
HnitAGENTS
WANTE
© ever I
1 kni a
iro
Hing
comple
n
stockings, withh HEEL an

:

5,000 Agents Wanted for Life.of #4
3
(

IN

5.52

300
16.00

E05,

A

RAKTROM

:

musical

we believe we can heartily recommend

2.00

C Mouser
Rue
Ch Clariden O
:

Subston-

fide measure,

WILLIAMS.

:

In presenting this work

13.17

{¢ Shefield O

Mississippi. Sells to every clase,

length and over? in width, ont-

a AND

15.50

Concord
**
P Goff Concord
Emerson
*
Hildrith

free
4t41

the

10 inches in

No, 66 N. Fourth Sthbet; PHilhdelphis,Ph,

Conwell

terms

Tells. all abous

rnd secures the most unqualified endorsements,

tially bound

K

Wom

Ch

every section beyond

istheonly authentic and fully illustrated life of our mar-

One copy sent by
on receipt of price.

C.

eo

Retails $8.75 and 85,00.

It contains the full history of his noble and eventful life
and dastardly assassination. Surgical treatnient, death,
funeral obsequies, etc. The best chance of your life to
make money. Beware of *‘catchpenny’’ imitations. This

The PRINCE OF SONG contains the results of
the ripened experience of these 2 most successful
teachers and conductors, and is just what might
be expected from real live, progressive, wide-

awake men.

-

1.00
5.00
1.00
4.00
1.00

WANTED

5213

and
Conventions.

3.00

“ South New Lyme O
“ Union O
M Dally Union O
:
Revand MrsJ B Lash
Union O

Clarissa

Institutes

100

SA

ducts, Herds; Wages, all Trades and Professions; Mercantile and Manufacturing
Busmess: all Statistics;
Areas:
Rainfalls; Maxitoba, ritish Columbia,
Alaska, Texas—

for
ivin
givifg
lowest Cattlogue
cash and instalment prices. AddressIvers&Pond
Co., 597 Washington St., Boston.

dured 83 per cent.

of Providence,

Choirs,

avoidably delayed until now
N and A Hopkins Big
2.00

Private

Selling Pictoral Books and

/

report of them has been un-

Island O

GENTS

Singing Classes,

made

2.20

P

Sea EMPIRE,

Agens
wanted.
Fo Tr
circulars
address with
stamp, E. 8. Frost & Co., Biddeford, Maine.
26t40

A Collection of Sacred and Secular Music
for Elementary and Advanced

to Sept 1 but the

pee

If so

Agents Wanted for “OUR

TURKISH RUGS!

fF PRINGEOF ONG

4.50

1.50

i

mae

240 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
81 Randolph Street,Chica go.

Tif

2.00
°

AT

BICLOW & MAIN,

3.00

CC

+

Piano

By S. LASAR,
1.00

Col.

gn?

)
LH

.| Is the Standard Song Book for Sunday-schools
desiring the higher style of Music.

1.00
2.00

ors

for Ladiés and gentlemen to make money The

THE NEW HYMNARY,

2.00 ,

profits.

immense

the

and Miss Alice E. Ford, of O.

!
5.00

5.00

Q M Vt

Mrs J A Sawyer

by

Thomas Spooner

Gerrish, Mr. Willlam H. Grafton,

273

10.00

C C Ambler Pentwater Mich.

Island O

Also,

Jr., Mr. George E. Brown and Miss Clara H.
Hodgdon, all of W,
wf
In Olneyville, R. I., Oct. 27, by the Rev. ;A. L.

AS

22.50

Me

O were

H.

‘In Alden, Oct. 20, at the home of the bride. by
Rev. E. Crowell, Mr. H. P. Buffum,of Cowlesville,,
and Miss Edith Churchill, step-daughter of Dea.

2.72

Anthony Hall
Ch Fairmont Mmn
J N Longstreet Fair‘mont Minn

Ass.

N.

eminent biographer,

‘ The Ivers & Pond Pianos are the
Warranted
for five years. Sold on

’

for Anthony Hall
L P Millett
N
Leeds Me
Mrs L P
Millett N

of State

of Exeter,

great rogress that

you really want the best?

25 cents,

AZeNS WaLLEeu 105 Lil uf U Festus b
Garfield. A complete, faithful histo:
from cradle to grave, by the

GEORGE STINSON & Co , Portland, Me.

Roberts, of L., and Miss Angie Tarbox, of Hollis,
e.
:

Mrs

previous

Vt

Labin Jenkins, of Alden.
_In Whitefield, Oct. 24. by Rev.

273

Abbott

Do

Books all ready for delivery. An elegantly illus.
trated volume. Endorsed edition. Liberal terms .
Agents take orders for from 20/to 50 copies daily.
Outsells any other book ten fo one. Agents never
Ex: .
made money80 fast. The book sells itse!f.
Al 1 |
perience not necessary.
Failures unknown.

same, in Shapleigh,
Sept. 23, Dr. Leonard W.
Leighton of S., and Miss Cora B Chich, of Waterboro’; and in Lyman,
Oct.
16, Mr.
Judson

5.00

A P Foss 2d Hancock
Me
Friends Cornish Me

Corinth

CARTEL)

Mass., and Mrg. Carrie E. Blake, of P.
In Lyman, Sept.
17, by Rev. J. 8. Potter,
Mr. John
W. Cousens, of Biddeford, and Miss

lda

! I!

Mining, Farming, Homestead, Railroad and other Lands:
Transportation Prices; Social, Edncek nal and Religi us
Condition; Nationalities represented; Climate, Soils,
Pro-

In Portsmouth, N. H., Ot. 24, by Rev. J. Herbert Yeoman, Mr. Frank 1.. Butterfield, of Lowell
17.13

B

give it a trial. Size, 192 pages, 35 cents, $3.60
per dozen, $30 per hundred,
\
pecimen co
aper cover, mailed o
ipt of

large Pages,

Forwarded.

Collins W Topsham

E.

Stone—

R

Married

1.00

Col-

Cornish

Spencer—W

York.

Morse—

E G Peaks W Topsham Vi
Robert Hines Buffalo Gap Tex
Rev H Lockhart St Johnsbury Vt

°

2d Hancock Me

Friends

J

W

make

.50

‘ Me

Is an illustration of the

sible in Sunday-School Mosic.

Parsons—P Ross—S
E Richardson—-B F

J H Larramore Bloomer Ark

5.00

Young 2d

H Lyster~H Lockhart—H

New

Just issued, 20 months in preparation by ablest Gen
graphical scholar. County Maps of every State and Tents
tory in colors, made expressly, showing eve’ TY
road nd
cvery important Town.
Reéautifully Illustrated, 1812

‘D L Bearden Ozark Ark
W G Frie Cedar Creek Tenn

Falls

Montville Q M Me
I N Foss 2d Hancock
Me

DEAF

TOR
THE
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Tr

That seeks a Southern sky,
But lingers where the wounded bird
Hath laid bim down to die.

Ob, such a friend! He is in truth,
Whate’er his lot may be,
A rainbow on the storm of life,
An anchor on its sea.

—Anon.

Family Circle.
_ DISAPPOINTED ONES,
«

‘Do you see what the birds have been
to her

husband one bright spring morning. He
came to the door where she was standing.
A Virginia creeper had completely overrun the small piazza, and right overhead,

in a cosy niche just above the door, two
pairs of birds had begun to build their
nests.
Very neighborly did those halfone

on

each side of the front door. You could
see long cotton strings, bits of dried
grass and little chunks of dirt, but as

yet, you could hardly trace the shape of a
said the

woman,

*¢ indeed I can’t, they will keep my front
steps in a litter all the time. They must
go.”

“Too bad,” said

her

husband, for

he

pitied the birds, and it grieved him to
see their homes broken up before they
were fairly begun.
His wife pitied them too. She was not
hard-hearted, but

she

was

a very

neat

housekeeper. So what else could she do?
The birds bad made a mistake. So the
broom was brought from the kitchen, the
little piles of strings and grass were
brushed away and the birds were left to
find some other building place. - Now
there is a home that is bright: and beautiful,

on

a

shining

shore,

and

children

sometimes knock there for admission.
The owner of that home said, *“ Knock
and it shall be opened unto you.” He
will tarn no one away. He is the one

* who said, ¢ The foxes have holes, and
* the birds of the air have

nests,

but

the

Son of Man hath not where to lay his
head.”
He has also said, ‘Him that
cometh uato me, I will

in

no

wise

cast

out.” ‘The birds only came as far as the

door. They would have been contented

~ without coming into the house at all
They would have reared their young

the shade of the vine

in

by the door, and

likeness.

:

;

last, he found the highest mountain,

But when years of companionship
tempt to careless habits, and lack of .politeness and good breeding, what is there
to look forward to, that promises peace
and happiness for the old age which
must come after children have grown up
and found homes of their own? Then
parents must depend largely on each oth-

nests,
- ... .
>

Conjugal

build their

.
I"

affection depends

upon mutual confidence.

largely

tell my

In

wife everything

this way

we

avoid

that happens.
any

misunder-

standing.”
Not to be outdonein gen-

‘erosity,

the good friend replied, ** Well,
80

opi

Il my Wife

and tumbled

great rocks from its summit to the valley
below, and his name was swept away.
Tired, disappointed, and growing old, he
said: ‘Itis no use! Nothing on earth
will last, and I will try no more. I will
be us happy as I can, and make others
happy, too, aud think no more about my

be forgotten, written on something

ence of their example for good or ill on

their politeness,

courtesy,

respect

The children were silent, and after a
minute Aunt Luey added thoughtfully,

true, good life—would have ceased tv he

anxious about his name by that time, because he would
have learned to know the

and

Lord, who says to all that serve him,
‘ The righteous shall be held in everlasting remembrance.’ "— Selected.

of the

family,

unmistakable

pleasure

comfort and

assisting

PPG

and manifests

in

seeking

A lady who was present at the railroad

his

station at the time Gen. Garfield was shot

on the 2d of July, said she heard him say

to carry out his

wishes, the children will,

in

to

a large de-

gree, follow her example.

Secretary

sarcasm, as hg,

If the father invariably treats the moth-

Blaine,

with

was moaning in his pain:

“Only yestertiay a man. was

a great many or with respect atid courtesy quite as no-

pathetic
saying

to

the constitutional

characteristics,

It

contains

most frequently from long

self-discipline

0-0-0

HOLD ON, BOYS.
Holdon to your tongue when yon are
just ready to swear, lie, or speak harshly.
rl
Hold on to your hand when you are
aboutto punch, scratch,
improper act.

steal,

or

do

an

Hold on to your foot when you are on
the point of kicking, running off from
study, or pursuing the path of error,

Hold on to your temper when
angry, excited, or imposed
others are angry with you.

Hold on to your heart when

you are
upon,

or

evil asso-

ciates seek your company, ard invite you
to join in their mirth, games and revelry.
Hold on to your good name at all times,
value

than

gold,

high

places, or fashionable attire.
Hold on to the truth for it will serve
you well, and

do

fidel Convention in the United States.

you

good

throughout

The Ikbliotheca

Sacra. Edited by Edwards

A. Park with the co-operation of G. E. Day, A.

Duff, Jr., and D. W. Dimon.
It is published
at Andover, Mass. by Ws F. Draper.
If this
number falls any shortof its high position which

it has attained and well merited, it 1s owing to
the nature of the subjects

treated

to the want of talent exhibited.

rather

Several of the

articles are of a practical nature and for this
very reason may be the more profitable. The
first is a “ Chapter on

Proverbs,”

by Rev.

BAS

OB

ARNOT AAS

1

A

SO

AT

EN

OH ARS RAS

J.

I. Mombert, D. D., samples of which we have
as follows: “ Hunger is the best sance;” * No
' shoemaker beyond his last;” or * Cobbler stick

to your last;”

¢‘ No

“Men cut broad
leather ;” “ Iliad of
“Advise no man to
¢ Beware of a bad

good

one.”

day

without a

line;”

where the shoe pinches;”

thongs from other people’s
woes;” “ Owls to Athens;”
go to the war or to marry y’
woman and do not trust a

These lasttwo

come

from’

the

Spanish. The next article, ** Is Salvation Possible Without a Knowledge of the Gospel?”
by Lucius E. Smith; an interesting discussion. * Languageof the Arabs and the Turks,” |

by Prof, Osborn, comes next,

Isaiah,” by Rev.

** Language

W. H. Cobb.

of

* What

Swedenborgianism?” by Rev. Jas. Reed.

is
‘ A

Sober View of Abstinence from Intoxicating

Stimulants,” by Rev. Daniel Merriman, D, D.
These are followed by, “ Advantages of private

to you at all times and places.

publications,

instruction in Theology,” and Notices of recent

Mr, Merriman closes his article

.on abstinence as follows :

Inasmuch as alcohol, so far from bein
proved to be a necessity of the race, is admitte
by the most dispassionate authorities

to be

the

active cause of evil so great ** that if it were un-

Specific training on the subject of tem-

perance is a real need of the - times.

Let

a wife educate herself and she can the
better educate husband or children. Let

her get her own heart’ warm first, then
can she warm another, then a third, and

80 on, until a real honest sentiment per-

meates society ; then honest,
hard temperance work can be done.’

The greatness of a man’s soul is meas-

known half the sin and a
poverty and unhappiness in
disappear.” All just efforts
tical abstinence from its
ground in fact and reason,
Ba

large part of the
the world would
to promote a pracuse have a solid
/

A

"The Sunday ‘Magazine is filled with useful
reading for anybody. The first article on
“Some American Theological Seminaries,”
by J. L. Bowdoin, LL. D., contains much information and is illustrated with cuts of the
buildings of various institutions, There were
131 theological seminaries in the United Btates,

according to the report of the U., 8,. Commis.
sioner of Education for 1879, with 615 profess.
ors and 4,734" students,
There
are other

!

NA i

than

eternity.
Hold on to virtue—it is above all price

Christian at Work.

TH

Lectures

onthe

and

Infidelity,

tianity

MINOR NOTICES.

sow

SE

teen

who

¢ None of you know

shame, or crime.

for it is of more

{1

that was slain this song they raise,

Love of the Saviour tender and precious,
Deeper and broader than ocean or sea,

comes |

me what a great thingit is to be Presi- ured by his willingnessto sacrifhisice
own
dent of the Unitéd Sfdes.”
interests for the sake of another.

able as he shows to his most esteemed

To the Lamb

element of power. The ‘soft answer”
often costs the answerer dearly. Sweetness of spirit is the out-growth of selfcontrol. Serenity of soul, whatever be

* But ahy one who had been living such
Hold on to your good character, for it
a life of unselfish service to others—a is, and ever will be, your best wealth.—

affection are largely patterned after the
example of their parents. If the mother
shows by her daily life that she looks up

the head

that

could not be destroyed.” . *.

“I make it a to the father with loving deference as

rule,” saida wiseacre to his friend, «to

quake shook the mountain,

price” —true abiding love—they must go name.’ So he began to help the poor, to
mourninand
g repining to the grave for feed the hungry, and do deeds of kindlackof it.
:
ness wherever he could, and people be- Ah! if we could always remember that ‘gan to love him. One day, a little girl
‘‘a soft answer turneth away wrath,” and said to him: ‘I shall love you always for
checks the beginnings of evil. Unfort- ‘helping us so much. Iam sure I never
unately, youth is the period when, under shall forget you if I live a thousand
provocation or irritability, a sharp, un- years.’
:
kind word leaps to the lips more readily
* «But you will not livé so long,’ he
than the ‘soft answer.” The bitterest answered, with a smile at the child, who
domestic misery and. disunions
have looked up at him so lovingly.
sprung from some insignificant difference
*¢*Yes, I shall,—a great deal longer,’
of opinion, when the ‘soft answer” would she said. “Souls do not die, and I'm
have been oil on the troubled waters.
sure I'll remember in heaven, and I will
But the happiness of husband and wife, remember you.’
:
desirable as that is, is not the most vital “Then the man knew that he had now
thing to be considered, when children done what he had been trying to do for so
are given them. 1f only they two, who long,—put his name where if: could not

forbid them not, for of such is the king- | those hearts which have been committed
dom of heaven.” No child that wants to to their care and for whom they must give
go there, and gets us far as the door, will a strict account.’
Tah
be driven away as the poor, dear bjrds
Children almost invariably follow as
were driven away from the pleasant their parents lead. Their good breeding,
home Where they wanted to

and,

after long and tedious climbing, he cut
his name on the top. Then the earth-

er for happiness, but if they, in earlylife,
recklessly cast aside that * pearl of great

- would have filled the’ summer air with
their sweet music. No one stops at the
door of that bright home of which I have
just:spoken. All go in or go away. Hear
what was once said by him who came
from that bright home above, on purpose
to invite all the world to come into it.
: should be one, are benefited ‘or injured,
Hear these precious words, ‘Suffer it'is very little compared with the influ-

the little childrento come unto me, and

type and profusely illustrated.
‘‘ The Book of Fables,”

“ Book of Wonders,”
dren, even the youngest, will not see this, his love. They meet with a clasp of
his audience who rose to their feet * under the.
‘‘ Book of Popular Tales,” *‘ Book of Stories
.| long to good breeding were ‘as carefully and from sach agily examples soen prac- hands, and a pleasant smile, “have an in verse,”
Stories from
Hans
Christian spell of his brillant, original, mirthful and:
pathetic utterances.” His vérsatility of lan..
observed after marriage as were so scru- tice what they find is so common?
‘Tales
from
the
Arabian
agreeable evening’s visit, then part with Andersen,”
guage fitted him to become a journalist, plead.’
Nights,”
“Book
of
Ballads,”
‘Book
ef
We
remember
reading,
or
hearing,
of
a
pulously manifested during the hours eof
a Kind good-night. Ido not say this is
er, poet or politician. The prayers of his parents.
courtship and engagement! If all this father reproving his young son very wrong if there is true love in it, but how Familiar Stories,” ‘ A Voyage to Lilliput,” pointed to the mini
stry
and he became obedient.
“
Travels
of
Baron
Munchausen,”
‘
Book
attention and tenderness is to be discard- strongly for * fretting’ at his sister, and
different it is from the home in after of Poetry,”
to their behest. His first settlement was at
and
¢ Book
of
Ancient
ordering
him
to
leave
the
room.
The
Belleville, N. J., where he spent three yeurs,
ed and laid aside with the bridal garyears! We too often miss the sweet face Stories.” These are what mi
succeeded by three years at Syracuse, N. Y. 5
ments, or doled out fitfully, then: that life child reluctantly obeyed, and just as he and pleasing appearance of the young standard literature of its
seven years in Philadelphia, and nine years
in
which we are taught to believe was. in- closed the door behind him looked back girl as the wife. And the youth whose
or later.
Brooklyn, where he now is as one of the
leadWhether
it
is
profitable
reading
tiie}e
may
be
to
his
father
defiantly,
saying,
¢
We
don’t
only aim was to please his lady love, now
tended to be a foretaste of heaven is a sad
ing
preachers of the age.
:
failure, and men and women had better callit that when you talk so to mamma.” seems to have forgotten all the little a difference of opinion, but on t
s———
affords at least a good deal of i
It is not the peace and happiness of one courtesies and gentle attentions that are
die than make the venture.
a
‘The North American Reviewfor Nover..
ber
lies-on our table. It is ably conducted. It L
As years roll on, cares and trials often pair alone that depends on the respect, needed just as much in the husband as in
»? and * Little Red Riding
presents in this number elaborate discussions
press heavily, failing health and strength courtesy and affection that should govern the lover to make home happy. He finds
n’s stories are very highly
may bring irritability and impatience. the whole life. Butif carefully cultivated, many other things to look after, and ut- commended. =* Goody Two-Shoes,’ ascribed on the following themes: 1. ¢ Presidential In.ability ”—Lym
Then is the time when the true quality of or if wickedly neglected, the influence for ters harsh and thoughtless words. You to Goldsmdth; ‘Voyage to Lilliput? by M. Cooley, an Trumball, ‘Judge Thomas
Benj. F. Butler, Prof. T. Ww.
Swift; * Discontented Pendulum,” by Jane
good
or
evil
branches
out
in
many
djrecmay see the wife of only a few months, in Taylor,
the love that brought the pair together will
and such poems as ‘* Paul Revere’s Dwight. It really presentsso many distinct
"be most severely tested. In most cases tions, and may be the salvation or ruin of a slovenly dress, hair uncombed, the Ride,” * Lochinvar,” “Old Iromsides,” and essays on the subject. 2. ¢ England's Heredi.
the trials and anxieties that are incident many souls.—Mrs. Beecher in Christian house in disorder, and nearly time for the others are too well known to need commenda- tary Republic ”—The Marqui
of Blandfo
srd.
3. “The Appointing Power "George F.
a
to a mother’s life are very apt to test the Union.
husband to come.
Itis no wonder that tion. So the old. stories of the * Wooden
Hoar.
4.
“
The
Christian Religion,” Part”
!
wife’s patience in a much larger degree
he is unhappy, and may try to give a lit- Horse,” the * Cyclops ” and * King Croesus?” IL—Robert
G. Ingersoll. The reader will
OARVING A NAME.
than anything that usually falls upon the
tle advice sometimes. I make no excuse all desireto understand. These are all here, find it an able number, New York: D. AppleThe children, tired of playing hide-and- for her. She may have plenty to do, and and more too.
_| husband, and for this reason true love
| ton & Co.
will be quick to find the infallible remedy. seek among the bushes, sat down to rest. more than she can accomplish ; still she HOME BALLADS. LJ By Bayard Taylor, with
‘The Magazine of Art for October is well
Oh! if husbands fully realized what mag- It never took Joe long to rest; and by- can, if she will, always look neat, and
‘illustrations. It is published by the same
filled with matter pertaining
house
as
the
abeve.
y
to this sabject.
and-by
he
wandered
away from
the meet her husband with a smile.
ic gentle, cAressing,
tender words
The frontispiece, Ars Longa, Vita Brevis,”
This-is
splendidly
gotten
up,
on
thick,
fine
have when they see a shadow on the others, and, finding a great, smooth tree,
Then, on the other hand, the wife may
is thi sketch of a'painting by Haynes Williams,
paper, with superb
illustrations; anditis a
‘wife's face—who in their absence may began to carve his name upon it as high try hard to keep the sweet, girlish ways beautiful
holiday or birthday gift-book. The which. is beautifully executed. Thisis fol.
have struggled with nursery cares, sick- as he could conveniently reach. It was of other days about her, but the husband name of the author is a sufficient
lowed by the * Step-mother” by the same
guarantee of
ness or household
perplexities—they slow cutting, and before he had finished will think to himself: ‘Now we are the literary merit. Sald one of our Corpora- author. We bave also the “ Wisdomof
would scarcely feel it burdensome to give it the others came to look at his work.
I want to buy that Solomon,” from the painting by Ludwig
married, and Mary must not expect me to tors on looking at it,*
those tokens of sympathy and love that |. Oh, cut my name, too!” said Lily. be the same as before. I have no time for book.” So a great many others will say, and Knaus, the *‘ Dealerin Antiquities,” from.
when they bave hought it there will be no the painting by F. Beda. The principal illus.
id
can so instantaneously chase away the ““ Won't you, Joe?”
loving ways, now there is so much resttrated articles are ‘‘ Our
Living Artists;
need
of our saying anything farther about it.
‘I haven't done my own yet.”
clouds and beautify the worn face with
ing upon me as the head of the house.”
**Nuremberg;”
* Chippengdale Furniture ;”
‘“ Well, you needn’t cut it all; only He takes no notice of the neatly-kept COUNTRY BY-WAYS, By Sarah Orne} Jewett, “ Dutch Painters and Wood-Cutters +»
"| loving smiles. Fatigue vanishes and ev“ Roman
‘It is published by the same house as the two
Sculptor,” and * Berge Life.” It is filled with
ery care is lightened. It is but a little make your first name, and put * Lily’ un- rooms, and the nice dinner just to his
preceding.
1881.
*
Little
Classic”
style,
red
der it,” she coaxed.
practical suggestions, is beautifully illustrated,
:
thing to do, but wonderfully potent.
edges. $1.25.
taste, ard the loving wife why always
and is doing a good work for the artist who is
* But, you see, I wantmy whole name, meets him at the door with a smile of
If, on thé contrary, ill-bred,
rough
This little volume is out in neat form and
fortunate to read it regularly.
we can not hesitate to speak a good word for
words, fault-finding, or extra calls on the and reg] deep, too, so it will last for welcome home.— Anon.
3
it. The writer dedicates it to her father “ who
flagging strength, are the usual greeting years and years,” answered Joe.
4Ob>
The Art Amateur for October
has & great
taught me many things as we went together
“*¢ Never mind, Lily; I'll cut yours,” |
when the husband comes in, as is too ofvariety of designs for painting, needle work
alung
the country by-ways,” and she purposes
GENTLE
MOTHERS.
said
Fred,
good-natur
edly,
and selecting
and general ornamentatiowith
ten the case, we turn with pain and sadn, capital figures
to do the same thing for the attentive readers.
‘“ My mother dear, my mother dear,
for embroidery
on linen. The frontispiece
ness,imagining the heart-ache, the longing another tree he drew his knife from his
of this little classic. Read it, and receive its
My gentle, gentle mother,”
is a * Deck plaque ” drawn by Piton. Sketches
for kind words and a little appreciation of pocket and began to carve the letters,
I thought I was singing my boy to sleep] instruction.
of paintings by Boughton and Cusach, and of
while
the
little
girl
watched
him.
the labors of the day. Or, worse still, there
two pages by Emile Bayard are especially at
with the little ballad of which the abeve
“There!
I've put mine where it shall
BERTHA’S BABY.
By Gustave Droz.
Philamay spring up the bitter sense of injustractive. The principal articles, illustrated;
‘is
the
chorus;
but
the
blue
eyes
opened,
delphia:
T.
B.
Peterson
&
Brothers,
806
tice that will be found warring with the stay for one while,” said Joe, when he and a quiet voice said, ‘Mamma, you
Chesnut St. © Paper cover, 50 cents, Moroc- “ Cluny Museum ;” “ Deck Facence;” * China
co. Gilt and Black, $1.00,
of our Grandmothers,” and * New Ceiling
love still warm in the wife's heart.
If had completed his work.
ain’t always gentle.” In self-justification
Paper Designs,” There are interesting articles
This is a vivid picture of domestic life. It
“ Fred has put his where it will stay, I replied, ‘But, you know, darling,
such lack of kindness or common couris claimed to be superior to * Helen’s Babies,” on ‘Rogers’ Pictures,” * Gray Collection of
too,”
said
Aunt
Lucy,
who
had
been
tesy is long continued, will love conquer
mamma has to scold you when you're and the proof of it can be found
Engravings,” and “Recent Art Importations.”
only in read.
quietly looking on.
:
in this warfare?
naughty.”
¢Yes'm.”
The argument ing it. The reader will find at least an, equal Price $4.00 per annum; 35 centsa number.
“Fred? I don’t see where he has dropped ; so did the little head upon my vividness of description,
But all this holds good in regard to the
naturalness
and Montague Marks, Publisher, 23 Union Square,
duty of the wife, in her care and thought carved his name at all,” answered Joe.
bosom. Idid not finish the song, nor originality. The author’s power of appreciat- New York.
for the husband's peace and comfort. # ‘Once upon a time"—began Aunt have I sung it since. Tenderly tucking ing little prattlers, loving their sports and reLittell’'s Living Age for October 15 snd 22,
presenting
Business troubles often most unexpectedly Lucy, leaning back against a tree.
in the little truth-teller, I reproached my- superseded. their fascinating ways is not eusily contains ** Four
Centuries of English Letters,”
*‘ Baby is a real boy,” not one of
‘A
story!
a
story!”
laughed
the
chilpress upon him, from which he sees the
self for deserving his remark, and greatly your imaginary, goody children
that wants to by Sir Henry Taylor, Nineteenth Century;
dren,
gathering
around
her.
;
danger of great embarrassment and disquestioned the truth of my answer. Do grow up and be a lady. He drives about and ** The Future of Islam,” Fortnightly; * The
“Once upon a time,” she repeated, mothers ever have to scold? Has scold- plays just like any other
tress; or,if a professional man, how many
romping, tearing boy ‘Essayists and Old English Clans,” Cornhill;
cases will arise that will tax him severe- smilingly, *‘ there was a very ambitious ing any legitimate place in the family that longs to be a big man, have a moustache “ Mary Schonewald,” a study in prophecy,
Fraser;
“ Archwmological
Discoveries
ly, mentally as well as physically, and ‘man. He knew that he must die some gov
in
nt? How is the word defined? and carry a cane; and when he becomes sick Egypt,”
Times; ¢ Egyptian Excavations
unto death, why, the expressions of grief beand
perhaps irritate as well as perplex. This time, but he did not want to be forgotten, —
ec with clamor ; uttering rebuke come heart-rending.
Mummies
,” Nature; with other able articles
But“ Baby” gets well,
is the time when, like a ministering spir- $0 he determined to put his name where in rude ard boisterous language.” Is this
and the usual amount of poetry.
and—the book must be read by young parents
it
would
always
last.
Perhaps
he
began
it, a wife can best help bear the burdens,
a helpful adjunct-to parental authority ? to be understood.
:
and with gentle words and patient ten- by carving it on a tree first; but the Why do Christian parents
Prohibition
Temperance : Publishing
sometimes
derness dispel the despondency and re- owner of the forest felled the tree, and his’ scold? For two reasons, as it seems to THE BEACON LIGHT. A collection of Hymns House. under the management of David C.
Cook, Chicago, publishes a large number of
and Tunes for Sunday-schools, by J. H.
name was gone. Then he built a great us. First, from lack of self-control;
store patience and good temper.
Tenney and E. A. Hoffman. Boston : copyTemperance
Monthlies for five eents a year
How slight the effort! How magical monument, and cut his name on the top of secondly, from habit. Children are often
right 1881, by Oliver Dison & Co.
Price 30
with such titles as “ Pastor,” * Common Peocents.
the result! Indeed, where true love pre. | it; but the lightning is drawn to high terribly trying and-oud-and-angry—tones
pie”
The Soldier,” * American Farmer,”
This is » new collection of Sunday-school ‘‘ Young
vails it is not even an effort, but a great points, and his monument was shattered seem a safety-valve for our stirred temMen,” * Our Young Ladies,” *¢ The
songs. The compilers announce that from a
and rich pleasure, which comes because
in a single night.
Then he said, ‘I will
pers. Besides, we feel” that gentleness large pile of manuscript they selected only one Christian,” * Our Women,” * The Pledge,”
* The Railroad,’ * The Anchor,”
find the very highest and most solid alone can never safely . steer the family
love must express itself.
and other
in five as first class; and of course they ought
equally significant names.
They seem te be
However fierce the storm or bitter the mountain in all the world, and I will cut bark over life's troublous sea. Force, to be worthy of the book.
Mr. Tenney isa
filled with spicy. wide-awake articles; and cersorrow which God may see fit to send, my name on its topmost rock, and then it
musical character, and Mr. Hoffman is an able
firmness, decision, sternness, even severitainly they are within the reach of all,
that love which unites true hearts for life will last.” So he traveled over ocean and ty, are often necessary. A suitable de- hymn-composer, and both together have
has power to assuage the sharpest grief plains, through towns and villages, to
Here
given us the benefit of their experience.
INGERSOLL UNMASKED. The full text of the
gree of these is not incompatible with are examples of titles:* Wonderful
Love,” |Mtheistic Lectures of R. G. Ingersoll, with a
and quiet the wildest tempest, because it find the mountain. He passed tired peogentleness. It is not a synonym for ‘* Vale of Beulah,” * Bearing the Cross.” Also thorough review of every paragraph; A Sketch
helps to bring both closer to the shelter- ple by the way, who asked him to help
weakness. The gentleness that makes of the verses—
of his Life and Real Character.
Both Sides of
ing arms of him whose name is Love, them ; but he was too anxious about carvone great comes from subdued strength.
the Ingersoll- Observer controversy concerning
and build them yp more firmly in his ing his name, and he would notstop. At
Heaven shall ring while they sing Alleluia,
This lovely fruit of the Spirit proves an
Puine. Proceedings of the First Political In-

Oem th oo

He flies not with the flitting stork,

N. J.,in 1832. He graduated from the
University of New York with high honor, His:
graduation speech,delivered in N iblo’s Garden,
bad a wonderful and overwhelming effect upon

Bars

When wintry tempests blow,

But, like the Winter’s icy crown,
Looks greener through the show.

lege. - Dr. Talmage was born in Bound Brook,

Press, Cambridge. 1881,
:
This is a large quarto of 444 pages, large

EE Nl

ia

UE

is

Seven-

Issues between ChrisBy

also Publisher.

Clarke

New

USO

To every change of sky;
‘Whose friendship does not fade away

of

frontispiece

and many illustrations,
Miflin & Co., Riverside

Braden,

York. $1.00;

cloth $1.50.
A pamphlet containing the two first chapters of this work is received.
The entire work
willbe issued when a sufficient number of-

subscribers is obtained to warrant its publication. It will comtain 800 pages, mine by
twelve, printed solid, coutaining three times
the matter

of

Ingersoll’s

lectures

complete,.

which it includes with comments on every
paragraph. This book will have an interest
with those who wish to get Ingersoll’s Lectures:
in cheap

form, and

with

those who

wish to’

get & thorough refutation of them. The infidel’s antecedents and ruffianly character are
set forth in such a light as to lead us not to be:
surprised at the result.
INGERSOLL ANSWERED.
to be saved?

* What must I do-

Ry Joseph Parker, D.D.

Pre’

sented without abridgement. New York: I.
K. Funk & Co. 10 and 12 Dey St.
\
This is one of the Standard Series issued by
this cheap publishing house, thereby furnishing.
to the public valuable reading matter at a little
expense,

Dr.

Parker's

reply to

Ingersoll is

well worth the attentive and impartial reading

of all enquirers after truth,

They, must

not

take it for granted that a little expenditure of
| wit and sarcasm, with abundance of laughter
and applause will by any means effect the solid
truths of the Bible, or satisfy the serious

thinker.

He must

have sound

arguments.

based on exegetical criticism. He will be
unwilling to givecup the Bible without having
something better to take its place. This will.

be hard to obtain,
The

late Dean

.

Eo re ore

Commend me to that generous heart.
‘Which, like the pine on high,
Uplifts the same unvarying brow

home

‘born in Rochester, England, 1808. He
now
occupies the Divinity chair of Richmond Col-

~
Bd

- The midnight with perfume.

the

by Horace

Witha colored

of their

AYN

But, like the violet, seeks to cheer

that,”

his very best, and start for

Scudder.

by Rosina Emmett,
Boston: Houghton,

sketches

President of the British.

Wesleyan Methodist Conference of 1881, was

stories and poems in
Chosen

Osborn,

PER

He can not wear a smiling face
‘When mine is touched with gloom,

nest.
“I can’t have

tice, does any one imagine that the chil-

labguage.

Dr.

Le

And give his heart to me.
He hears me count my sorrows o'er,
And when the task is doue,
He freely gives me all I ask—
A sigh for every one.

there was

or passes themby as if not worthy of no-

E.

most famous

English

lives,

collection
of the

NY YD

At pleasure’s gay levee,
‘And comes to gild a somber hour,

for

be

tastetully arranged room. And what of
the young man? No matter how much
*¢ out of sorts” (as he is aptto term it) he
may feel, he will dress in his best, look

the

Talmage, D, D., with brief

.
A

nm

When I am sad and lone,
And makes the anguish of my heart
The suffering of his own;
‘Who coldly shuns the glittering throng

look,

would

best and

and pleasing, waiting to receive him jn a

BOOK..

rs

INDEED.

Commend me to the friend that comes

nests

reveal it so plainly that ‘ he that runs
may read {the true story correctly.

ence, near allied to rudeness or discourtesy, ridicules, or sneers at, her remarks,

BUOKS.
‘CHE CHILDREN’S

Er

Finds, after pleasure, pain;
But the toiler whom God careth for
Rests, and is glad again.
a
— Tribune.

built

between husband and wife at that period

unavailing regret

generally know or have some idea when
the young gentleman will come to see
her; she takes great care to look neat

habitually

rnold

The rich who careth for himself

doing ?” said a dear, good woman

=

if they

Brn

Then thanks to God, the giver,
‘Who loves both great and smali;
To every one he something gives,
Bat to no man gives all.

BANGS,

Oa the other hand,

articles of equal merit.
Among the many.
good things whichit contains we have
the
portraits of Drs, George Osborn and
DeWitt:

Stanley was not very acute

either of tuste or smell, so thaPall he ate was
to him if it was only tender.

Nib

To him who must work all day.

L.

dren will follow his lead.

girl will

Thomas Hughes first met the Dean when a
lad at a Rugby break(ast, where he and six
others were plentifully regaled. Mr. Hughes
gives many pleasant glimpses of Arthur Stan-

et

If a man have leisure to play;
But the summer-time is a weary time

BY BGBERT

loyal,

Before marriage the young

spared if all the established rules that be-

For the summer-time is a merry time,

7

heart

notice that she meets him with impatience
and repression, heedless of any of his
wishes, or that he meets her with indiffer-

pining and

Then poor men fell a-playing,
For that their work was o'er;
And rich men fell a-sighing,
That they could play no more.

-

the

‘How much of heart-ache and bitter re-

‘When fruits are gathered in,
Some for the press, some for the vat,
And some for the miller’s bin.

THE FRIEND

true,

passed. ' The measure and quality, of polite and courteous attention manifested

It was the time of autumn,

%.

remains

Literature,

BEFORE MARRIAGE AND AFTER.

the chil-

in

after a few years of married life have

if

of hers with deference, be sure

sh

COMPENSATION.
Green to yellow and red and black y'"
And some were tumbling down.

!

guests, listening to any remarks or wishes

COURTESY IN MARRIED LITE.
No prophet's eye is needed to learn

It was the time of autumn,
‘When leaves are turning brown,—

Fen.

wo
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Boies.

the love

=

much the same

ley, as he liked to be called, in the November
Harper. A full-page portrait of the late Deun
will adorn the same number.

Mr,

Fugene

Bchuyler's

serial history

of 2

“ Peter the Great” in Scribner's Monthly,
comes
to a close in the October part. 1t will
be issued
as soon as pessible in boek form,
with additionsto the text, and with all the illustrations which have
appeared in the:
magazine.
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THE EASTERN SENTIMENT TOWARD

THE. MORMONS.

While this system isspreading and being

daily strengthened, while something is go-

»ingonin Utah which, if left exclusively lo
itself, would, in a generation, bring wombru.en to the auction-block, and utterly

‘talize men, the people of the East do not

was a woman of rare social and Christian worth...
She had a warm, generous and affectionate
heart, and her conscientious,careful and Christlike consideration of others made her acquaint-

ance a precious privilege to both old ‘and
Jeune, ‘While we sincerely mourn the loss of

er society, we rejoice in the consideration of
her happy exchange of worlds.
She has gone
to the
better home and Jountry above, where,

through the riches of divine

lished a thriving Territory.
While doing this the Mormons

shrunk

from

no

crime,

DEA. MaJAH

hold his tongue, for he will never have
to run himself out of breath to overtake

have

recoiled

at no

Headache
:

SMITH

Great

———

shield of sympathy

pulpits;

Con-

merchants

and

ress was too sordid and too cowardly
it;

wholesale

to

great corporations lent their influence to

and 9 months.

67

years ago;

with

last when
men had to choose which
should live and rule, that institution or
this nation.
;

AccORDING to Professor

Rev. A. Ridlon,

“1take

the F. B.

The history of what follswed is fresh in
all minds; and little as the masses believe it now, there will come a time, if
this monster in Utah is left to grow,
when there will be another call for volaunteers and for money;
and, as before,

found that 18,000 intemperate people

Mr. Smith

and

embraced

church

in his

SoME enemy of the

there.

He always had a kind

word

gospel work, at our Q. M. aad
He was a good

| ings.

cord.

man,

Y. M. gather-

with

RE

|

for every

one, and those who "sought aid of him were
never turned empty away.
When in health
he made it his business to be in his place, for
a clean

re-

His end was calm and peaceful, A very
Mr.

Herrick

and

Rev.

there will be an enormous debt incurred;
as before, the coun
will be hilloeked

ly, and only & third recovered;

with graves, and the whole land will be
moistened by the rain of women's tears,
—C. CO. Goodwin in Harper's Magazine

Female

A AA

OATS.”

’

been active within a century.

all pastures, so that colts prance and
browse at will.
There is a freedom
which verges on looseness and license,
and it is jooked upon as an indication of
spirit and force for young people to kick
over the proprieties and even try to knock
the * nots” out of the Commandments.
It seems in many quarters to be taken for
granted that youth has a deal of folly to
get rid of, and must have its run of fastness as childhood is expected to have
chickenepox.

A

preparing

of crime

A

digestion

heavy aftermath of remorse aud

wretch-

brings forth

sorrow,

edness,

There

is no

such

a

crop

harvest

sown

of

the too lenient judgment, of our

encourage

furnish all the conditions for rei

~orop. 1
ime has come for
consider waste? it pays oo

Hundred

Per Cent. Better.

reports a gain
pounds in two
once where I
not raise one

is very

much

improved,

and

the

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning
Star it

that

i

lost

PARTICULAR
NOTIOE. Obituaries should . be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
18 but just that CASH should accompany ‘the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER ‘LINE of eight
words. VERSES are inadmissible,
a—_—

easy-go-

the

has

@brtuaxies.

wretchedness, and shame, Yet at the
present time the customs of society and
ing people

Georgia,

stomach retains the food. In short I am one
bundred per cent. better than 1 was three
weeks ago, and I give all the praise and credit
to the use of Compound Oxygen.
The expressions of my friends are, * Wonderful!’
¢ Astonishing!’ * Almost miraculous!y”
Our
Treatise on Compound Oxygen,
coftaining
large reports of cases and full information,
sent free. Drs, Starkey & Palen, 1109 and
1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

and

bring a

the

Jyarier the mucous from my lungs that I did.
y pulse has gone down from 120 to 85. My

of

They

of

A patient in Michigan, who
of thirteen and three-quarters
weeks, says: ‘Icough about
did ten times before, and do

death. They produce hundreds of Jennie-Uramer deaths every year.
They

colonize the prison cells.

for its occupancy, one of

SENATOR HILL,

They yield a crop of bad habits,

disease, and sometimes

in-

about one-quarter-of his tongue, and has
been subjected to surgioal operations on
the throat and parotid gland, which will
interfere with public speaking. lis general health is good.
:
.

smoking,

of evil companions, of vicious tastes,

N.

d

SALLIE D, STEVENS ‘died at Great Falls,
H., Oct. 2, of dropsy, aged 59 years, 9

months and 8 days.
Although long afflicted
with a terrible disease, she pore it with great
fortitude. She gave herself
to the Saviour
when youngy was buptized wud joined the F.

‘the

f
thre

- children to sow wild. oats, when a better
kind of seed can be scattered just ag well.

B. church at West

Lebanon, Me., and ‘after-

ward changed her members

.tguthe.F.

B.

All possible joy to the young; all possi'ble innocent pleasure to young people;
all the freedom compatible with safety.

church at Great Falls. She was a peculiarly
sweet Christisn woman, in many ways an_swering to the type of those whom the Lord
called

* blessed.”

the finger of the Eternal, which can not
‘be crossed, should be pointed out, and
every precipice should be fenced against
the feet of inexperience.—Christiun ai
Work.
aly
;

not known & more patient, mere
truer soul. Having thas walked

faithful or
with God,

victory.

her many

‘But the lines drawn across the world

A

8

1

S444

:

in his sermon on the

friends,

crops himself, for he will always have
“something
to sell or give to the poor,

Blessed is the man that never has any
Cre: 18, for he will always. consider

i

inclined

to

mot be harder thun his head.
J

try

his

whether the stump
’

head

p

nature

her maternal

made

spirit

knit

m

may

her

She

loved the sound of prayer and Christian song.
Muy her memory éver fall as a benediction of

heaven on the hearts of the

until all shall meét

on

to turn the grindstone for others,
:
Blessed is (he man that never over-

4 stup,

and

social

no

‘closely to the hearts of all who knew her. The
| evidencesof her piety and devotion grew clear-

BLESSINGS WORTH SEEKING.

H

Her

er as she slowly came down to the grave,

called

have

death had no sting for her and the grave

Blessed is the man that bas no * axes

a on he

mount

In all thé circle of our acquaintance we

by

x

to grind,” for he will never be

b)

greatest difficulties experienced is in
cleaning out the roaches and. other insects. They infest the house in myriads.
All kinds of roach and other insect-destroying powders are being used in the
house.

swaggering, pool-playing, wine-bibbing
boy, turning night into day and sleeping
till noon to recover from his carouse,—
why, he is only sowing his wild outs,
which is spoken as sympathetically as
though he were a baby cutting his teeth.
Yes, wild oats! And very bad, bitter,
blasting, poisonous grain they are. They
are sure to injure if they oy not Kill.
They affect the taste and constitution, and
leave remorseful recollections like a canker in the mouth.
Whoever has the inclination to fast ways and reckless behavior which goes under that name, should
bury it under all possible thicknesses of
«good resolutions ani noble conduct,andlet
1t fertilize the soil for finer growth of manlingss, instead of planting it where it will
reproduce after its kind.
For wild oats

grow.

(her

+

bereaved

te. part no more.

friends,

3
’
HF.Y,
MRS, SALLY HoLmes died at the residence of

her" daughter, Mrs, 8. Butier, in Fulton,

congregation

were

praiseworthy.

in her kindness.

The

N. Y.,

July 8, 1881, aged 88 years and 8 months. She

wus born ‘in Westerly, R. I,, but «con moved
with her parents 0 Danube, Herkimer Co., N..

Y. In aurly life she gave her heartto Christ und
united with the F. B. church of Danube at its
organization, and continued in its fellowship,
a loved and cherished member, for many years;

when with ber family she moved to Gilbert's
Mills, Oswego Co, N. Y., where. she lived

Me.
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& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.
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It is the short and best route between Chicago and
all points in
Northern Illinois, Towa, Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, California, Oregon, Arizona, Utah, Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, and for

Council
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Bluffs, Omaha,

DENVER,

SALT

LEADVILLE,

LAKE,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Deadwood,
Cedar

Sioux City,

Rapids, Des Moines,

Columbus,

and

all

oints in the Territories and the West.
Also, for
ilwaukee, Green Bay,
Oshkosh,
Sheboygan,
Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis, i
Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wisconsin and the Northwest.
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A TRUE TONIC
L
A PERFECT STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.

At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &
North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, arrive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.

IRON BITTERS are highly recommended for all diseases requiring a certain and efficient tonic; especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Inier-

At Chicago, close

connections

are

made wiih

the Lake Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &
Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago

mittent Fevers, Want of Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, ele. Enriches
the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves. They act
Tike a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic sympfoms, such
as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn, ete. "The only

tian hope was a comfort to him in his age
and cheering to him in the last months of his
lingering and distressing illness. His labor is
over, his race-is run, and he is at rest in the
arms of Jesus.
J. SHEPARD VITTUM died in Meredith, Sept.
29, 1881, after along and distressing illness,
aged 67 years. Truly a good man has fallen, a
man of marked integrity and uprightness.
His
life was above suspicion, modest and retiring
to a fault,self-distrusting, but often too much so
for his capabilities, for they were valuable.
He was identified with the Meredith village
F. B. church from the beginning and was its
first clerk, holding that place for years.
In
latter years he filled the office of deacon.
During much of the strength of his days, he was
in the employ of the merchants of the place,
filling the position to entire satisfaction of all.
He was respected and esteemed in life and
lamented in death.
He has been in failing
health for years, gradually stepping down to
the river’s edge. As he decreased Christ in-
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Iron Preparation that will not blacken the teeth or give
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Pullman Sleepers on all Night Trains.
Insist upon Ticket Agents selling you Tickets
via this road.
Examine your Tickets, and refuse

to buy if they do not read

over
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Chicago
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North-Western Railway.
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If you wish the Best Travelling Accommodations you will buy your tickets by this route,
8 AND WILL TAKE NONE OTHER.
All Ticket Agents sell Tickets by this Line,
MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. & Gen’l Mang’r,
Chicago.
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. ERSKINE.
NANCY MOORE, wife of Philip Kinsmore
died in Cornville, Aug. 10, aged 69 years an
-5 months.
Born in Parsonsfield, converted
when 15 years of age, and baptized by Rev.
Mr. Call, she united with us at our organization at Athens Village. She lived her religion;
her public testimonies were largely drawn
from God’s Word.
All her children but one
had passed on before her. After eight months
of keen suffering she went up to meet them
and her God; but she will be missed in her
church and home.
J. W. CARR.
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Extreme Tired Feeling.”
“That
«The first bottle has done ‘my daughter a
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A Aches” peculiar to LADIES.
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great deal of pleasure. yery truly yours,
J. R. SMITH, °
19 Butterfield Street.
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Troubles, and is a valuable assistant in their
It
quickly Removes those ¢¢ Back
Treatment,

HE
PROSTRATION
which follows
Diphtherja, and the persistency with
which it clings to the patient, are well
known to all who have had any experience

LowELL, MASS.
Messrs. C, I. Hoop & Co.:
Gentlemen—
My little girl had the diphtheria last April.
The disease left her very weak, blood poor,
with no appetite, and she could not seem to
“rally from its effects, HooD’S BARSAPARILLA was recommended by a neighbor, After
she had been taking it a few days we noticed
a change for the betierashe
SERA to eat
‘with a relish. It seemed to take out the
poison the disease had left in her blood, the
change being very noticeable in her face,
She took it two months and fully regained
lier health, much to our delight. .\We now

i

' Colds, Impure Blood, and Impaired Circulation.
1t acts quickly in Stomach, Liver, and Kidney :

DIPHTHERIA!

eradicates the’ poisoned matter from it,
bringing to the conyalescent the color, Aife
. dnd vigor of robust health.
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Malariall)
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If you find yourself getting bilious, head
heavy, mouth foul, eyes yellow, kidneys disordered, symptons of piles tormenting you,
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A Sure and Speedy Cure for Sore Throat, Coughs, Colds, Diphtheria, Chills, Diarrhea,
Dysentery, Cramps, Cholera,5 Summer Complaint, Sick Headache, Neural, gia, (4 Cuts,
Bruises, Sprains, Rheu atism, etc.
Perfectly

Preacher,
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his
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can afford to be without it.

soon

Christ. Messrs. E. A. COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago,
Ill. Price in Paper covers 35
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"PAIN KILLER
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hey work 1kes charm. One
peculiariy in them is, a continued use requires a less dose.
With thankfulness I remain Toned
EDSON DUNTON.
Sample packages free to all. Price 25 cents per
box. 5 for $1.00. Address all orders to the pro-

stops, 5 sets

reeds only $65. Pianos

and

life.

bottles, $5.

with ease. Ihave sold 36 dozen ia one year, an
they have given good satisfaction,
DANIEL AYER.
From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—
DEAR SIR: —I have used your Golden Ointment
for piles and your pills. Iwas 8o low when I commenced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends
and physicians despired of my life.’ I have been

Park
are
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good health, eat any kind of food,
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creased to him and so he faded ipto
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jliosized to contract for advertizing at our lowest
Ta

de-

for the last six years was
but was doubtless a most
eventuating in a complete
place in ‘heaven.
L.

per bottle;

hands were socold that I had to warm them in
midsummer.—Death seemed just before me. I
commenced using Dr. D. Dyer’s pills In October,
1877, and found relief at once, and am enjoying

Diseases, Monthly Menstrurations, and

H. H.

Row,

untir-

She

husband

almost impatientto be with Jesus.

teresting discoveries were made, among
which was a large lake, lofty waterfalls
and caves larger-than Fingal's Cave or
the Giant's Causeway.
?
IN FIXING up the White House and

of our home life. Our young folks are
left very much to their own inclinations,
and society has let down the bars into

and

sec-

and from the character of the lava it has

on
the young, which tend to encourage the
sowing of wild oats, regardless of the
yield. The old strictness has gone out

exceedingly
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during Pregnancy, it has no eqnal. It restores the
or,
that make the blood, and hence is the best
Blood Purifier. It is the only ‘known remedy
that cures
t's Disease,
For Diabetes, use
Warner’s
Diabetes Cure.
3
For Sale b Drugpisis and Dealers at
$1.25
per bottle,
AEN
ttle in the market.
Try it.

F. B. church.
Subsequently he became a
member of the old Meredith church, now existing after 81 years.
He was benevolent and
much interested in the denomination and its
work. “He raised up a family’of children of
marked excellence who early entered the ser-.
vice of the Lord, continuing therein in faithfulness, three of whom survive him. He was a
soldier .in the war of 1812 and was on the pension roll at his death.
He and bis good wife
lived together 54 years, she passing through
the gates a few years ago in advance.
He
truly was a noble Christian man, respected in life and esteemed in death.
As he drew
near the golden gates he was anxious to gO,

ond homeopathically, and half were restored ; the last were simply let alone,
and they all got well,
A PARYY in the interest of the American Geographical Society, has recently
succeeded
in ascending Mount Herdubreid in Iceland, a feat never before performed. It was found to be covered with

Jor October.

measles

the

and

I think, and united with the Meredith

hospital, thirty patients with the same
disease were divided into parties of ten
each. The first was treated allopathical-

Hallowell,

4

Value, and is a POSITIVE
Remedy for all the
diseases that cause pains in the lower part of the
body—for Torpid Liver—Headaches—Jaundice—
Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and all difficulties of
the Kidneys, Liver, and Urinary Organs.
For

Mr,

TrMbTHY D. HAWKINS died in New Hampton, July 24, aged 86 years.
He had long been
a Christian man and a worker in the Christian
church, but in a modest and rather retiring
way.
In early life he entered the service of
the Lord, but, like too many in youth, subsequently lost ground ; but in 1842 he re-engaged
himselfto the Saviour and was baptized by
Rev. I. D. Stewart, being his first candidate,

profession

in

‘Deacon T. G. Earle, of Park St. F. B. Church,
Providence, R. I., says, “1 have used Dr. Dyers
.Jpills for headache and dyspepsia, and have re.
| ceived more benefit from one box of them than
from all other medicines I ever used.
From an honored member of the Society
of
Friends, North Vassalboro’, Me., July 30, Fors
‘¢ I have been afflicted with dyspepsia for yearg,
‘and had to eat gruel for seven months at one tm,
| and that distresced me. My back was 80 weak

Ismade’ from a Simple Tropical Leafof Rare

large and sympathizing
congregation
was
present at the funeral, in which the writer was

A partial paralysis
a severe affliction,
gracious discipline,
preparation for her

recalls an old anecdote that, in a certain

tens ot thousands of brave young men
will go away, never to return; as before,

“ WILD

medical

(Cong.)

vier

‘Price, $1

pared by Rev.

European CoughR emedy, West

ah

fy |

and

sorrow is shared by a large circle of friends.

die

great

Was treated by some of

By Rev. C. G. Finney, D. D.

religion

own town,

could suffer.

the best physicians in this State, and afterwards
in Boston, withoutbenefit. Six bottles of Clarke’s
Rheumatic Elixir cured him, and he has had
no return of the disease. For sale by all Drug-

Pill,

I creasing.”

was baptized and united

two surviving children deeply mourn the loss
of a verv devoted wife and kind mother. This

to 4,000 temperate.

asa

;

in

was a home for many of God’s servants, who
were made to feel that they
were welcome

shared

mortality of intemperate men is nearly
five times as great as that of the temperate. Of 100,000 persons, it has been

Liver

Rev. 8. P. Fernald, {
‘| H., writes, - “ Your pills

lightedin a generous hospitality ;: many ministers of the Gospel and other friends have

Hitchcock, the

Mandrake

pills, for they do more than

remained an active and worthy member until
death. He was a patron of the Morning Star,
for over fifty years. He will be greatly missed
in our town among his neighbors and also at |
our denominational gatherings.
His house

ing

ance. It is the only safety. No neutrality on the liquor question, no conservatism. It will not do.

;

istts.

married in 1826; be survived bis wife 1 year

the interests of that

thusiasm, influence on the side of temper-

. perpetuate it, and a venal press rang
with anathemas against any who dared
to denounce it. But there came a day at

el

ee

ITEMS.

Pills.

Rheumatism Permanently Cured.—Mr.
Daniel B. Dodge, Edgecomb, Me., testifies that he
contracted Rheumatism while in the army, and
for twelve long years suffered, he thinks, as much

Liver

Tunbridge, Vt., September 23, at the age of
76 years.
He was born Nov. 14, 1814, and was

assisted by Rev.

INCREASE of nerve-power is accompanied by an increase in longevity, brain
workers being ‘in all ages the longer
lived.— Literary World.
TarOW all your strength, energy, en-

; its divine rights were

«declared from a thousand
eal with

.

and

TESTIMONIALS.

Clark,
A. M. FREEMAN.
unguarded words.
falsehood, have murdered and robbed |
Blessed
is
the
man
that
stays
at
home,
|
ApBY M. Horr, daughter of Lorenzo and
Americans iv secret, and laid the crime
Hoit, died in Candia, Aug. 12, aged 16
to savages, and still, while despoiling for he will always be a welcome visitor Mary'J.
years and
5 months.
Hes sickness was long,
atthe
house
of
his
neighbors.
(Excuse
Americans, have shed crocodile tears
and a part of the time attended with: much
over their own extreme sufferings. They the Irish bull, and take the hint.)
suffering, but the end was peace. Early in
Blessed is the man that always has his her sickness she gave her heart to the Lord
have disobeyed and derided the laws, and
and
found grace to sustain her in all her suf
plate
up
when
it
is
going
to
rain,
for
he
#till continue to do so; they have insultferings.
Though she bad a strong desire to
«ed and driven away United States officials catches the benefit of every shower.
recover she was enabled to say, ‘ Not my will
for no offense except that of trying to do
Blessed is the man that always fills his pF Thine be done,” and so was always trusttheir duty under their oaths, and all this geat at church, for he will never starve
| and peaceful...
Aashe neared the end, she
has been performed by the orders of less his soul by .an attempt to cheat his Mak- made all the arrangements for the funeral,
then
calmly
took
her
departure;
A large conthan thirty men, who, in the mean time, er.
:
gathered to sympathize with the
have absorbed so much of the earnings of * Blessed is the man that subscribes and gregation
sorrowing friends, and many tokens of kind
the people that they possess more money .pays for (The Star), for he will sleep regard for the deceased were expressed.
and property than five times twenty thou. sweetly, and share the affections of an
J. N. RicH.
sand of their dupes possess. Worse than intelligent and happy household.
LAVINIA ANN EDGECOMSB, wife. of Dn E.
all, they have again forged the chains of
Edgecomb,
died in Great Falls, N. H., Sept.
— Exchange.
an ignominious slavery oa the wrists of
28, aged 62 years, 3 months and 19 days. She
For
diarrhea, dysentery,
(bloody
flux),
was the daughter of Jesse and Lavinia Duston.
women ; what they
call their religion
morbus, cramps in the stomach, colic, For many years Mrs. E. gave convincing evioffers a perpetual premium for men’s cholera
and other painful and dangerous affections. dence of sincere piety, being deeply interested
tusts; their teachings kill the germ of Dr. Pierce’s Compound Extract of Smartweed in all religious meetings, and habitually attendchastity in the hearts of childhood before —compounded from the best French brandy, ing them when consistent to do so. The famit is ever warmed into life, and destroy Jamaica ginger, smart-weed, or water pepper, ily residence was, for a long period, in Lewisanodyne, soothing and healing gums and
balton, Me., and their place of Sabbath worship
‘the honor and sacredness of home.
of the Main St. F. B. church. The parThe men of the East should consider sams, is a most potent specific. By druggists. that
ticipation of Mrs. E. in labors promotive of
these things, and should remember that,
-once before, there was an institution in
this country around which there was a

%

|

love and grace,

died at his home

Dyspeptic

Headaches of 40 Years’ Continuance have
been Cured ty Them. They are the

she is privileged, with the companion of her
days, to share the honors and rewards of the
good and the true.
WM. R.STONF.

Though the ‘government.
‘Gentiles of Utah never wronged the MorBlessed is the man that has no hobbies,
mons, though they have given to Utah its
wealth, for he will never grieve over the stupidity
accumulated
and
prosperity
a world that he can not convert to his
though they own quite two-fifths of the of
i
property of the Territory, and though views.
Blessed is the man that has a mind of
they have never asked anything of the
Mormons except that they obey. the laws, his own, for he will never squander his
still, the sentiment of the East 1s that time in asking everybody he meets when
go to mill.
Lod
they are a predatory set, and that the and where to.
Mormons are entitled to peculiar and tenBlessed is the man that never goes in
der consideration, because they, when debt, for he will never have his coat
their presence had become intolerable to pulled into shreds by the tugs of his cred‘the people among whom they dwelt, tors.
started out into the wilderness and estabBlessed is the man that knows how to
to be greatly worried.
seem

"DR. D. DYER’S

her husband,Dea. Ezra Hoimes. Sister Holmes

will escape

many a sting.
a
Blessed is the man that can say, ¢ yes”
and *‘ no” at the right time, and stick to
them, for he will always have a clear
track before him.
' Blessed is the man whose religious
thoughts never advance beyond the limits
of God's thoughts, for he will never make
shipwreck of his faith.
Blessed is the man who attends to ‘his
own business, for he will seldom be perplexed with the cares of his neighbors,
nor be crushed under the weight of the

2, 1881.
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Cetywayeo an

d

»

The TU. S. Cabinet. ;

sess such aninstrument.

Mr. Hole

described

hope

aroused

by this

announcement

was

blighted by his adding that he much preferred
champagne.
Still the interview was not enthe treasuryship; the Sepate confirmed the aptirely without effect, for
a few days afierw ard
ointment and Judge Folger bas aceepted.
Cetywayo asked to have ginger beer substitut@ is-said to be eminently qualified for the po- | ed for his allowance of gin, with the proviso,
sition. The question having been in dispate
however, that he should receive the difference
as to whether the appointment, by Pres. Garof cost in money.
It was basely suggested that
field, of Mr. James, Postmaster-General, exthe artless Zulu had been misled by ‘he similarpired at the incoming of a new President, or
ity between the names of the two drinks, but
not, Mr. James has received a re-appointment.
Mr. Hole totally rejects this insinuation,
Attorney-General McVeagh has practically va“cated his office, although his successor has not
Changes'in the Civil Service.
yet been appointed.
“The following nominations among others,
The Michigan Sufferers.
have been confirmed by the U. S. Senate, viz. :
D. H.-Williams of Pittsburg, returned from ‘Fraok Hatton of Iowa, ‘to be Assistant Post-'
master-General, vice James N. Tyner (Mr.
a second visit to the district devastated by the
September fires, in Michigan, makes the folTyner retires honorably) ; Charles W. Seaten,
lowing summary of the present condition and
Superintendent of the Census, vice Gen,
prospective needs of the afflicted people:
Francis A. Walker, resigned; Henry Highland Garnet, minister to Liberia; Charles
“There are many people lying sick without
Payson
of Massachusetts, chargé d’affaires
sufficient shelter, bedding, conveniences
or

to Denmark.

There is not a sufficient quantity
bedding,

men’s

heavy

woolen shirts, women’s woolen underclothing,

Trial.

M. Gambetta has been
temporary presidency of the
of deputies.

Judge Cox has assigned as associate counsel
in the Guiteau case, Mr. Leigh Robinson of the
firm of Elliott & Robinson.
The AttorneyGeneral has appointed Judge John K. Porter
of New York and Walter D. Favidge assistant prosecuting attorneys, to assist DistrictAttorney Corkhill in the case. The trial has
been postponed until the 14th instant. The

Cotton

BEANS. “Péa, Nokthern, H.P.. v bu,$350

@
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Exhibition.

ear

INTER ESTING

ACCOUNT

|

Paris that he will call Leon Say, M.

de

September

15.

Live

Stock

that wheat on

$300; Apples, common

will
:

un-

that

it increases the yield from twenty-five to fifty
cent. ; that it stiffens the straw and prevents
and smut; that it-¢hecks,ifit does not entirely
vent the ravages of the chinch bug; and that
barrels per acre will injure no grain crop.”
time to sow salt is in the spring.

per
rust
pretwo
The

Woman

POULTRY.

get that they make

excellent

for

Superior

themselves

should

be well

for
the
chamber

for
: a shorter time.

The tests of milk

the best meal after a day’s work ‘is oat-meal por.

tle.

yield for a few days

ever invested.

that they cao not form a basis for calculating the
annual yield. The
variability
in
the
yield

of some cows

in

different

parts

of

the

her

“‘Vegetine

Have

season

of lactation is very great, while other cows are
very uniform through three-fourths of the season, only decreasing. gradually during the last
two or three months. The circumstances, then—
all being favorable—may produce a very large
yield for a few days, when the annual yield would
be only respectable. Ifthe short test is given,

dollars

hand.

Balsam

It

cures

used Vegeting in his family,

edicine now in use

Colds,

One

me

er than any other velume of ita class, will secure
for it an enormous sale. The lithograph cover is
from the prize desigy, in ten colors, and w
se.

lected from several hundred that were
competition, and is very artistic.

in

is a really remarkable

length of time from calving, the season of the year, | 22d time-honored
medicine.

the best known
the food before and at the time of trial ;—all these | ToedY for all diseases of the Itis
throat and lungs.
the value

ed

in

Quartd, boards,
;

Extra cloth binding, $2.00.

$1.50.

The new design

for

cloth

cover

rece

the

highest prize in class A, according to our

Wer,

and is everywhere admired. George McDonald's
new story, Warlock O’Glenwarlock, is also com
plete and illustrated in the volume.
Volumes A,
B,C, D, E, F, G, H, 1, J and
K may als
be had
o of

Family

the publishers,

MOSES KIMBALL,
Husband of Maria J. Kimball,

Package

1881.

and sketches by favorite authors,is finer and mora
atractive, aud at the same time larger and cheap:

to

in

chromo,

Extra cloth binding
ready Jan. 1st.

board

$2.00

cover,

Volume

M

$1.50.

will

be

D. Lothrop & Co., Publishers, Boston.
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Powder

Form

Anthem Harp. cre. w.o. perkins.

Cured Scrofula.

phates for nourishing the brain and nerves.

are necessary elements for determining

recommended

Vegetine.

Bron-

Cephaline is superior to “alcohol or acid phos-

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral

22, 1879.

ior to any of the Family Medicines in use.
MARIA J. KIMBALL.
I can vouch for the above statement in every

chitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat and Lung Compl
50 cents and $1 a bottle.

£everal important points should also be given to
assist in forming -a correct, estimate,—such as the

Her.

and scrofulous sores broke out on me, but none
have appeared sinee, and I believe it to be super-

of Wild Cherry

Coughs,

UP.

P Q., Oct.

Volume

Because of the great advance WIDE AWAKE has
made in artistic and literary merit, the publshers:
make a new departure in issuing the first volume of the current year, as the volume for the
holidays, instead as heretofore of the first volume
of the previous year.
:
The London Chrisiian World, in reviewing the:
monthly numbers of the present year says : “WIDE
AWAKE is the best juvenile magazine in the:
world.” The fact that this magmificent volume
with its 300 engravings from original drawings by
our best artists, illustrating original stories, poems

try it.
procured three bottles, and before finishing the third bottle found myself entirely cured,
and had not another attack of scrofula for nine
Juare, After that period I had to get some more
V
ne, but it quickly restored me to health
buoy and I have not ha a third attack. I am sixty-nine years old, and since becoming aware of the
virtues of your medicine, have given i} to my chil.
dren and grandchildren, and bave recommended
it to by} friends. The results have been invariably all that could be desired.
Previous to m
grst trial of the Vegetine, I had a cancer removed,

I

C.I.Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

Wistar’s

-always at

IER

Cu red

MONTREAL,

*

eases and weaknesses peculiar to females.
“ Dr. Kennedy’s Frvorite Remedy” for sale by
all druggists.
Fo

articular, and consider Vegetine the best

three

Stones

On the appearance

peril, that the ‘ Favorite Remedy” does invigorate the Blood, cures Liver, Kidney and
Bladder complaints, as well as all those dis-

MR. H. R, STEVENS —Dear
Si : About fifteen
years ago I was troubled with Scrofulous Mumor
which settled on my Jungs and brought on a severe cough.
I consul
five or six of the best
physiciansin Boston, but they gave up treating
me, said there was no hope ofa cure, and the
could do nothing more for me. A friend, who h

everything.

three bottles, and it was the best

are open to so many errors,

similar to

afflicted with

that his ease Was more.

New

DOCTORS GAVE

He says he has
Tey it if you bave
AF
ees

After she had taken it a week she had a rous-

ing appetite, and did

batter

only

Family Wide Awake Pleasu
re Book, L.
The

Medicine.

The largest farm in the world, so says a Chicago
paper, is in Dakota. It would be forty miles long

attested.

and

to any

stock,

and that it pays to gather them for this purpose. .
* Dr. Dio Lewis says that for a tired workingman
ridge with a little warm ‘ milk.

an article

long and of the thickness of a pipe-stem. Since
then he has had no symptoms of the return
the trouble. Here is a sick man healed. Whatof
better results could have been expected? What
greater benefit could medical science confer?
he end was gained ; that was surely enough.
Dr. Kennedy assures the public, by a reputation which he cannot afford to forfeit or im-

Vegetine

can

Do not for-

hedding

with

father,

the Favorite Remedy” at a venture. After two
weeks’ use of it he passed a stone 8-4 of an inch

Western—Tuarkeys
choice
, 18 @ 20c;

fair, 13 @ 17c; Spring Chicks, 15 @ 18¢ ; Fowl, 12 &
-18; Live Poultry, fowls 8 @ 10c; Live Pouliry,
Chickens 10 @ 11c; Geese, Green 18 @ 20¢; Ducks,
4 @20c; reuse; ¥ pair, 100 @ 110; Partridges,
¥ pair, 30

ALL SORTS.
The leaves are now falling rapidly.

Journal

in the Bladder,

common to fair, 14 @ 16¢; Chickens, choice 14 @ 16.
Northern—Turkechoice
ys,
19 '@& 21; Common to

Need Suffer

when Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure
be so easily obtained and so safetly used.

Tests for a year must also be a safer reliance than

to

salted

salted land, all other conditions being equal;

No

and Domestic,

his, was, like his

Apples, choice, # bbl.$2 50 @

Pears, ¥ bbl., $3 00 @ $4 00;

maintains a permanent foothold in the United
tary arrangement of companies and officers.
States must meet this test or stand aside. HappiThe American Agriculturist says that the season
ly, the Short-horn with its magnificent beef form,
can also point proudly to its achievements in the of tomatoes may be somewhat prolonged by pulling up the vines, with partly ripened fruit still on
dairy. Its temporary eclipse in this line, through
some of its noblest strains, has resulted from the them, and hapging them under cover. Those
fault of the breeder, and not from the capacity of who have vines yet uninjured by the frost can in
this way have fres fi tomatoes for some weeks
the breed. But the little Jersey is having her
longer.
bioom upon her honest merit in producing very
large yields of golden colored and nutty flavored
butter. Perhaps her admirers are somewhat exA GOOD INVESTMENT.—One of our prominent
travagant in their valuation of these records. | business
men said to us the other day: “In the
They may not always scan them as closely as they | spring
my wife got all run down and could not
should. As these extreme prices must bé based eat
anything; passing your store I saw a pile of
upon a confidence in the truth of these records,
r
Hood’s Sarsaparilla in the window, and I gota botthe records

tunnel
-

great strides in three years.
y
who robbe
: Paous theS DienCircassians
ee ho

thought in

APPLES, PEARS.

W

of the disease the father advised the son to
write to Dr. David Kennedy, of Rondout, N,
Y., who, he said, would tell” him what to do.
good, $1 00 @ $200;
Grapes, Concord, # 1] Dr. Kennedy replied, Suggesting ‘‘ Kennedy’s
Favorite Remedy,” which had worked so sueccessfully in the father’s case. Mr. Hicks, who
had been assured by the local physicians that
they could do. nothing more for him, tried :

More

land will ripen six to ten days earlier than on

in connection

serious than his father’s.

cided ‘‘ that salt has the property of hastening the

it is

nal

pe

.
cks
name may have appearead in this jour-

whose

interest in sorg-

use in a highly civilized country,—their milk and | if it were laid in a rectangular piece one mile in
butter production. These yield more annnal prof- | width. There are thirty thousand acres in wheat,
it than beef production; and every breed that | which are cultivated by a force of 800 men
in mili-

The cotton weaving industry in Canada is
shown by late official returns to have made

ors are in the city. The Governor of Connectieut, his staff and a large party of prominent citizens arrived this morning.
They ex-

when called upon to do so, and

Peas.
Canada, choice, % bu $100 @110; Can.
dda, common 75 @ 85¢; Green Peas, Northern $1
50
@ $1 65; Groen Peas, Western $1 70 @ $1 85c.
POTATOES. Aroostook Rose ¥ bu, 90 @ 9;

is evi-

culture and sugar-making in the West.

maturing of all grain crops;

record as worthy of note. They ignored thé most
valuable characteristic of any breed-of cattle “fsr

Two aldermen of the city of Montreal,
Canada, had a knock-down fight in the city
council room, the-other day.

ATLANTA, GA., Oct. 27, 1881.—Nine Govern-

premiership

increasing

ders of lunacy. The breeders of fancy Short- | thus cured many dyspeptics.
horned have seldom considered the butter or milk | dyspepsia.

A steamer has been arrested in the Dardanelles, having on board a large quantity of
dynamite intended for Russia.

4

west of Quincy, Illinois, is suspended: ' The inhabitants of the Sny valley have taken refuge on
higher land, and many thoussnd acres of farm
land are entirely submerged.
The damage to

comments as follows: If anybody had predicted
ten years ago that the mild-eyed little Jerseys
would have their $3,000 boom on their butter records, he would have been considered on the bor- |

The negotiations for an Anglo-French treaty
of commerce have been resumed in Paris.

has been waived by the prisoner's counsel.
The court atlows 20° witnesses to be subpeenaed for Guiteau, the fees and costs of service
to be paid by Government.
Atlanta

forty to PY G

sorghum has been grown this season than ever
before, and sugar refineries and syrup mills are
going up in many places.

the legislative ticket.—The floods it the West
continue, and jBoatly all railway trafic south and

lic sales of Jersey cattle, the

has at last
England.

elected
French

hum

In view of the heavy prices paid at various pub-

The seventh annual session of the Protestant
Episcopal church congress begah
Tuesday-in
Providence, R. I.

question of the jurisdiction of the District Court

The

a

However this may prove,it

dent that there is an

Virginia, is con-

JERSEY OOWS AND THEIR RECORDS.
;

Ex-Secretary Windom has been elected U.
S. Senator by the Minnesota legislature.

The South African Volksraad
ratified the peace convention with

the

fident of carrying the State next week by atsleast
20,000 majority. The Democrats concede defeat on

Bural

‘

"The coronation of the Czar of Russia
take place in April next.
;

Cameron,

liberal candidate for governor of

dollar fire occurred at Manila

at Hamburg.

It is expected that the St. Gothard
will be open by the 1st of January.

$100,000.—Coloncl

Freycinet and M. Ferry to his cabinet.——The
recent capture of Kairwan, North Africa, by the
French forces is considered of but hitle value.—
A funeral service in memory of the late President
Garfield was held in Beylin “Sunday.——A million

Consuls-general — Ferdinand

Miscellaneous.

"property loss,

of visionaries.

Jroperty will be very
extensive.——M. Gambetta
as expressed a willingness to assume the French

Vogeler of Ohio, at Fragkfort; Simon Wolf of
the District of Columbia, at Cairo;
Hans
Maltson, Minn., at Calcutta.
Consuls—Silas
P. Hubbell, New York, at St Johns, P. Q.;
Jesse H. Moore, Illinois, at Callao; Vollney V.
Smith, Arkansas, at St. Thomas; William P.
Pierce, Georgia, at Cienfuegos; Charles Kahlo
of Indiana at Sydney, Australia; George W.
Roosevelt of Pennsylvania, at Bordeaux; J. A.
Leonard of Minnesota, at Leith; John T. Robeson of Tennessee at Tripoli; John F. Winter,
Ill, at Rotterdam; John M. Bailey, N. Y.,

overcoats,

mittens or hosiery, infants’ clothing, men’s
and women’s boots and shoes, large sizes of
good quality for winter wear.
There is a deficiency in delicacies and nourishing diet for the
sick and convalescent.
There have been about
$500,000 of cash subscriptious, or about $200 to
each family.
To provide shelter, essential furniture,
clothing, underwear, medicine and
attendanee, feed for one cow and one team,
and food till the next harvest, there should
have been collected $400 to each family, or a
round million dollars. The commission can
not well get along with less than $300,000
more, making a total of $800,000 in cash subscriptions. I have seem no’estimate based upon an accurate knowledge of what has been
done and what remains to be done reducing
these figures. The rains coming after the long
dry season have filled wells with surface water, containing organic matter, producing malaria and typhus. Measles and pneumonia al$0 prevail.
Guiteaun’s

<A cubic foot of ansiingh on

Court-House, 8. C., was destroyed by fire Sunday;

an interview which Cetywayo accorded to him
last year. Upon being questioned as to his
ideas of temperance, the Zulu chief stated that
he was allowed a bottle of gin per diem, but
he did not much care for it. The cheerful

cordingly, on Thursday
the President
- nomi-

stoves,

News.

or

a

§
4
The extra session of the U. S. Senate’
adjourned | ty pounds, and a daily ration for a cow is fifty to | 35 ; Pea, N. Y.,

and placing in his charge a concertina for | at the head of the Treasury department for a few | the year.
presentation to Cetywayo, who expressed to a days, and, if possible, until relieved by his sucSugar making from sorghum, amber sugar-cane
cessor——The
business portion
of Edgefield and Indian corn is regarded by many as the dream
member of the army last year a desire to pos-

nated Charles
J. ¥olgér, Chief Justice of the
Court of Appeals of the State of New York, for

medicines.

5

MORNING STAR, NOVEMBER 2, 1881.
Latest

Temperance.

#

H. P. 350 @8 50; Pea, common
A meeting of the Blue Ribbon Army, iy sine die on Saturday afternoon,aftera
factional con- | sixty pounds. One and a half cubic feet makes a | 10 gas Means
temperance and gospel association, was recent- | 4 .¢ two days and one
Medium, choice ha nd bi eked § Stomein the Bladder Expelled by Using
night,in executive session, | cow's rationa day. A silo ten feet long, ten feet | Medium,
common§ 9to 8 good
{ 1v¥ hel
held in London for the purpose of bidding
ver the confirmati
Dr.
r at Lynch- | wide and ten feet deep will hold ensilage sufficient E Lp Tpioved
Favorite Remedy.”
3 00; £00
Yellow@ 3%;
Eyes, Yelow|
RUN on of a post-mastefer
Shoice
Yr Hennedy
5 Wom ’s
:oi
a
farewell to the Rev. Dr. Hole; of Capetown, | burg, Va. —Ex-Secretary Windom will continue
.290; Yellow Eyes, common, 2
;
| for two cows for 333 days, or for four.cows for half Red Kidneys,
YX. 8. N.W,] Hicks, of PIleasa;
245 a2 2A S,
mon,
@
H coe Co.
a ht valleys Dutch-

On Monday week President Arthur 'sent in
to the Senate the name of ex-Governor Moreau
of New York to be Secretary of the Treasury,
vice Secretary Windom,
and the nomination
was at once confirmed by the Senate, However,
notwithstanding
the
strong
efforts
which have been made to induce Mr. Morgan
to accept the office, he has positively declined,
owing to bis health and advanced age. Ac-

of

oa

-

|
Hetos Summary.

i!

Emerson's Book of Anthems. cs:

How to Reduce Your Doctors’ Bills.

American Anthem
Book. {2522 aonmsen:

86 BREMEN ST , EAST BOSTON, MASS.,
Sept. 30, 1879.
MR. H. R. STEVENS—Dear Sir: « My little daughter Stella has been afflicted a long time with Scrof-

Gem Gleaner.

($1.00). J. M. Chadwick.

Perkins’ Anthem Book. :.).

We call the attention of our readers to the. ad. | Ula, suffering everything. I employed
the best | At this season choir
are much
s in need
vertisement of P.H.
mew
Eitzgerald & Co., in another | PhYSICians in East Boston, but they helped
her | Anthems. In the above five books will be. offora
none, I bought some of your Powder Form V
all
that

of a test.

o-0-0-0-6

column, showing how

€very soldier disabled by ac. | tine and my wife steeped

It and gave it to the

b)

outs

1¥ be needed, and of the very
easy Choruses will also be
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;
now ope Cae
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>
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TO
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them,
but
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leave
the
|
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Consumptive.
at Constantinople, have been sentenced to five
—Wilber's
Com|
gaining
every
of real Southern welcome.
day,
an
I
can
cheerfully
The visiting Govrecom($1.95); in Zerrabn's INDEX, ($1.00); in Tourjee’s
A
POUND OF COD-LIVER OIL AND LIME,
stems on and do not core them. Put them into
| Mend your Respectfully
remedy to be yours,
erioTs Were friendly. welcomed to tho
the best we have ever; || CHORUS
cre. | YEO Pens | servitude.
CHOIR, ($1.50); in Perking TEMPLE “
deep
dish with tresh lemon or orange peel. Streya | PO950S8Ing the very nauseating flavor of thewithout
arti:. | tried,
J.T. WEBR
$l 1.00)
x; ; and d in in Emerson's’s VOICE
VOICE OF WORSHIP,
tion.at I bi yy oo or Colauit rg
Agitation has recommenced in Albania. An- | over them some
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;
press themselves gratified
with the reception
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the
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HINTS .
:
(From the American Cultivator.)

Conneeticut, Hoyt of Pennsylvania, Blackburn | Midst of the Ljuma mountains,

cident, or otherwise, can secure a
SE
’

brown sugaror molasses; pour on

Dervish Pasha is

blockadedby mountaineers

of Kentucky, Jarvis of N iva Carolina and oth-
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them a little” water

and

cover

them

cle as heretofore used, 4s endowed

quite tight.

‘The best pears for baking

by the Phos-
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ders te Oil doubly efficacious. Remarkable testi- |
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dR strength. She is

phate of Lime witha healing property, which ren.

in a fort in the | Setin a moderate oven and bake until tender
throughout.
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Neuralgia,

and

Prescrip-

some water; | tion has done for me. I had been
sufferer
pi
FP a great
2)

=

(30 cts.)
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Yields

Vegetine.

that the IDEAL (75 ots.), by Emerson, 1s the book

;

i,

took the Vegetine, and since teking it has re.

‘Any book mailed for Retail Price.
duction : for quantities.

Liberal

J

Boston.

ote

ER

DIT
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C h

A

:
4
inked
1lL., with thirteen passengers and a crew of | the Emperor and Crown Prince
.“
:
ion.”
ceived so much benefit she take
of Austria is | through, Which You may ascertaini by sticking
t pl
a | the * Favorite Prescription,” and I never had | cel
boron
yg
suffering" from" Neuralgia
sixteen men aboard. It passed through the | described as most affectionate.
The two | broom splint through them. They will probably | anything do me 80 much good in my life. I ad- or Kidney
Complaint.
bridge and got about half a mile above it
monarchs kissed each other ou both cheeks.
be done in an hour, but you must

when

the

engineer

discovered

1

that

the

Late

rod

used to reverse the wheel was broken, and the
stream,

The swollen river gave

ever,

Peru,

represents

and

assassinations

than

being

of

lunches and similar uses.

James Garfield, sor of the late President, is
again quite sick at Williams College with malaria. Itis feared that it will be impossible
for him to remain at Williamstown.
He has

fR the cab-

in everybody was frantic; women were crying, and the men were about equally useless.
No one seemed to have any idea of what to do,
rand, the clerk and engineers and firemen, are
reported to have been drunk and as terrorthe steamer
stricken as the others, When
struck the bridge she hit a little aft of the boiler heads and broke them in. At once steam
began to rush out, and for a moment the prospect of being scalded took the place of that of
terrible.
was
The scene
being drowned.
There seems no doubt that the steamer was totally unfit for the work, being merely a freight
boat, and was not licensed to carry passengers.
The accident was entirely due to carelessness
and liquor. - Twelve persons were saved on
the barge ane five picked up on the Iowa shore
who had clung to the wreck—one a woman.

that
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functions.
#1 at druggists.
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given to theOf elder
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and another to the younger Mrs, Garfield. The

Gladstone’s Successes.
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New, quick,
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